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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK
Place and date of the meeting
1.
The fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean
was convened by the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
(ECLAC) in compliance with ECLAC resolution 699(XXXVI), and was held in Santiago, from 27 to
31 January 2020.
Attendance1
2.
The meeting was attended by representatives of the following member States of the Commission:
Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, Germany, Grenada,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Plurinational
State of Bolivia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Spain, Suriname, Trinidad and
Tobago, Turkey and Uruguay.
3.
Representatives of the following Member States of the United Nations that are not member States
of the Commission attended in a consultative capacity: Denmark, Finland, Ireland, New Zealand, South
Africa and Sweden.
4.
Attending from the United Nations Secretariat were Resident Coordinators of the United Nations
system and representatives of the United Nations Resident Coordinator Office in Chile, the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
5.
The meeting was also attended by representatives of the following United Nations funds, programmes
and bodies: United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women),
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), Joint United Nations
Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and World Food Programme (WFP).
6.
Representatives of the following specialized agencies of the United Nations also attended: Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), International Labour Organization (ILO),
International Organization for Migration (IOM), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO)–Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
and World Bank.
7.
Representatives of the following intergovernmental organizations attended the meeting: Andean
Development Corporation (CAF), Association of Caribbean States (ACS), Fund for the Development of the
Indigenous Peoples of Latin America and the Caribbean, Ibero-American Secretariat (SEGIB), Ibero-American
Social Security Organization (OISS), International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA),
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Organization of American States (OAS),
Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture, ParlAmericas and the
European Union.
1

See annex 6.
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8.
The meeting was attended by representatives of non-governmental organizations in consultative
status with the Economic and Social Council, other non-governmental organizations, universities, academic
institutions, private sector entities, legislative bodies, and local governments.
Election of Presiding Officers
9.

The Conference elected the following Presiding Officers:
Chair

Chile

Vice-Chairs:

Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Brazil
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Haiti
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Plurinational State of Bolivia
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Suriname
Uruguay
B. AGENDA

10.

The Conference adopted the following agenda:
1.

Election of officers.

2.

Adoption of the agenda.

3.

Presentation of the position document Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios.

4.

High-level panel on the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the Regional Gender
Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030: the perspective of
Latin America.

5.

High-level panel on the Beijing Platform for Action and the Montevideo Strategy for
Implementation of the Regional Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development
Framework by 2030 and international and regional instruments on women’s rights and
gender equality: the perspective of the Caribbean.
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6.

Special session: Generation Equality: outlook and challenges for Beijing+25 in Latin America
and the Caribbean.

7.

High-level seminar: Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios.

8.

Consideration and adoption of agreements by the Conference.

9.

Other matters.
C. PROCEEDINGS2
Opening session

11.
At the opening session, statements were made by Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), Åsa Regnér, Deputy Executive
Director of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women),
Silvia Rucks, Resident Coordinator of the United Nations system in Chile, Mariella Mazzotti, Director of
the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Uruguay, Isabel Plá, Minister of Women’s Affairs and
Gender Equity of Chile, and Carolina Valdivia, Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs of Chile.
12
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC welcomed the participants to the fourteenth session of the
Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean. She said that at the thirteenth session
of the Regional Conference held in Montevideo in 2016 the commitments of the Regional Gender Agenda
had converged with those of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and the Montevideo Strategy
for Implementation of the Regional Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by
2030 had been adopted. If progress was not made with implementation of the Montevideo Strategy, it would
be difficult to overcome the structural obstacles of gender inequality in Latin America and the Caribbean.
The situation had changed, and the region was at a difficult crossroads: a less favourable international
context, with a significant economic slowdown that limited the room for the necessary social, economic
and environmental policies. In addition, poverty was increasing, the reduction in inequality —a structural
feature of the region, based on its production structure— was stalling, and the quality of employment was
declining. It was clear that the economic model associated with concentration of wealth and environmental
degradation was no longer sustainable. Discriminatory, conservative discourse was emerging that
questioned the rights gained in terms of women’s autonomy and gender equality. However, there was a
growth in women’s and feminist movements in the region that sought to bring an end to the precariousness
in women’s lives, and to the inequality and gender-based violence they faced. These movements had
highlighted the prevalence of harassment and violence and challenged governments on human rights
violations; their protests should not be criminalized, they should be listened to.
13.
The Executive Secretary warned that, although progress had been made in recent years in women’s
participation in the labour force, the labour market participation rate among women in Latin America
remained stalled at around 50% (compared with 74.4% for men), and the unemployment rate among women
continued to be higher than among men. The overburden of unpaid work was one of the main obstacles to
more stable participation by women in the labour market in better quality jobs, and also affected their access
to social protection. Harassment and violence against women remained widespread, and despite the
progress made, the countries of the region still lacked the resources and institutional frameworks needed to
2

The statements and presentations are available on the website of the Conference [online]: https://conferenciamujer.cepal.
org/14/en.
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effectively prevent, punish and eradicate gender-based violence, a structural feature of the patriarchal
system. To achieve equality, it was essential for women to have autonomy and be able to make free and
informed decisions. She then invited the participants in the fourteenth session of the Regional Conference
on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean to take part with the conviction that it was more important
than ever to ensure substantive equality and to move towards the horizon of gender equality, as an ethical
necessity but also as a precondition for development. In conclusion, she said that equality was the horizon,
structural change was the path and policymaking was the tool.
14.
The Deputy Executive Director of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women (UN-Women) said that 2020 offered a historic opportunity to move towards
fulfilling the commitments made to women and girls 25 years earlier in the Beijing Platform for Action. It
was important to measure progress and gaps and to forge a forward agenda, a task in which men should
also be involved. In that regard, the Beijing Platform for Action was the main point of reference, but much
remained to be done to make commitments a reality; not enough progress had been made and there was not
enough political will, to the extent that in some areas progress had stalled or reversed. It would take
200 years to close the gender gap in access to economic opportunities and women were 25% more likely
than men to live in extreme poverty.
15.
In 2019, she said, it had become clear that political instability was closely linked to inequality.
There remained obstacles to women’s access to decision-making spaces and there were increasing levels
of violence against women, particularly against women human rights activists and defenders. The lack of
funding for gender equality was a persistent challenge in the region. UN-Women, in collaboration with the
Governments of France and Mexico and with participation by feminist movements and civil society, had
convened the Generation Equality Forums. Through those forums, action would be taken in areas such as
gender-based violence, economic justice and rights, bodily autonomy and sexual and reproductive health
and rights, feminist action for climate justice, technology and innovation for gender equality, and feminist
movements and leadership. The aim of that work was to make the vision embodied in the Beijing Platform
a reality.
16.
The Resident Coordinator of the United Nations system in Chile said that 43 years had passed since
the first session of the Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in the Economic and Social
Development of Latin America was held in Havana, and although progress had been made in the
empowerment of women, not all the expected results had yet been achieved. The simple and powerful idea
of leaving no one behind had to be kept in mind. There was a need for more granular analysis of data and
to go beyond averages, which were useful but tended to hide the reality of inequality, which was at the root
of social, political, economic and environmental crises. In Chile, for example, the gender pay gap remained
considerable; there was also inequality among women: those in the first decile earned 13 times less than
those in the highest income decile. The causes of those gaps were multidimensional and for public policies
to be more effective, they needed to be supported by civil society and the private sector.
17.
She said that 10 years remained before the deadline set for fulfilment of the Goals of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, and the challenge was to move towards progressive structural change that would
help to transform gender power relations in the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable
development. It was crucial to address violations of women’s human rights in Chile not only by providing
necessary support, but also by promoting the transformations that were needed in civil and criminal law.
18.
The Director of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Uruguay said that it had been a
privilege to serve as Chair of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean for
the preceding three years. The Conference was an intergovernmental space that for 40 years had facilitated
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dialogue between countries, in which social movements and the feminist movement played a fundamental
role. Because Latin America and the Caribbean was the most unequal region in the world and very diverse,
it was particularly important for equality to recognize women in all their diversity, including sexual
diversity and diversity in race, language, ethnicity, age, region and class. In that regard, the Regional Gender
Agenda should be enriched with different experiences and with analysis from organizations such as
ECLAC. The Montevideo Strategy was an important political, strategic and technical document that
recognized inequality as a structural characteristic. The establishment of the regional fund in support of
women’s and feminist organizations and movements by the Presiding Officers of the Regional Conference
on Women was a significant achievement, because it was an invaluable tool for involving civil society and
for governments to promote women’s rights in the region. For gender equality to be a reality, gender policies
had to be included in each line of work, to bring about definitive, transformative change in the region.
19.
The Minister of Women’s Affairs and Gender Equity of Chile said that 2020 was the twenty-fifth
anniversary of adoption of the Beijing Platform for Action and the fourth anniversary of adoption of the
Montevideo Strategy. It was a key time to form synergies between countries, civil society, the private sector,
the academic sector and international organizations to move forward with implementation of the Platform
and the Strategy. Latin America and the Caribbean had shown its political commitment to gender equality:
substantial progress had been made at the highest institutional level with women’s ministries created in
several countries of the region, and 18 countries had adopted policies to protect women. However, cultural
barriers remained: many women still suffered physical and sexual violence, there were pay gaps, and
women did most of the unpaid work. Women’s decision-making was obstructed, and that was directly
related to their vulnerability to violence, which was naturalized by society. The situation of migrant women
was particularly worrying, and they needed to be protected by States.
20.
She said that the Regional Gender Agenda was more important than ever, at a time when women
were demanding inclusion in social dialogue. There was a need to anticipate the emerging challenges that
would mark the coming years, such as climate change and economic changes that affected women
differently. There was also a need to narrow the digital gender divide by focusing on education and
supporting girls and young women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) careers.
In conclusion, the Minister expressed her commitment to making the right of women to participate fully in
the life of society a reality.
21.
The Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs of Chile expressed her concern about the direct effect of
violence against women, as the figures for femicide remained alarming in the region. She said that gaps in
labour market participation and political representation also persisted. According to the Sustainable
Development Goals Report 2019,3 while progress had been made in some areas of development, women
and girls remained the most disadvantaged, and globally 330 million of them were living in poverty. On
the environmental front, a new version of the Lima work programme on gender and its gender action plan
had been adopted at the twenty-fifth session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP 25). Also, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals could help to close gaps through collaboration and partnershipbuilding between various sectors of national society and between countries. Without women there could be
no sustainable development.
22.
She said that changing economic scenarios posed significant challenges for women in Latin America
and the Caribbean, but also offered opportunities. In that regard, Chile had promoted a gender-responsive
foreign policy and had been incorporating gender sections when negotiating trade agreements, particularly in
3

United Nations, The Sustainable Development Goals Report 2019, New York, 2019.
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the European Union Association Agreement, and had launched the Women Export (Mujer Exporta)
programme to promote women’s inclusion in international trade. The country was committed to United
Nations Security Council resolution 1325 on women, peace and security, and was leading the work on the
Pacific Alliance road map for women’s economic empowerment, 2020–2030. The 2019 Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum had placed great emphasis on women, small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs), and inclusive growth, and had adopted the La Serena Roadmap for Women and Inclusive
Growth (2019–2030). In order to narrow the digital gender divide, Chile, New Zealand and Singapore had
created the Digital Economy Partnership Agreement (DEPA).
Presentation of the position document Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios (agenda item 3)
23.
The Executive Secretary of Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean began her
presentation of the position document Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios by saying that
the document had been prepared in a context of global disruptions, interrelated crises and a decline in
multilateralism, in which there was a pressing need to adopt a new pattern of development, centred around
equality and sustainability. In Latin America and the Caribbean, these factors were compounded by a
culture of privilege and inequality, one of whose many manifestations was gender inequality, which was at
the root of the prevailing development pattern’s unsustainability. The document was structured around four
processes that particularly affected women: economic and financial globalization, the digital revolution,
demographic change, and climate change. The document enquired into whether these processes contributed
to overcoming or, conversely, amplifying the four structural challenges relating to gender inequality
identified in the Montevideo Strategy: socioeconomic inequality and the persistence of poverty in the
framework of exclusionary growth; the sexual division of labour and unfair social organization of care;
discriminatory, violent and patriarchal cultural patterns and the predominance of a culture of privilege; and
the concentration of power and hierarchical relations in the public sphere.
24.
She said that efforts to reduce the level of poverty in countries that had not succeeded in reversing
women’s overrepresentation among the poor and had not been pursued in a gender-responsive manner.
Discrimination based on ethnicity or race and the unfair social organization of care affected women in
lower-income households to a greater extent. Moreover, the production specialization of the region’s
countries and occupational segregation by gender limited women’s participation in quality jobs with a
sizeable technological and knowledge component. The conditions for access to credit were much more
adverse for women than for men. Regarding tax systems, there was a need to end to tax evasion and
avoidance in order to use those resources to finance equality and social protection policies, as well as to
apply deductions for care of dependants and exemptions for basic needs. It was particularly important to
implement progressive policies that considered household structures and care structures as criteria for
determining tax capacity, as was already being done in countries such as Cuba and Uruguay.
25.
She then described the comprehensive policies that should be implemented to address women’s
autonomy in every sphere and to achieve greater equality. Investment was needed in systems of care that
could generate multiplier effects in terms of women’s labour participation and on the redistribution of time
and income, and to close gender gaps in access to and use of financial services and prevent women’s
overindebtedness. In the area of the digital revolution, regional cooperation should be fostered for the
discussion and design of rules on employment protection and taxation of platform enterprises, to strengthen
regional governance in relation to technology, data use, knowledge sharing in key sectors, and the
prevention of online gender-based violence, and to promote the inclusion of women in innovative sectors
such as technology, energy and other emerging sectors. With regard to demographic change and the care
economy, it was essential to recognize women’s contribution to the economy through unpaid domestic and
care work, to foster shared responsibility and fair distribution of the overall workload, to design
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comprehensive social protection and care systems that adapted to demographic changes, and to guarantee
the rights of migrant women. Furthermore, policies on climate change adaptation and mitigation had to be
aligned with gender equality policies and conditions had to be guaranteed for the full participation of women
in the design and monitoring of public policies on climate change and comprehensive disaster risk
management, particularly in the Caribbean.
26.
The Executive Secretary concluded by noting that progress on gender equality required renewed
multilateralism to strengthen cooperation and correct asymmetries, to address globalization, the digital
revolution, climate change and migration. It also needed the generation of data for the analysis of different
dimensions of inequality and for prospective studies on global and regional trends that affected gender
equality and women’s autonomy.
27.
Comments on the document were made by Epsy Campbell, Vice-President of Costa Rica, Nadine
Gasman, President of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Mexico, and María-Noel Vaeza,
Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality
and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women).
28.
The Vice-President of Costa Rica said that the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America
and the Caribbean offered an opportunity to take stock of the situation of women in the region, in order to
achieve gender equality through the necessary agreements at the multilateral level. From the analysis in the
position document, it could be concluded that more progress could have been made in that area if the culture
of privilege had been addressed. Political representation and arrangements reached behind closed doors
were insufficient and unsustainable in the long term and the problem of inequality needed to be addressed.
Fiscal covenants with an inclusive perspective were needed to allocate resources to the most pressing areas
and to cease the toleration of tax evasion or avoidance. Above all, it was essential to make closing gender
gaps one of the priorities of development. She proposed a comprehensive agreement for the inclusion of
women in production systems, between the State, international organizations and enterprises, in which the
parties to the agreement would voluntarily assume targets on inclusion of women in the fastest-growing
sectors, so as to avoid perpetuating job insecurity for women.
29.
In order to achieve Sustainable Development Goal 5, the labour force participation rate for women
had to reach 75%. An international agreement was needed on access to credit for women and affirmative
action to overcome structural obstacles in that area. Regarding the care economy, States had a responsibility
to meet demands with the public resources at their disposal, seeking more private resources and appealing
to a collective responsibility, rather than a responsibility borne by women.
30.
The President of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Mexico thanked ECLAC for
preparing the document entitled Women's autonomy in changing economic scenarios, which provided a
comprehensive overview of the situation of women in Latin America and revealed how they lived, what
difficulties they faced and how these could be resolved, among other things. She said that, according to the
analysis, there was a need to: (i) implement legislation already adopted and guarantee women’s access to
justice; (ii) strengthen women’s autonomy to prevent their subordination and vulnerability; (iii) address the
problem in an intergenerational and multidimensional way, as inequalities could last a lifetime;
(iv) economically value the domestic and care work performed by women, which kept the world moving but
was not recognized; (v) bring women into areas related to technology, robotization and automation, where
skilled human capital and decision-making positions were predominantly occupied by men and; (vi) bring
about economic system change based on gender equality and address the needs of migratory movements, to
ensure that the repercussions of climate change were not felt more acutely by vulnerable women.
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31.
She added that women were suffering the consequences of a model designed without them, but
they were still the main recipients of the model’s negative effects. Women needed to be empowered to take
on key decision-making positions, which would lead to the emergence of new approaches, the inclusion of
other excluded groups and the redistribution of wealth. For that to be possible, intergenerational dialogue
was needed, and it was up to States to innovate and safeguard democracy, making more institutions consider
women’s experiences. Lastly, the progress made in Mexico included development of the 2019–2024
National Programme for Equal Opportunities and Non-discrimination against Women (PROIGUALDAD),
through a process of active listening with 5,000 women and 40 State entities.
32.
The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of the United Nations Entity for Gender
Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN-Women) said that women’s participation was essential to
overcome economic stagnation. Funding had to be secured and the number of female executive directors
of companies in Latin America had to be increased; that would lead to a rise in productivity. Domestic
resources could be raised by tackling tax evasion. In that regard, it was necessary to forge political and
financial compacts that were not only declarations but also actions. Specific proposals for financial
inclusion were needed to enable women to obtain more than microcredit, and ministries of economy should
consider how greater participation by women would increase productivity. In addition to financial inclusion,
gender-responsive social investment was also important. Without the funding needed to achieve greater
equality, there would be no progress in implementing the Beijing Platform for Action.
33.
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC then invited María Fernanda Espinosa, former Minister of
Ecuador and former President of the General Assembly of the United Nations, to take the floor. The former
Minister of Ecuador thanked ECLAC for the report, which gave figures and trends regarding women’s
autonomy in changing economic scenarios. She said that women experienced more poverty, more violence,
more racism, more discrimination and more vulnerability to climate change and trafficking in persons, and
also less pay, fewer rights, less time and less investment. The Southern Hemisphere had a responsibility to
generate more rights, more equality, more opportunities and more dignity.
34.
In the discussion that followed, the representative of Argentina referred to the new institutional
framework of her country, where a Ministry for Women, Gender and Diversity had been established for the
first time, and noted that it was essential to reassess the role of the State, beyond the important role of civil
society, social movements and cooperatives. The representative of Guatemala said that inequality,
particularly regarding gender, was the result of a historical evolution of exclusion and discrimination. She
invited the women of the region to strengthen strategic partnerships to eradicate inequality, as it was a
widespread problem at the regional level, and praised the role of ECLAC in creating a social agenda in
which women proposed, arranged and decided. It was also important to raise awareness of the role and
important contribution of indigenous women to sustainable development. The representative of Cuba said
that, despite the blockade, Cuba had continued to develop and implement public policies to promote the
advancement of women. An assessment of the country’s fulfilment of Sustainable Development Goal 5 had
been carried out with a view to taking practical action (such as gender audits). The Cuban Constitution,
adopted by 86% of the population, clearly reflected the will to achieve equality and to prevent gender-based
violence, and the State was responsible for protecting women and girls.
35.
The representative of the Plurinational State of Bolivia said that her country was working on public
policies to promote the advancement of women, empowering professional, business and entrepreneurial
women and supporting the training, education and prospects of women in economic, health, education and
social plans to reduce gaps. The representative of El Salvador noted that for the first time in her country
there were several female ministers, in areas such as education, housing, health and culture. The Salvadoran
Institute for the Development of Women, which she chaired, was paying special attention to the situation
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of indigenous, rural and campesino women and was raising awareness of the different types of violence
suffered by women in the region. In that regard, El Salvador would collaborate closely with Mexico on the
issue of migration and forced displacement. The representative of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela
said that progress had been made in areas such as political parity, and the Venezuelan Constitution
recognized gender equality, including equal pay, mainly in the civil service. Work was under way on a law
to protect women, for lives free of violence, including forms of violence such as cyberbullying. In addition,
there was the Women’s Development Bank in the country, which had been contributing to the
empowerment of the poorest women and women victims of violence for 20 years. She said that the
empowerment of working-class women should be especially encouraged.
Civil society declaration
36.

A representative of civil society then read the declaration included in annex 4.

High-level panel on the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the Regional Gender Agenda within
the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030: the perspective of Latin America (agenda item 4)
37.
The panel was moderated by Markova Concepción Jaramillo, Minister for Social Development of
Panama, and the panellists were Lucía Scuro, Social Affairs Officer in the Division for Gender Affairs of
ECLAC, Mariella Mazzotti, Director of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Uruguay,
Elizabeth Gómez Alcorta, Minister for Women, Gender and Diversity of Argentina, Alejandra Mora,
Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Commission of Women (CIM), and María-Noel Vaeza,
Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women.
38.
The Social Affairs Officer in the Division for Gender Affairs of ECLAC presented the Regional
progress report on the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the Regional Gender Agenda within the
Sustainable Development Framework by 2030,4 prepared by the Division for Gender Affairs, based on the
25 national reports on implementation of the Montevideo Strategy that had been submitted by the countries
of the region. She said that eight countries —Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay— had formulated equality plans that incorporated the approaches,
implementation pillars and measures set out in the Montevideo Strategy. It was in the socioeconomic sphere
that the deepest gaps remained, since women’s labour participation rate remained stagnant and the jobs they
obtained were of lower quality. Regarding the sexual division of labour and the unfair social organization
of care, women’s burden of unpaid domestic and care work remained far greater than that of men, even
when women contributed the entire household income, which restricted women’s ability to enter and remain
in the labour market. The care economy needed to be analysed in all its complexity, since investing in it
contributed to production structure diversification, economic growth and equality.
39.
Regarding discriminatory, violent and patriarchal cultural patterns and the predominance of the
culture of privilege, she referred to femicide and said that official data provided by 31 countries in the
region to the Gender Equality Observatory for Latin America and the Caribbean showed that in 2018 more
than 3,800 women had been killed owing to their gender and four of the five highest femicide rates in the
region were recorded in Central America. In that area, a new wave of regulatory frameworks had been
adopted that defined feminicide and gender-based violence, as well as other initiatives such as
implementation of intersectoral coordination mechanisms, regional cooperation initiatives to strengthen
information systems on violence against women, and training on gender-based violence for government
officials. The concentration of power and hierarchical relations in the public sphere still constituted an
4
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obstacle to progress towards parity democracies, but significant progress had been made in collecting
information on women’s political participation at the subnational level. Regulatory advances in the
countries were not sufficient to promote women’s participation in decision-making, so it was important to
implement strategies related to State capacity-strengthening (such as women’s participation and leadership
programmes) to make regulatory compliance effective. In conclusion, the Social Affairs Officer said that
the Montevideo Strategy, which had been adopted three years previously, was the road map for
institutionalizing gender policies in States, overcoming structural obstacles, avoiding setbacks and
achieving substantive equality by 2030.
40.
The Director of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Uruguay said that substantive
gender equality meant building a concept of equality that permeated all people’s lives, as well as the full
exercise of women’s rights and autonomy, an active role for the State and civil society, the implementation
of cultural, economic and political actions, the impact on the distribution of wealth, the breaking of patterns
that reproduced inequality, and the equal representation of women at all levels. Gender policies should be
State policies and a component of development policies. Progress in public policy had to be defended
through ongoing dialogue between governments and society and training and awareness-raising for public
officials, who formed the backbone of gender policy implementation.
41.
The Minister for Women, Gender and Diversity of Argentina agreed with the report’s diagnosis, as
there were still major obstacles to inequality that affected women and other genders and diversities
specifically and differently. States had a responsibility to implement public policies to reduce existing gaps,
but in many countries of the region economic models had been implemented that were by definition
exclusionary, supported by neoliberal policies, which generated more poverty and States that were distant
and unresponsive to their citizens. The State must not halt dialogue with social movements and trade unions.
In Argentina, the new Government had created the Ministry for Women, Gender and Diversity with a view
to a cultural change, through actions such as mandatory training on gender issues and gender-based violence
for officials in the three branches of government, and work on national care policies. Cooperation and
assistance links among the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean had to be strengthened and the
Regional Conference on Women —the main intergovernmental forum on women’s rights and gender
equality in the region— was an uplifting event during a period of regressive politics in the region.
42.
The Executive Secretary of the Inter-American Commission of Women (CIM) said that the concept
of work needed to be redefined in law to include reproductive work, and to recognize the rights of care
recipients and of women caregivers. CIM had worked in coordination with ministries of labour and national
machineries for the advancement of women to mainstream gender, and had adopted the Declaration of Lima
on Equality and Autonomy in the Exercise of Women’s Economic Rights, which covered issues such as
wage gaps, awareness-raising of the economic and social value of unpaid work in the home, promotion of
women’s participation and leadership in all spaces, and social joint responsibility for care. There was no
legal norm to standardize what was understood by economic empowerment, so one of the fundamental
challenges was to analyse which right was being violated in each of the existing gaps, in order to make it
enforceable vis-à-vis the State.
43.
The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women said that the region of
Latin America and the Caribbean had not only made significant progress towards the aims of gender
equality, but had also encouraged the rest of the world to pursue those issues. As a result of the new
international and national institutional frameworks that had emerged to report on progress with the
Sustainable Development Goals, governments were committing to certain actions and those commitments
could be monitored. It was hoped that those mechanisms would generate sustained political will to
implement the Regional Gender Agenda. There was a need to innovate in public policies and to
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operationalize the intersectoral approach, as well as to strengthen information systems to determine where
the most vulnerable women were and to put the focus and the budgetary resources there. Financing for
equality was important, including the regional fund in support of women’s and feminist movements and
organizations, since without the contribution of such movements, it would not be possible to formulate
public policies on gender.
44.
The Minister for Social Development of Panama, in her capacity as moderator, summarized the
information provided and said that having empirical data was the starting point for follow-up to the Montevideo
Strategy. In Latin America and the Caribbean, feminization of poverty was evident, and there was a need to
strengthen institutions that promoted women’s rights, as well as to include multidimensional poverty indicators
in public policy decision-making. In addition, awareness needed to be raised not only in the public sector, but
also in the private sector and academic sector and among non-governmental organizations, as all stakeholders
made important contributions to achieving Sustainable Development Goal 5. The Montevideo Strategy set out
a very precise road map and it was necessary to accelerate policy implementation and not to reverse the progress
made by countries. In that regard, spaces for discussion such as the Conference were essential, in order to
prioritize areas of action. It was important to further empower women to enable them to participate in decisionmaking in all areas. There could be no sustainable human development without reducing the forms of
discrimination that persisted.
45.
In the discussion that followed, the representative of the Dominican Republic said that the
Montevideo Strategy had been useful for analysing the situation of women in her country and in developing
the National Plan on Gender Equality and Equity 2020–2030 (PLANEG III). The representative of Cuba
said that measures had been taken in her country to address the challenges related to the obstacles of
discrimination and unequal distribution of work. Among other measures, she drew attention to maternity
leave for working women.
46.
The representative of civil society stressed the need to collect data that was disaggregated by race or
ethnicity, which would reveal who States were neglecting. A representative of women domestic workers said
that the harassment suffered by women in some sectors such as domestic work also needed to be considered.
High-level panel on the Beijing Platform for Action and the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the
Regional Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030 and international and
regional instruments on women’s rights and gender equality: the perspective of the Caribbean (agenda item 5)
47.
The panel was moderated by Diane Quarless, Chief of the ECLAC subregional headquarters for
the Caribbean, and the panellists were Samantha Marshall, Minister of Social Transformation, Human
Resource Development, Youth and Gender Affairs, including Agriculture, Fisheries and Barbuda Affairs
of Antigua and Barbuda, Delma Thomas, Minister for Social Development, Housing and Community
Development of Grenada, Nerissa Gittens-McMillan, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of National
Mobilization, Social Development, Family, Gender Affairs, Persons with Disabilities and Youth of Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines, Sharon Warner, Executive Officer with the Department of Gender Affairs of
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Terry Ince, Founder and Convener of the CEDAW Committee of Trinidad and
Tobago, and Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC.
48.
The Minister of Social Transformation, Human Resource Development, Youth and Gender Affairs,
including Agriculture, Fisheries and Barbuda Affairs of Antigua and Barbuda said new and emerging
challenges required a paradigm shift to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. In the Caribbean small
island developing States, gains over the years could be halted and even reversed by a single extreme weather
event. Climate change aggravated pre-existing inequalities, halting progress towards gender equality. There
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was an urgent need to ensure that mitigation and adaptation initiatives integrated gender issues at all levels.
In Antigua and Barbuda, women were overrepresented in the lower echelons of employment in the service
industry, and therefore the vulnerability of the sector to external shocks would continue to limit their
economic opportunities. The empowerment of women was important in building climate resilience. Greater
participation by women in decision-making and political representation could contribute to the
transformations needed to put the country on a sustainable development path. To achieve that goal, fiscal
and policy space were needed, along with access to financing, technical support, new technologies, new
industries and a new national development pathway.
49.
The Minister for Social Development, Housing and Community Development of Grenada said that
gender parity was necessary in every parliament and decision-making body. In Grenada there was a long
history of women’s participation in political and leadership positions. One example of genderresponsiveness was the designation of the fight against domestic violence and sexual abuse as a national
priority in the medium-term agenda, as well as in the National Sustainable Development Plan 2035.
Women’s experiences in parliament and in political campaigns were different from those of men, as women
faced challenges relating to physical security and reconciliation of family and political life, and were subject
to greater public scrutiny. Although progress was being made, much remained to be done to facilitate
women’s participation in politics and other decision-making spaces.
50.
The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of National Mobilization, Social Development, Family, Gender
Affairs, Persons with Disabilities and Youth of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines said that strengthening
and reorganizing the Ministry had led to a more focused approach to the formulation and implementation
of a gender policy. The Ministry’s Gender Affairs Division, whose work was guided by the international
human rights treaties ratified by the country, had established key partnerships with institutional and civil
society bodies. As a result, several policy and legislative measures had been taken on poverty and genderbased violence, as well as on sexual and reproductive health. However, concerns remained that gender
issues were not being given due consideration and that the lack of sustained resources for implementation
made it difficult to coordinate and achieve gender equality. Therefore, there was a need for greater
understanding of the importance of implementing the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and the
Montevideo Strategy. As a non-permanent member of the United Nations Security Council, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines focused on gender-based violence.
51.
The Executive Officer with the Department of Gender Affairs of Saint Kitts and Nevis said there
was a high percentage of female-headed households in her country. In 2018, the National Gender Equality
Policy and Action Plan was launched, which served as an institutional framework to facilitate gender
equality and women’s empowerment, in compliance with the 2030 Agenda and other instruments to which
the State was a signatory. To address the feminization of poverty, the Government of Saint Kitts and Nevis
had implemented social protection programmes, enacted legislation to ensure a basic standard of living
through extended social protection coverage and implemented poverty alleviation programmes, as well as
various education, training and financial assistance programmes for teenage mothers and incarcerated
women. There had also been an increase in the number of women reaching leadership positions in politics.
State interventions incorporated the goals of the Montevideo Strategy, the Beijing Platform for Action and
the 2030 Agenda, illustrating the country’s commitment to implementation of gender-sensitive policies and
social protection measures to reduce inequalities and realize gender equality.
52.
The Founder and Convener of the CEDAW Committee of Trinidad and Tobago referred to the links
between the substantive articles of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women and subsequent gender-related instruments. Progress had been made in the subregion in the
use of international and regional instruments to implement policies to guarantee women’s autonomy, but
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civil society had to play its full role, influencing legislation and contributing to the development of women
and girls, providing oversight and holding governments accountable. The ministerial-level bodies
responsible for gender affairs operated separately from the bodies for the protection of children’s rights,
and statistics on the increase in gender-based violence showed that obligations were not being met.
53.
The Chief of the ECLAC subregional headquarters for the Caribbean said the high-level panel was
a space for the Caribbean to share the progress made in implementation of the Montevideo Strategy, in
synergy with the Beijing Platform for Action. Progress had been made in strengthening legal and
institutional frameworks to address violence against women, but the region still lacked disaggregated data
to support more targeted intervention. The subregion had improved access to education for young women:
harmful gender stereotypes had been eliminated in school curricula and the participation of women in nontraditional work settings had been promoted. In addition, the political participation and representation of
women in leadership positions in the public and private spheres had increased. However, much remained
to be done to achieve gender-parity democracy in the subregion. Special attention had been paid to gender
mainstreaming in national development planning and to the extreme vulnerability of Caribbean small island
developing States to disasters and extreme weather events. Another challenge was financing and budget
allocation for gender equality policies and institutions, as countries had little fiscal space. That situation
was also exacerbated by countries’ inability to obtain concessional financing and other forms of trade
facilitation and cooperation because of their middle-income status.
54.
In the ensuing discussion, the representative of Chile offered her country’s assistance in view of
the earthquake in the Caribbean and expressed her country’s support for the issues raised by Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines and the Dominican Republic before the United Nations Security Council. The
representative of the Bahamas expressed her gratitude for the opportunity to exchange experiences with
other countries and learn from them personally, and also thanked ECLAC and other United Nations
agencies that had provided assistance in the aftermath of Hurricane Dorian, noting that technical support,
funding and guidance were critical. A representative of civil society thanked the governments of the region
for the measures they had taken in favour of indigenous and Afrodescendent women, although inclusive
development and decision-making programmes were still needed in parity, plurinational and multi-ethnic
democracies in the region. She called on governments to be open, sensitive and committed to the fulfilment
of international commitments.
55.
To conclude, the Executive Secretary of ECLAC commended the participants and panellists from
the Caribbean and reiterated the Commission’s commitment to putting the Caribbean first. One of the areas
in which Latin American countries could show solidarity with the Caribbean was the vulnerability of the
subregion to climate change, and women had to be involved in that process. ECLAC had proposed that
Caribbean countries should be allowed to reduce their external debt through a debt for climate adaptation
swap initiative, by transferring resources to a resilience fund managed by the countries. The Commission
could serve as a facilitator for international financial institutions to help Caribbean countries, which needed
special treatment, to obtain access to concessional financing. ECLAC had also called for a waiver so that
small island developing States could have free access to technology. Lastly, she called for the collaboration
of those present so that ECLAC could provide significant assistance to the countries of the Caribbean.
Special session: Generation Equality: outlook and challenges for Beijing+25 in Latin America and
the Caribbean (agenda item 6)
56.
The special session entitled Generation Equality: outlook and challenges for Beijing+25 in Latin
America and the Caribbean was moderated by Carolina Plaza, Director of the National Service for Women and
Gender Equity of Chile, and statements were made by María-Noel Vaeza, Regional Director for the Americas
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and the Caribbean of UN-Women, Gabriela Ramos, Chief of Staff of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), Martha Delgado Peralta, Undersecretary for Multilateral Affairs and
Human Rights of the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs of Mexico, Damares Regina Alves, Minister of State for
Women, the Family and Human Rights of Brazil, Harold Robinson, Regional Director for Latin America and
the Caribbean of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), Rebeca Grynspan, Secretary General of the
Ibero-American Secretariat (SEGIB), Sharon Coburn Robinson, Director of the Bureau of Gender Affairs of
Jamaica, and Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC.
57.
The Director of the National Service for Women and Gender Equity of Chile opened the special
session by introducing the participants.
58.
The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women presented the Regional
report on the review of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action in Latin American and Caribbean
countries, 25 years on,5 based on the reports of 25 countries, and highlighted the trends seen, the progress
made and the remaining challenges. She said there was a lack of financial inclusion of women and ongoing
feminization of poverty. Women who worked mainly in the informal sector had fewer social protection and
social service benefits. With regard to violence, there had been progress in defining femicide in law, in
following up on cases of missing women, in inter-institutional coordination, in the creation of shelters and
in awareness-raising campaigns, although more budgetary resources were still needed as they were
insufficient in the case of women’s ministries. Regarding political participation, women were still
underrepresented in political positions in the region. There was a need to integrate the gender perspective
into policies on climate change adaptation and mitigation, and into the statistical measurement of time use
and unpaid work. That required comprehensive legislation on violence, women’s political participation,
participation in economic and labour rights, and the establishment of care systems. The region as a whole
faced challenges such as the realization of the right to a life without violence and discrimination; sexual
and reproductive rights; economic, social and cultural rights; civil and political rights; and collective rights.
The indivisibility of women’s rights warranted comprehensive responses. Lastly, she stressed the
importance of partnerships, commitments and cooperation.
59.
The Chief of Staff of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) said
that discrimination persisted in all countries, but that there had also been advances in economic
empowerment. There had been progress in women’s labour participation, but the quality of their
employment was lower, they worked in more precarious sectors of the economy and had more gaps in their
career paths. Women needed to have more leadership roles in both government and the private sector, and
gender stereotypes that prevented women’s integration into different areas of activity, such as the digital
world, needed to be eliminated. Lastly, she stressed the urgency of ending violence against women.
60.
The Undersecretary for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights of the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs
of Mexico said it was important to have statistical data with which to identify needs and assess the progress
made. The economic and political cycles of the region would influence the lives of women and the
possibility of achieving equality. Youth and women’s movements in the region had driven progress, and
the Undersecretary called for international solidarity among women.
61.
The Minister of State for Women, the Family and Human Rights of Brazil said there were various
programmes in her country, and progress had been made particularly in relation to violence and
discrimination. One example of that was the creation of women’s police stations, with specialized units to
serve them. The Government of Brazil wanted to ensure that no woman was left behind.
5
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62.
The Regional Director for Latin America and the Caribbean of the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA) said that structural inequalities persisted in countries, particularly regarding
Afrodescendent women, and girls and adolescents, groups that had the worst indicators of violence.
Among the issues that had not been addressed at the International Conference on Population and
Development (Cairo, 1994) and the Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995), child marriage
was particularly noteworthy. It was an issue that was related to intergenerational poverty, maternal
mortality, access to reproductive health, the eradication of gender-based violence and sexual violence,
and femicide. The challenges the region faced included the economic slowdown, a contraction in public
expenditure and the spread of opinions that questioned and sought to limit the autonomy of women and
girls, the rights of Afrodescendants and those of the LGBTI population. There was a need to focus on
territories and reach out to communities, and to change cultural norms that promoted adolescent marriage.
It was important to leverage the demographic dividend, work in partnerships, and invest in young people
and children, to ensure the 2030 Agenda was realized.
63.
The Secretary General of the Ibero-American Secretariat (SEGIB) said that there had been a
significant struggle in the legislative field and that changes in laws were needed to increase women’s
political participation and to eliminate barriers to women’s economic empowerment, which went beyond
employment. Laws that prohibited participation in certain professions and made wage discrimination
possible needed to be eliminated. There was a need for legal protection of areas such as maternity, paternity
leave, access to social security regardless of type of work, care work and paid domestic work. Legislation
should be adopted that prioritized public procurement from companies whose conduct was in accordance
with the proposed gender goals. Adapting education systems to facilitate people’s access to higher quality
and more stable jobs would enable them to face new challenges.
64.
The Director of the Bureau of Gender Affairs of Jamaica said that it was important to work in
partnership with non-governmental organizations. Jamaica’s priorities included the fight against gender-based
violence —an area in which some progress had been made— measures to promote equality and nondiscrimination in legislation, and access to justice and institutional mechanisms for political participation and
representation. Some challenges that remained were gender stereotypes, the lack of sex-disaggregated
information to inform policy measures, and a holistic perspective that would facilitate analysis of the root
cause of gender inequality. Youth knowledge, traditional knowledge, new technologies and gender-responsive
financing could all play valuable roles.
65.
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the region faced challenges relating to globalization.
Unchecked capitalism had exhausted its possibilities, so a new model of development was being sought: a
different way of generating wealth. Climate change and its consequences was one example of a phenomenon
that affected women more acutely. There was a need for democracy-enhancing multilateralism that defended
the interests of the majority over those of the few, that would safeguard the rights of groups that had no voice
or seat in conferences such as the one being held, and that would strengthen society’s capacity for transparent
and open discussion that was not dominated by power groups. The message from the Conference was that
Latin America and the Caribbean wanted to have a place and a voice at the global level.
Reading of the civil society declaration on Beijing+25
66.
A representative of civil society read out a statement on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Beijing
Declaration and Platform for Action (see annex 5).
67.
The representative of Guatemala expressed her appreciation for the engagement of young people
and their contribution to the issues raised, particularly for a country like hers with many young people and
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women. The representative of Colombia said that progress had been made in her country, such as the
inclusion of a specific chapter to advance women’s equality in the National Development Plan, 2018–2022,
and the participation of women in ministries and high-level political positions. The representative of
Mexico, after making a statement in the Nahuatl language, underscored the importance of protecting
indigenous mother tongues, which she said was a forgotten issue that the region should defend.
68.
The representative of the International Labour Organization referred to the challenges of the future
of work relating to technological, ecological and social transformations and called on countries to ratify the
Violence and Harassment Convention, 2019 (No. 190). The representative of the United Nations Children’s
Fund said that it was important to put intersectionality, diversity and intergenerationality at the heart of the
Santiago Commitment. Statistical silence on issues such as violence, femicide, early pregnancy and school
dropout hampered the development of public policies. It was worrying that no reduction had been seen in
child marriage and early unions, and there was a need to address gender biases in the education system. The
representative of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations said that feminization of
rural poverty had continued, as had as the situation of extreme violence, and of lack of access to public
resources and social protection, and stressed that it was important to focus efforts and actions. He called on
participants to urgently address the situation of rural women in the region, who were in a state of
vulnerability regarding food and nutritional security.
69.
A representative of civil society called on the countries to sign and ratify the international treaties
of the inter-American and human rights systems, in particular the Additional Protocol to the American
Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Protocol of San
Salvador) and the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in
Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean (Escazú Agreement). She expressed her
opposition to financial extractivism and said it would of interest to determine the costs and consequences
for women of many of the policies indicated by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. She
then questioned World Trade Organization policies such as the patenting of seeds and biodiversity, and
demanded the eradication of agrotoxins, cyanide mining, hydraulic fracturing (fracking), deforestation and
the cementing of wetlands, which were crucial issues for the region.
High-level seminar: Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios (agenda item 7)
70.
The following four panels were held as part of the of the high-level seminar on women’s autonomy
in changing economic scenarios.
Panel 1: Globalization and gender equality: main economic and financial trends
71.
Panel 1 was moderated by Gheidy Gallo, Presidential Adviser for Women’s Equity of Colombia,
and the panellists were Raúl Rafael González Álvarez, with the Department of Macroprudential Analysis
and Supervision Standards of the Office of the Superintendent of Banks of Guatemala, Cecilia Chacón,
Human Rights Secretary of Ecuador, Corina Rodríguez Enríquez, Researcher with the Interdisciplinary
Centre for Public Research (CIEPP) and member of the Executive Committee of Development Alternatives
with Women for a New Era (DAWN) and Ana Novik, Head of the Investment Division of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
72.
The Presidential Adviser for Women’s Equity of Colombia, in her capacity as moderator, said that
the panel was important, given the challenges faced by women in the economic and financial sphere in a
context of globalization and digitalization.
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73.
The representative of the Department of Macroprudential Analysis and Supervision Standards of
the Office of the Superintendent of Banks of Guatemala said that a process had been under way for five
years in the Superintendency of Banks of Guatemala to develop gender indicators in the financial sphere.
It had been observed that women had a larger share of smaller loans, which were geared towards
consumption and credit cards; the interest rates for women were higher; women’s share of business
borrowing was smaller than men’s, and in all age groups the cost of credit for women was higher than for
men. In terms of delinquency rates on borrowing, women showed better debt service than men; in terms of
guarantees, women were more likely to secure loans with guarantees that placed certain assets in a trust
(garantías fiduciarias) than with real estate. In Guatemala, the importance of these findings had been
appreciated and banks were making efforts to improve credit conditions for women.
74.
The Human Rights Secretary of Ecuador said that her ministerial portfolio had influenced her
country’s equality policies. The women’s and feminist movement in Ecuador was exposing the violation of
rights. The complex scenarios of globalization revealed fragmentation, inequality and social discontent.
The State was called upon to be a guarantor of rights. In a context of globalization, financial crises and
conservative patriarchal power, the challenge was to achieve specific solutions from government and with
the participation of women’s movements.
75.
The Researcher with the Interdisciplinary Centre for Public Research (CIEPP) and member of the
Executive Committee of Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era (DAWN) referred to the
context of globalization in a more connected and more uncertain world, with a financial economy that had
decoupled from the real economy, an economic slowdown and an increasing and extreme concentration of
capital, wealth and income. She said that international trade offered possibilities for development of
economies and it was important to include gender chapters in international trade agreements, although they
were not always binding. In a financialized world, the financial inclusion of women was important. From
the fiscal standpoint, companies and people with more resources had to pay their taxes so that States could
finance policies that also favoured women. The dynamics of globalization should promote the sustainability
of life.
76.
The Head of the Investment Division of OECD said that the benefits of globalization had not been
equally distributed. New studies showed how potential GDP growth increased if participation gaps were
reduced. OECD was analysing the effects of foreign direct investment and had found that it was directed at
sectors of activity in which women were less involved or in which their wages were lower. The private and
public sectors should coordinate to improve the position of women in global value chains.
77.
The moderator summarized the key points of the presentations, which were followed by comments
from some representatives. The representative of Argentina referred to the Joint Declaration on Trade and
Women’s Economic Empowerment adopted on the occasion of the eleventh World Trade Organization
Ministerial Conference, in Buenos Aires in 2017, which was a milestone in the field. She said that a rulesbased, open, non-discriminatory and equitable multilateral trading system was important for correcting
asymmetries and increasing international cooperation for women’s economic empowerment. The
representative of Nicaragua spoke of the priority her country gave to mainstreaming a gender perspective
in laws, policies, plans and programmes that would guarantee the restoration of rights and the full
participation of women in decision-making spaces. The representative of Colombia noted that the activities
that generated the most value were those linked to the science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) areas and that the gap in women’s participation in such activities needed to be closed. The
representative of Costa Rica referred to the country’s National Policy on Gender Equality and Equity, which
sought to generate substantive changes in the areas of the culture of rights for equality, time distribution,
wealth distribution and the distribution of power.
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78.
The representative of Canada said that in her country every person had to have the opportunity to
reach his or her full potential. Not everyone had been able to access the benefits of globalization, and
Canada had therefore taken measures such as adopting a feminist approach in the area of foreign trade and
international assistance. Forums such as the Conference promoted discussion of ideas to increase women’s
participation, for a safer and more prosperous world. The representative of Haiti said that her country’s
history had been marked by natural disasters and political crises, but it was continuing along a path of
building a fairer society, with an emphasis on women’s education and health. The crisis in Haiti had led to
an increase in insecurity, and particularly violence against women; in response, the Government of Haiti
had launched campaigns to combat violence against women. Lastly, she thanked all the development
partners who were supporting Haiti. The representative of the Plurinational State of Bolivia congratulated
ECLAC, UN-Women and the countries present for their commitment to gender equality, which was an act
of justice. As an example of the inequality that needed to be overcome in her country, she mentioned the
criteria applied to agricultural property, which were detrimental to women.
79.
The representative of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) outlined the five key
messages from the Human Development Report 2019,6 which she said were transformative at a time of
transition towards sustainability: widespread disparities in human development remained, although
progress was being made in reducing extreme deprivations; a new generation of inequalities was emerging,
and there was divergence in capabilities; inequalities accumulated through life, often heightened by deep
power imbalances; assessing and responding to inequalities in human development required a revolution in
metrics; and redressing inequalities was possible, if action was taken before imbalances in economic power
moved into the political arena.
80.
The representative of World Food Programme (WFP) said that financial inclusion of women
producers must necessarily go beyond access to financing. Financial education was needed, accompanied
by a review of agricultural insurance systems, which covered the needs of credit institutions but not those
of families engaged in agricultural activities.
Panel 2: The digital revolution: trends and impacts on women’s lives
81.
Panel 2 was moderated by Mario Cimoli, Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC, and the panellists
were Jannixia Villalobos, Director of Social Appropriation of Knowledge of the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Telecommunications of Costa Rica, Carmen Bueno, Senior Specialist in Health and Safety
at Work of the Office of the International Labour Organization (ILO) for the Southern Cone of Latin America,
Lise Østby, Senior Adviser on Gender Equality of the Norwegian Directorate for Children, Youth and Family
Affairs (BUFDIR), and Mónica Retamal, Executive Director of Kodea.
82.
The Deputy Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that the issue of gender equality should be at
the forefront of digital policies because digitalization, the use of robots, and artificial intelligence would
affect production models, required skills, and labour functions in sectors such as commerce, industry and
agro-industry. One example was the impact on maquila activity in Central America. A gender policy on
digital issues, in a regional context of countries producing little industrial and technology policy, was
crucial for the region. The panel was therefore a valuable exercise.
83.
The Director of Social Appropriation of Knowledge of the Ministry of Science, Technology and
Telecommunications of Costa Rica said that her country had a national policy for the equality of women
6
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and men in science and technology, which was based on five pillars: attracting women to scientific and
technological careers, with educational initiatives; training and retaining women in careers related to
science and technology; promoting work through public-private partnerships, with emphasis on
empowerment for leadership positions; social uptake of science and technology, and; institutional
strengthening and monitoring. Public policies and civil society support for science and technology for all
were key to progress.
84.
The Senior Specialist in Health and Safety at Work of the Office of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) for the Southern Cone of Latin America reflected on the impact of digital technologies
on decent work for women, since women’s access to employment did not necessarily result in access to
decent work. ILO recommended harnessing the technological revolution to foster decent work for women,
lifelong learning, and a coming-together of the private and educational sectors to encourage women to study
for qualifications in STEM subjects; supporting women workers in the transition between jobs; ensuring
social security floors and a strong and responsive social protection system; carrying out a transformative
programme for gender equality, with initiatives such as the sharing of domestic tasks; establishing a
universal labour guarantee and a system of international governance that required respect for minimum
rights and guarantees; better reconciling work and family life; promoting a gender perspective in
occupational health and safety; and revitalizing social dialogue and collective bargaining.
85.
The Senior Adviser on Gender Equality of BUFDIR said that gender mainstreaming was the chosen
strategy in Norway to achieve gender equality in all areas of society. The Norwegian State focused on the
transition to working life, the integration of women into the labour market, and care services in particular.
The high labour participation rate for women was also the result of welfare policies in other sectors. Norway
had a regulated labour market, in which the informal sector was a minority. The digital revolution would
be a success only if both men and women participated in it. Norway was a highly digitized country, which
was valuable for both public services and private companies. Artificial intelligence could have a positive
impact on women’s lives, but it could also pose risks that needed to be understood, such as cyberbullying,
which could limit women’s right to express themselves.
86.
The Executive Director of Kodea said the fourth industrial revolution was having an impact on
education and the world of work. Latin America and the Caribbean had a major problem in terms of higher-level
digital skills and the workforce was going to have to acquire them. The gaps were likely to widen, so issues such
as the universal wage would be relevant. The skills needed in the twenty-first century were not only digital skills,
but also those related to critical thinking and learning to learn, and the Latin American workforce had given little
priority to these issues. There was also a tendency towards self-employment. The process of making the
production matrix more sophisticated was an opportunity to promote gender policies.
87.
The moderator summarized the key points from the presentations and opened the floor for
comments. The representative of Argentina said there was a context of concentration of economic power
and male power in science and technology spaces, and that women should therefore occupy more decisionmaking spaces. The Director of the National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE) of Colombia
said that there was an interesting opportunity for information and statistics to make gender gaps visible and
that statistical offices were committed to guaranteeing gender mainstreaming in statistical production. The
representative of Mexico referred to a number of challenges posed by digitalization, such as the monopoly
of information, cyberviolence —which limited freedom of the press— narratives of violence and sexist hate
speech, the increase in pornography including child pornography, the use of big data for the exclusive
benefit of private companies, gender discrimination in algorithms, and false news in the media.
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88.
The representative of the International Labour Organization said that her organization was
undertaking a research programme on production diversification. The region faced the enormous challenge of
overcoming not only the digital divide, but also an educational divide. Women’s ministries had to be part of
the solutions to these challenges. The representative of the World Food Programme said that they were
embracing digital opportunities to gather more data and gain greater insight into how men and women had
different vulnerabilities, were affected differently by disasters, and had differentiated needs, in order to
improve transparency and to better connect with the people they served. The representative of UN-Women
said that the entity had carried out a survey of Latin America and the Caribbean on national policies, laws and
plans relating to gender equality in STEM areas and a survey of good practice tools on the topics addressed
in the panel, which she made available to interested parties. The representative of the United Nations
Development Programme mentioned that the Programme was working on dialogues between the private
sector, the public sector and the education sector to close capability gaps through labour forecasting exercises,
certification programmes and gender equality seals, and that it was addressing issues of monitoring and
financing of the Sustainable Development Goals. The Secretary General of the Association of Caribbean
States (ACS) and Chair of the Open Campus Council of the University of the West Indies said that most of
the University’s graduates were women, in all faculties, including engineering. However, women did not enter
jobs in the field of technology, which was clearly a cultural problem that needed to be addressed.
89.
The Officer-in-Charge of the Division for Gender Affairs of ECLAC said that there was a need for
a strategic perspective on the relationship between the digital revolution, industrial policy and gender. He
said that the region had made progress in access to information technologies, for both men and women, but
that there was limited participation in the digital ecosystem, with high consumption of digital technologies
but low capacity for generation. The platform economy was continuing to develop, with marked
concentration of enterprises and services, and gender gaps continued to be reproduced and widened. The
region had the opportunity to move towards a regional digital market, overcoming challenges of
interconnection, infrastructure and regulatory harmonization, and an opportunity to define a new approach
to industrial policy in which the gender dimension was fundamental.
90.
A representative of civil society said that it was necessary to move towards the recognition of Internet
access as a basic human right, to take fundamental measures regarding the concentration of power of digital
corporations since there was a correlation between the ownership of technology and the concentration of
wealth, and to establish monitoring mechanisms that would prevent discrimination of content.
Panel 3: The care economy: trends and impacts of demographic change
91.
The panel was moderated by Teresa Amarelle, Secretary General of the Federation of Cuban
Women, and the panellists were Benefrida Espinoza Rojas, Head of Cooperation and Projects of the
Ministry for Women’s Affairs of Paraguay; Judith Karijodrono, Head of the Bureau of Gender Affairs of
the Ministry of Home Affairs of Suriname; Asia Villegas Poljak, Minister of the People’s Power for Women
and Gender Equality of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela; Juana del Carmen Britez, Vice-President of
the International Domestic Workers Federation (IDWF) and representative of Unión Personal Auxiliar de
Casas Particulares (UPACP) of Argentina; and Juan Daniel Oviedo, Director of the National Administrative
Department of Statistics (DANE) of Colombia.
92.
The Secretary General of the Federation of Cuban Women, in her capacity as moderator, thanked
the Commission for having convened the Conference without fail over four decades. Turning to the topic
of the panel, she said that the value of women’s unpaid work had yet to be recognized in contemporary
economic thinking or in public policy. There was a clear message from the discussions held during the
Conference that care should be approached not as a private matter but a collective one.
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93.
The Head of Cooperation and Projects of the Ministry for Women’s Affairs of Paraguay spoke of
the policies her country had adopted to deal with demographic change. The country was in the incipient
stages of population ageing, which influenced public policymaking. The demographic dividend was
expected to last until 2054, after which the dependency ratio would begin to increase. The age structure
made it easier to address the issue of care than in other regions. Her government sought to promote care
policy as a matter of State policy.
94.
The Head of the Bureau of Gender Affairs of the Ministry of Home Affairs of Suriname, speaking of
the state of care in her country, said that women’s labour participation was lower than men’s and that women
were mainly employed in the service sector. Women were limited by their care-related workload, which placed
a dual burden on their health, education and leisure time. She mentioned the various measures Suriname had
adopted for the protection of the human rights of women, which were interdependent and interrelated.
95.
The Minister of the People’s Power for Women and Gender Equality of the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela referred to some of the negative effects of globalization on women, including IMF structural
adjustment programmes calling for less State participation and greater privatization; the lowering of
pensions; the outsourcing of female employment; and the preponderance of women in the informal sector
or in precarious industries such as maquila plants. The neoliberal patriarchal culture impinged on women’s
living conditions. Her Government sought to ensure equality between men and women and recognized that
domestic work generated wealth and social well-being, and housewives had access to social security.
Women were present in all organizational structures, representing the popular government at the most
concrete levels.
96.
The Vice-President of IDWF and representative of UPACP of Argentina noted that the concept of
the care economy had gained more traction in recent years. The policy decisions taken in this area are very
important for welfare, growth, equality and human rights. Domestic workers played a key role in
demographic transitions. Many households depended on paid domestic work to meet care needs. Yet,
despite regional progress, the contribution of these workers remained invisible. Domestic work remained
one of the most precarious and insecure forms of employment. The care economy was generally recognized
in health and education, but far less so in paid domestic work.
97.
The Director of DANE of Colombia remarked that national statistical offices participated in the
working groups of the Statistical Conference of the Americas. National time-use surveys provided input for
sociological and economic discussions, with regard not only to the care economy but also to challenges
such as migration and the demographic transition in the region.
98.
Following the moderator’s summary of the salient points made by the panellists, the representative
of Argentina recalled that care policies already existed in the region and they should recognize the diversity
of families and be used as a countercyclical measure in times of crisis and recession. The representative of
Ecuador said that initiatives involving both paid and unpaid domestic workers were being carried out in her
country and emphasized that care was the responsibility of all, including the State and the private sector.
The representative of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela mentioned the maternity and paternity
protection measures her country had implemented for workers.
99.
The representative of UN-Women highlighted the region’s contribution in the area of care policies.
She also welcomed progress in the ratification of the Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189) of ILO,
with an additional 15 countries having done so. Knowledge management strategies had been developed by
the United Nations and by countries. Lastly, she called for in-depth reflection on the future of care. The
representative of ILO underscored that improving domestic work conditions would translate into improved
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working conditions for women workers in general and that countries should not see that as an expense but as
an investment. The UNFPA representative called for the implementation of comprehensive care systems from
a human rights and gender perspective taking intersectionality and interculturality into account, building on
the region’s demographic bonus. The representative of the Ibero-American Social Security Organization said
that women should not be penalized upon retirement simply because they had devoted years to care work that
greatly benefited the wider population. That work must be recognized in pension systems.
100.
A representative of Peruvian domestic workers noted the importance of discussion on the provision
of care for school-age children, older persons and persons with disabilities by domestic workers but which
was the responsibility of the State and private companies. She asked that consideration be given to the
influx of migrant women from the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in Ecuador, Peru and other countries
of the region. Care should be one of the main issues on the agenda and spaces for discussion that included
women workers from the region were needed.
Panel 4: Climate change: trends, opportunities and challenges for gender equality
101.
The panel was moderated by Joseluis Samaniego, Chief of the Sustainable Development and
Human Settlements Division of ECLAC. The panellists were Carolina Schmidt, Minister of the
Environment of Chile; Ana Lorena Flores, Director-General of Strategic Areas of the National Women’s
Institute (INAMU) of Costa Rica; Jacinta Higgs, Director of the Department of Gender and Family Affairs,
Ministry of Social Services and Urban Development of the Bahamas; June Soomer, Secretary General of
the Association of Caribbean States (ACS); and Maisa Rojas, Director of the Center for Climate and
Resilience Research.
102.
The moderator said that the climate crisis was worsening as a result of a development model that
was characterized by excessive risk-taking and unfettered competition. The Paris Agreement was translated
into domestic policy through nationally determined contributions, which would set the stage for effective,
sustainable and climate-just responses. There were two important instruments in the region: the Montevideo
Strategy and the Escazú Agreement, the latter of which to date had been ratified by seven countries. The
issue was addressed astutely in the position paper presented to the Conference.
103.
The Minister of the Environment of Chile said that climate change and social justice were closely
linked and that the most vulnerable persons were the hardest hit by climate change. She stressed the need
to mainstream gender in the fight against global warming. In Latin America and the Caribbean, Asia and
Africa, a lack of opportunities and substantial gaps limited women’s ability to better cope with the effects
of climate change. Women were key agents of change; without them, policies to address climate change
would not be viable. At the twenty-fifth session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP 25), under the Presidency of Chile and during which
agreements relating to gender issues had been reviewed, women accounted for 43% of national
representatives. A gender plan within the Paris Agreement would provide a road map for closing the gender
gap, strengthening gender-sensitive climate action at all levels, including subnational levels. She
underscored the importance of strengthening capacity-building in governments and incorporating the
gender perspective in nationally determined contributions. There was a need to implement gender-sensitive
climate policies —in particular climate change adaptation and mitigation measures— and financing,
capacity-building and technology policies; and to collect gender-disaggregated data to measure real gaps.
Technical training was also needed for those responsible for implementing public policies on climate
change. She referred to the progress made in her country and invited participating countries to tackle the
shared challenges of climate change and gender gaps to build a more just and humane world.
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104.
The Director-General of Strategic Areas of INAMU of Costa Rica said that given the urgency of
addressing climate change, her country was adopting the necessary mitigation and prevention measures.
Five key elements had helped to put Costa Rica on a gender-responsive path: a supranational framework of
commitments, such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Paris Agreement,
the 2030 Agenda and the Montevideo Strategy, among others; mainstreaming the gender perspective in
environmental policies; the National Policy on Adaptation to Climate Change 2018–2030 and the National
Decarbonization Plan; linking environmental and gender quality policies; and strengthening capacity in the
areas of technical assistance and advisory services on environmental matters and climate change in the
machinery for the advancement of women.
105.
The Director of the Department of Gender and Family Affairs, Ministry of Social Services and
Urban Development of the Bahamas spoke of the tremendous damage caused by Hurricane Dorian, the
strongest ever to pass through the Bahamas, which had mainly affected women, many of them migrants,
who had lost their homes and been displaced. Cooperation efforts had been fruitful and she thanked other
countries, United Nations agencies and ECLAC for their assistance.
106.
The Secretary-General of ACS recalled that every year the Caribbean faced devastating climate
events that affected women in particular owing to poverty, their lower position on the social ladder, the fact
that rural women worked the land and women were not paid for their labour. Women heads of household
in the Caribbean were underrepresented in statistics because they were not considered as such as long as
there was a man present. When the effects of climate change affected indigenous women or women of
African descent, the global response was not the same. Lastly, she said that it was not just a question of
closing the gender gap: it was time to put an end to the many systems of oppression that operated alongside
climate change and prevented indigenous and Afrodescendent women from making progress.
107.
The Director of the Center for Climate and Resilience Research said that the longer it took to
address climate change, the longer it would take to achieve the SDGs. The sexual division of labour was
evident in the unequal participation of women in science; confronting climate change meant that both
women and men must play a part in caring for the planet. Global warming was the symptom of a
development and organizational model that was based on the concentration of power. The key to changing
that situation was sharing power and decision-making.
108.
Following the moderator’s summary of the key points raised by the panellists, the representative of
Chile highlighted the progress made at COP 25 and the representative of Argentina underscored the need
to incorporate the perspective of indigenous peoples in development plans.
109.
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC recalled that the next session of the Commission would be
held in Costa Rica and that the central theme that had been proposed was balancing economic growth, social
equality and environmental sustainability. Chile and Costa Rica were the only countries in the region that
had committed to decarbonization. Latin America and the Caribbean was increasingly carbon-dependent
and while it accounted for only 8.3% of global emissions, its extractivist, carbon-intensive and haphazardly
urbanized production matrix was not sustainable unless the region could find new areas for wealth creation
and equality. The care economy was a growth sector to watch. She stressed the need to advance on the debt
swap for Caribbean countries for the creation of a resilience fund to support climate change adaptation
projects with a clear incorporation of the gender perspective. Caribbean countries should also benefit from
a waiver on intellectual property rights for green technologies. In closing, she recalled the Escazú
Agreement, the sole instrument that protected human rights defenders in environmental matters.
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Round table: Challenges of comprehensive policies for gender equality
110.
The round table was moderated by Alicia Bárcena, Executive Secretary of ECLAC, and the
speakers were Marta Lucía Ramírez, Vice-President of Colombia; Nadine Gasman, President of the
National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Mexico; Óscar Urquizu, Deputy Minister for Equal
Opportunities of the Plurinational State of Bolivia; Hazel Brown, Coordinator of the Network of NGOs of
Trinidad and Tobago for the Advancement of Women; María Ángeles Durán, Sociologist and Doctor of
Political Science of the Spanish National Research Council; and María-Noel Vaeza, Regional Director for
the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women.
111.
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC said that 43 years after the Regional Conference on the
Integration of Women in the Economic and Social Development of Latin America had first convened, the
current meeting was a milestone. She said that although progress had been made in the interim, inequality
persisted. It was imperative to recognize paid work as well as the care economy and to promote the financial
inclusion of women, among other things. The women attending the meeting had been able to exercise their
rights and enjoy opportunities, but that countless others had been unable to do so meant that further progress
towards achieving women’s autonomy was needed. She said that the prevailing economic model was
obsolete and there was a need to find a new path that fully included women. Noting that women consistently
adopted a progressive and inclusive approach, she added that it was important to increase women’s
participation in value chains.
112.
The Vice-President of Colombia said that it was time to step up efforts to include women in the global
economy to drive development. All agencies should have a concrete and ambitious agenda, with specific and
measurable objectives. New thinking had to be developed on the sharing of work commitments between men
and women. Efforts to include women entrepreneurs, businesswomen and farm owners had to be intensified.
Networks of women were essential, hence the proposal to create a network of women entrepreneurs of Latin
America and the Caribbean, all working together. There was also a need to include more women in STEM
careers, and to harness the ancestral knowledge of indigenous women and women of African descent. The
SDGs served as the guiding principles for the agenda of the Government of Colombia.
113.
The President of INMUJERES of Mexico said that 2020 would mark 75 years since the inclusion
of gender equality in the Charter of the United Nations, thanks to the efforts of women diplomats from
Latin America. The region faced monumental challenges such as a lack of economic growth at a time when
the international community had undertaken a commitment to leave no one behind. Urgent action was
needed to transform the economic model in a manner that took women’s participation into account.
Mexico’s development plan —drafted with the input of rural women, indigenous women, women of African
descent, young women and activists— aimed to move from a growth economy to a welfare economy. An
extensive dialogue, mediated by INMUJERES, had been launched with a view to strengthening women’s
autonomy and participation, combating violence against women, building safe environments and improving
conditions for women’s access to welfare and health care without discrimination. The Government of
Mexico was committed not only to avoiding reversing achievements but also to furthering progress made
in women’s well-being.
114.
The Deputy Minister for Equal Opportunities of the Plurinational State of Bolivia said that there was
complete agreement on the need to fight for equality. Achieving gender equality would require comprehensive
policies and changes in the areas of education, justice and resource allocation. To tackle violence, it was essential
to work with men on developing positive masculinities, such as sharing care work. Care must be provided for
survivors of violence and there was no room for impunity. It was imperative to change harmful male behaviours
and to work toward gender equality by implementing relevant regulations and policies.
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115.
The Coordinator of the Network of NGOs of Trinidad and Tobago for the Advancement of Women,
recalling the contribution of Caribbean civil society to the negotiations of the Beijing Platform for Action,
said that the objective of creating a momentum for change in gender perspectives remained unchanged. The
two key objectives in developing and implementing gender equality policies were the process —institutions,
data, institutional awareness, language used in policies, participatory approach— and the adoption of new
methods to address new areas of concern. Some of the current challenges affecting women and girls in the
region were inclusive development, social protection, adolescent pregnancy, and migration. Increased
exposure and vulnerability to climate and environmental disasters must be viewed from both a security and
social perspective as they increased poverty and the highly indebted middle-income Caribbean countries
lacked the resources to adequately address post-disaster needs. Urgent action was required at the political,
social and community levels. Regional and international solidarity was therefore a must. She underscored the
need to close the gap between rhetoric and reality and to reignite the commitment to action.
116.
The Sociologist and Doctor of Political Science of the Spanish National Research Council recalled
that women’s work was not always taken into account in national indicators. It was not wrong to say that the
economic system was obsolete and that new models were needed. One major issue was how to define wealth
and development and how to interpret the changes taking place in the market, in households and in the State.
Reducing the burden of care for households, for example, would require a 10% increase in public services.
She said that Latin America and the Caribbean had not capitalized on the demographic dividend and that the
question remained as to what would happen when 25% of older persons lacked adequate coverage.
117.
The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women said that without
financing to achieve it, equality was but an unattainable dream. Women should have their own income,
equal opportunities and social equality. It was necessary to strengthen care mechanisms and establish
national care systems. Further, she said that given the scarcity of women in politics, parity must be the main
focus. She stressed the importance of participating in the Generation Equality Forum, to be held in May
2020 in Mexico City and in July 2020 in Paris. She said that 20 years had passed since the adoption of
United Nations Security Council resolution 1325 (2000) on women, peace and security and that women
must participate in peace processes on an equal basis.
118.
During the ensuing discussion, the representative of Guatemala said that comprehensive gender
equality policies were needed, noting that it was mostly men who were in charge of formulating public
policies and that more women must be involved. The inclusion of indigenous women and women of African
descent was imperative: it was not merely an ethical issue but a matter of reflecting the composition of the
population of many countries in the region. She also referred to environmental degradation and climate
change and said that the ancestral practices of indigenous peoples should be taken into account. The
representative of Ecuador said that the fundamental challenge was that public policy did not work unless it
was implemented. She added that participants in the Conference had a responsibility to return to their
countries with a commitment to make those policies a reality. The representative of Argentina said that
multilateralism provided an opportunity for women to build together. While indigenous women and women
of African descent had been discussed at the Conference, regrettably, Latin America and the Caribbean was
moving backwards in that regard. The representative of Spain said that there was a long history of
collaboration between ECLAC and her country, which had always supported gender equality policies. She
noted the progress made and recalled that Spain had an agreement with UN-Women and ECLAC that
complemented and strengthened the agendas of those two bodies. The representative of Canada mentioned
that advancing gender equality was one of her government’s most important priorities, as evidenced by the
appointment of a gender-balanced cabinet, the adoption of federal gender budgets, as well as investments
in women and girls and the implementation of Canada’s feminist foreign policy. Canada was committed to
continue to make progress towards achieving gender equality and to advocate for the recognition of
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women’s rights nationally and internationally so that women and girls could assume leadership roles and
help to build the world envisioned by the 2030 Agenda.
119.
The representative of the Bahamas said that the region had agreed, with dignity and respect for all,
on a single position to present at the next session of the Commission on the Status of Women. She thanked
ECLAC for its outreach efforts in the Caribbean and the Executive Secretary, in particular, who sought
parity and equality among all the countries of the region. She asked whether, in the nine years left to achieve
the SDGs, ECLAC could identify and reach out to countries in need of technical and financial assistance
for achieving specific Goals. The representative of Mexico said that at the Fourth World Conference on
Women in Beijing a pact had been made for a world in which all women and girls could live without
violence, attend school and receive equal pay for equal work, which guaranteed sexuality and reproductive
rights and where the burden of care was shared. The representative of Costa Rica said that the key message
25 years after the Fourth World Conference on Women was that there was no going back. Creative ways
forward must continue to be sought. The Generation Equality Forum to be held in Mexico City and Paris
paved the way in that regard. She also stressed the importance of work on public-private partnerships and
the climate change agenda. The representative of Antigua and Barbuda, speaking on behalf of
the Caribbean, thanked ECLAC for an impactful week for the subregion and for the spotlight on the effect
of climate change on women and girls. The Caribbean shared good practices and was willing to do so with
Latin America. Countries must continue to make every effort to give fair and equal opportunities to women
and girls, and cooperation was needed to that end. The Caribbean remained committed to working with
ECLAC and the wider region to achieve gender equality.
120.
The Director of the National Women’s Institute (INMUJERES) of Uruguay said that although a
change of government was under way in her country, State policies were being maintained. The Conference
had brought together all the countries of the region, in particular those of the Caribbean. It had also
welcomed and given voice to the women’s social movement, which had succeeded in realizing the rights
of girls and women, without sacrificing support for men and boys. The great diversity of women, indigenous
women, rural women and older women in many countries was a source of strength for the region.
121.
The representative of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) said that
HIV/AIDs was not just a disease but also an issue of social justice, poverty, exclusion and the denial of
rights. Awareness needed to be raised on the problems of discrimination against women and girls, including
women living with HIV/AIDS, trans women, sex workers and LGBTI persons. Against the backdrop of
changing economic scenarios, focus should be placed on State investment in public policies on HIV/AIDS
prevention, all of which should be sustainable, focused, efficient and community-centered, and formulated
from a gender perspective.
122.
A civil society representative said that women with disabilities faced additional barriers, including
cultural ones. She urged governments to include women with disabilities in their official delegations. She
also asked women in feminist organizations to support women with disabilities, with empathy and without
indulging in welfarism. Lastly, she pointed out that the slogan “Nothing about us without us” also applied
to women with disabilities. Another civil society representative said that the economic recipes of the last
few decades had impoverished the majority, generating inequality, violence and the exclusion of millions
of men and women. She called for the eradication of precarious employment, unemployment, unequal
distribution of the care burden, productive and reproductive obstacles, and environmental degradation and
for the strengthening of social security, with women’s social movements recognized as important
stakeholders in that effort. A third civil society representative drew attention to the economic vulnerability
of female sex workers and to the lack of recognition of their economic contribution.
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Consideration and adoption of agreements (agenda item 8)
123.
The member States participating in the fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women
in Latin America and the Caribbean adopted the Santiago Commitment, the text of which is presented in
annex 1 of this report.
124.
The Officer-in-Charge of the Office of the Secretary of the Commission announced that the
fifteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean would be held
in Argentina.
Closing session
125.
The Minister of Women’s Affairs and Gender Equity of Chile said that her country was fully aware
of the great challenge that came with the chairship of the Conference. Gender equity in the region had to
be a cross-cutting cause to which all women must contribute. Social, economic, political and cultural gaps
needed to be closed amid changing scenarios characterized by economic instability, climate change and
demographic changes. In the outcome document of the Conference, countries would to commit to
advancing in building a gender perspective into policies and programmes on sustainable development,
climate change adaptation and disaster risk mitigation, to designing comprehensive care systems and to
promoting policies to increase the representation of women, including women with disabilities, in the
decision-making process. Some of the commitments Chile was prioritizing included promoting coresponsibility of care between men and women and healthy ageing, forming technical and political teams
to advance gender-related provisions in trade agreements, and ensuring that women entrepreneurs benefited
from opportunities and that their rights were respected. The country would also collaborate with the private
sector to narrow wage gaps. The adoption of the Santiago Commitment was a reflection of political will
and would be the starting point for a very fruitful dialogue in the years to come with a view to overcoming
the gaps that still stood in the way of women’s advancement.
126.
The Regional Director for the Americas and the Caribbean of UN-Women said that for equality to
become a reality, there was a need for political will, funding and a shared commitment to that end.
127.
The representative of Argentina noted the spirit of dialogue among countries and said that it
augured well for the next session of the Conference, to be held in Argentina.
128.
The Executive Secretary of ECLAC congratulated the participants on the successful outcome of
the fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean. The
Conference was a space that had brought together all the countries of the region, civil society, United
Nations agencies and other intergovernmental organizations for more than 40 years. It was imperative to
achieve parity, end violence against women and ensure that women were valued for their contribution to
the world and to the sustainable development of countries. She stressed that social movements were a sign
of social transformation, reflecting a profound civilizational change that would put paid to the culture of
privilege. It was also necessary to rethink the development model and women had a leading role to play in
that regard. In closing, she called to mind the Mirabal sisters’ yearning for the eradication of all privileges,
a yearning reflected in the work of those who fought for that which was just in the Latin American and
Caribbean region.
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Annex 1
SANTIAGO COMMITMENT
The member States of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean participating in the
fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, gathered in
Santiago from 28 to 31 January 2020,
Bearing in mind the obligations assumed by States parties under the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979) and the Optional Protocol thereto, the Convention
on the Rights of the Child (1989) and the Optional Protocols thereto, the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1976), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(1976), the conventions of the International Labour Organization, especially No. 100, No. 156, No. 169,
No. 189 and No. 190, the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of
Violence against Women (Convention of Belém do Pará, 1994), Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (2006), the Inter-American Convention Against All Forms of Discrimination and Intolerance
(2013), Inter-American Convention against Racism, Racial Discrimination and Related Forms of
Intolerance (2013), the Inter-American Convention on Protecting the Human Rights of Older Persons
(2015), as well as other relevant conventions and treaties, which establish an international legal framework
to protect, respect and guarantee all the human rights of women, adolescents and girls in all their diversity,
as well as the principle of non-discrimination, and to achieve gender equality,
Reaffirming the commitments assumed by States in the Declaration and Platform for Action of the
Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995), United Nations Security Council resolution 1325
(2000), the Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development (Cairo,
1994), the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action adopted at the World Conference against Racism,
Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (Durban, 2001), the programme of activities
for the implementation of the International Decade for People of African Descent (2015–2024) (2014), the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007), the American Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2016), the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and Other
People Working in Rural Areas (2018), the International Conferences on Financing for Development
(Monterrey, 2001; Doha, 2008; and Addis Ababa, 2015), the Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights: Implementing the United Nations “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework (2011), the SIDS
Accelerated Modalities of Action (SAMOA) Pathway (2014), and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (2015),
Confirming the continued relevance of the commitments undertaken by the States members of the
Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean that make up the Regional Gender
Agenda and are included in the Regional Plan of Action for the Integration of Women into Latin American
Economic and Social Development (1977), the Regional Programme of Action for the Women of Latin
America and the Caribbean, 1995–2001 (1994), the Santiago Consensus (1997), the Lima Consensus
(2000), the Mexico City Consensus (2004), the Quito Consensus (2007), the Brasilia Consensus (2010), the
Santo Domingo Consensus (2013), and the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of the Regional
Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030 (2016), and in the Montevideo
Consensus on Population and Development (2013),
Bearing in mind that, at their fifty-sixth meeting, held in Havana from 5 to 6 October 2017, the
Presiding Officers of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean agreed to
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“adopt women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios” as the main theme for discussion at the
fourteenth session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean,1
Bearing in mind also the participatory process conducted in preparation for the fourteenth session
of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, in which contributions from
the member States of the Conference, the agencies, funds and programmes of the United Nations system
and civil society organizations, particularly feminist and women’s organizations and movements, were
compiled and incorporated,
Concerned at the challenges that changing economic scenarios pose to the progress made in gender
equality, the guarantee of women’s rights, the exercise of their autonomy, and the sustainable development
of the countries of the region, agree to:
1. Welcome the document Women’s autonomy in changing economic scenarios2 and commend
the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, through its Division for Gender Affairs,
on its preparation;
2. Also welcome the Regional progress report on the Montevideo Strategy for Implementation of
the Regional Gender Agenda within the Sustainable Development Framework by 2030,3 and commend the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean for organizing the high-level panel on the
implementation of the Montevideo Strategy;
3. Further welcome the Regional report on the review of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for
Action in Latin American and Caribbean countries, 25 years on,4 commend the Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean and the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment
of Women on its preparation and acknowledge the achievements and progress made over the 25 years since
the Fourth World Conference on Women, as reflected in the national reports on the implementation of the
Beijing Platform for Action in four main areas: (i) progress in the formulation and adoption of laws and
regulations that typify femicide or feminicide; (ii) the significant —albeit still insufficient— increase in
women’s participation in the decision-making spheres in the framework of the parity democracy approach
enshrined in the Montevideo Strategy; (iii) the installation on the public agenda of the topic of care and
unpaid work, as an integral part of social protection systems; and (iv) incorporating the gender approach in
the institutional architecture of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development at the country level;
4. Recognize that women, adolescents girls in all their diversity are often subject to multiple and
intersecting forms of discrimination and marginalization throughout their lives, and that it is therefore
necessary to respect and appreciate their diversity of situations and conditions and acknowledge that they
face barriers to their empowerment and to the exercise of their rights, and that it is necessary to adopt
intersectional strategies to address their specific needs, affording particular attention to the feminization of
poverty in the region;
5. Take all necessary measures to accelerate the effective implementation of the Beijing Platform
for Action and the Regional Gender Agenda, strengthening gender institutions and architecture through the
prioritization of machineries for the advancement of women and gender mainstreaming at the different
1
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levels of the State, increasing the allocation of financial, technical and human resources according to
national realities, capacities and legislation, gender-responsive budgeting, and monitoring and
accountability, with a view to strengthening the implementation of equality policies in the framework of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;
6. Promote the enactment and implementation of legislation, multisectoral policies,
comprehensive action plans and education and sensitization programmes to prevent, address, punish and
eliminate different forms of gender-based violence and discrimination against women, adolescents and
girls, including those with disabilities, in its various spheres: private, public, political, economic,
institutional, symbolic and obstetric, and in situations of conflict, natural disaster and deprivation of liberty,
as well as different types and manifestations, such as workplace harassment, sexual harassment, sexual
abuse and exploitation, migrant smuggling, trafficking in women and girls, forced prostitution, rape,
femicide, forced marriage and cohabitation imposed on girls and adolescents, in different spheres such as
public safety and cities, legislation and access to justice, the media and educational content, and through
stereotypes, sexism, racism, ethnocentrism, homophobia, lesbophobia, transphobia and discrimination, in
accordance with national legislation, as well as forms of violence facilitated by technology, especially
information and communications technologies and emerging technologies and over social networks;
7. Foster measures and mechanisms to eliminate legal, cultural, social and institutional obstacles,
in order to ensure the right to a life free from violence and discrimination for women in all their diversity
and throughout their life cycle;
8. Promote the elimination of legal and institutional obstacles in order to ensure women’s
effective access to prompt and expeditious justice and to end impunity, and ensure reparation and essential
services in cases of violence, especially in the case of sexual violence;
9. Also promote universal access to and financing for comprehensive, accessible, affordable and
good-quality health services, including sexual and reproductive health services, for women, adolescents
and girls in all their diversity;
10. Further promote the full exercise of sexual and reproductive rights in relation to:
comprehensive sexual education and information; safe, good-quality abortion services, in those cases where
abortion is legal or decriminalized under national legislation; contraception; integrated social health-care
services; maternal mortality; sexual orientation and gender identity; universal and accessible services;
disability and old age; eradication of child pregnancy; prevention of adolescent pregnancy and motherhood;
sexually transmitted infections and HIV/AIDS; health emergencies; healthy maternity; and technological
development; as well as different forms of family in accordance with national legislation;
11. Promote the development, implementation and evaluation of policies and programmes that
contribute to healthy and active ageing, including the gender perspective, as well as the highest attainable
standard of health and well-being for older persons and the development of health care for older persons as
part of primary care in the existing health systems;
12. Encourage continued efforts to increase the representation of women, including women with
disabilities, in the decision-making process to achieve parity democracy, with an intercultural and ethno-racial
approach, strengthening the presence of women in all branches, levels and spheres of government, guarantee
the protection of the rights of women participating in politics, women human rights defenders and women
journalists, and condemn political violence;
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13. Foster measures to ensure the full and effective participation of women at all levels and in all
stages of peace processes and mediation efforts, the prevention and resolution of conflicts, peacekeeping
and peacebuilding and recovery, as established in Security Council resolution 1325 on women and peace
and security (2000) and other resolutions relating to the women, peace and security agenda;
14. Take effective measures to reduce pay gaps for reasons of gender, race, ethnicity, disability
and age, ensure the principle of equal pay for work of equal value, and urge the public and private sectors
to take measures in this respect;
15. Adopt measures to ensure the promotion and effective protection of the human rights of all
domestic workers, as established in Convention No. 189 of the International Labour Organization;
16. Foster good-quality, timely and comprehensive secular education, free of stereotypes, without
exclusion, and promote a culture of equality between women and men to dismantle patriarchal,
discriminatory and violent cultural patterns, recognizing that the secular nature of States contributes to the
elimination of discrimination against women and the guarantee of human rights and freedom of religion,
belief, worship and thought;
17. Recognize the cultural, social, economic, political and environmental contribution of
indigenous languages and the role played by indigenous women and girls in the conservation and
revitalization of languages as a means of recognition and dignification of indigenous peoples;
18. Promote public policies that include affirmative action measures to foster educational
participation, progression and completion by girls, adolescents and women in the areas of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics, including information and communications technologies and
emerging and sustainable technologies;
19. Encourage women’s labour participation in the fields of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, eliminating occupational segregation and ensuring decent work and wage equality, in
particular in emerging sectors, including the digital economy, that are key to structural change with equality
and the decarbonization of economies;
20. Foster the generation of new jobs and opportunities for women through public-private
partnerships, especially in emerging sectors of the economy;
21. Promote the development of a digital market in Latin America and the Caribbean as a public
good, through regulatory adaptation to promote policy coherence and the integration of digital infrastructure,
strengthening women’s capacities and their full participation in the digital ecosystem in the region;
22. Foster financial systems that enable women, especially those with fewer resources, to access
and use a diversified range of good-quality, affordable savings and credit products and services, including
microfinance and insurance, provide technical support for strengthening women’s productive enterprises
and foster policies on financial education that is accessible and relevant, particularly for indigenous,
Afrodescendent, grassroots and rural women;
23. Strengthen policies and mechanisms for regulating digital financial technologies at all levels
of government and coordination systems in Latin America and the Caribbean, in order to develop standards
on records, content and uses of data across countries and to ensure the individual’s rights to privacy and to
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personal data protection, and promote financial and digital education to ensure that women’s financial
inclusion is informed and fair;
24. Implement gender-sensitive countercyclical policies, in order to mitigate the impact of
economic crises and recessions on women’s lives and promote regulatory frameworks and policies to
galvanize the economy in key sectors, including the care economy;
25. Measure the multiplier effects of boosting the care economy in terms of women’s labour
market participation —including work associated with the traditional knowledge, art and culture of
indigenous, Afrodescendent, grassroots and rural women—, well-being, redistribution, economic growth
and the macroeconomic impact of the care economy;
26. Design comprehensive care systems from a gender, intersectional, intercultural and human
rights perspective that foster co-responsibility between men and women, the State, the market, families and
the community, and include joined-up policies on time, resources, benefits and universal, good-quality
public services to meet the different care needs of the population, as part of social protection systems;
27. Promote measures, policies and programmes for the full engagement of boys, young men and
men as strategic allies in achieving gender equality and in promoting and ensuring women’s rights and their
economic empowerment and autonomy, eliminating all forms of discrimination and violence against
women, adolescents and girls, and foster policies for the equal sharing of domestic and care work between
men and women;
28. Also promote a systemic change in the approach to migration to reduce the vulnerabilities of
women in the migration cycle, and the adoption of cooperation agreements among countries of origin, transit,
destination and return for migrant women, refugees and asylum-seekers, paying particular attention to
displacement phenomena surrounding global care chains and their structural causes, and ensure human rights
and decent working conditions, prevention and response to violence —especially sexual violence— and to
people smuggling, and non-discriminatory access to health services and comprehensive social protection;
29. Promote the adoption of legislation on labour and taxation in order to operate in a coordinated
manner at the regional level, avoiding harmful competition among countries, in order to prevent taxation, wagecutting and gender inequalities being used as adjustment variables to increase exports and attract investment;
30. Implement policies and mechanisms to promote, strengthen and increase production and
international trade, with a gender approach, as a pillar of countries’ economic development, and pursue
programmes to foster the creation of quality employment for women and female-led enterprise in
international trade, conducting assessments of the impact on human rights of trade and investment policies
and agreements from a gender equality perspective;
31. Consider the possibility of establishing a network between government and civil society
representatives and businesswomen on practices and lessons learned on tackling gender gaps in the private
sector, to contribute to women’s empowerment and autonomy —particularly women heading small and
medium-sized enterprises, with an emphasis on indigenous, Afrodescendent, grassroots and rural women
and young businesswomen— and to reducing the feminization of poverty in Latin America and the
Caribbean, fully respecting respect for the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights:
Implementing the United Nations “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework (2011);
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32. Advance in building a gender, intersectional, intercultural and rights perspective into national
policies and budgeted programmes on sustainable development, climate change mitigation and adaptation,
and disaster risk reduction, especially in the most vulnerable territories, strengthening women’s
participation and the inclusion of gender equality in needs assessments and response plans, as well as in the
planning and execution of public investment for reconstruction;
33. Integrate the gender perspective into national policies on climate change adaptation and
mitigation, recognizing its differentiated effects on women, adolescents and girls, as well as on other groups
in vulnerable situations, promote climate action respecting, promoting and considering the respective
obligations with regard to gender equality, through strengthened coordination between machineries for the
advancement of women and the governing entities of policies on environment, climate change, planning,
energy and human rights, among others;
34. Actively support the participation of women’s organizations and movements, including those
of indigenous, Afrodescendent, grassroots and rural women, in the design, implementation and monitoring
of policies on climate change mitigation and response and disaster risk management, and promote the
protection of the traditional and ancestral knowledge of the indigenous and Afrodescendent women of Latin
America and the Caribbean;
35. Reaffirm the fundamental role played by non-governmental organizations, particularly
feminist and women’s organizations and movements and organizations of indigenous and Afrodescendent
women, youth and women with disabilities, as well as human rights defenders, and promote exchanges and
partnerships between these organizations to ensure progress towards achievement of the goals set forth in
the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the
Regional Gender Agenda, fostering the conditions for their participation, addressing cultural or linguistic
barriers and identifying and pursuing sources of financing;
36. Thank the women’s and feminist movements and organizations of the region for their
continuous support for the regional fund in support of women’s and feminist movements and organizations
and commend the fund’s first call for proposals, to be opened by the board of the fund to mark International
Women’s Day in March 2020;
37. Acknowledge the work done by the Gender Equality Observatory for Latin America and the
Caribbean, in particular advances in the measurement of femicide or feminicide, total work time and
women’s participation in local government, and strengthen support for the production of gender statistics
that will contribute to monitoring the commitments of the Regional Gender Agenda and the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development;
38. Strengthen the production of gender statistics at the national level and acknowledge the
technical assistance of the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean for national gender
equality observatories, which facilitates data comparability and the construction of time series;
39. Request the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, in its capacity as
technical secretariat of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, to provide
cooperation, in partnership with the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women, for advancing in the implementation of the measures contained in the Montevideo Strategy and of
the commitments undertaken at this session of the Regional Conference;
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40. Report voluntarily at the meetings of the Presiding Officers of the Regional Conference on
Women in Latin America and the Caribbean on progress in the implementation of this Commitment as part
of the Regional Gender Agenda and the measures of the Montevideo Strategy;
41. Urge the developed countries, the agencies, funds and programmes of the United Nations and
other relevant stakeholders to contribute financial resources, and to cooperate in capacity-building with a
view to accelerating the application of the Montevideo Strategy and the commitments undertaken at this
session of the Conference, taking into account the particularities of the least developed countries, small
island developing States, landlocked developing countries and middle-income countries;
42. Welcome the organization of the Generation Equality Forum, convened by the United Nations
Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women and co-chaired by Mexico and France, as a
global intersectoral and intergenerational gathering for gender equality led and partnered by civil society,
which will begin in Mexico City on 7 and 8 May 2020 and continue in Paris from 7 to 10 July 2020, and
urge all the countries of the region to participate in an active and committed manner in that Forum process
and to resolutely support the participation of individuals from their respective civil societies;
43. Commend the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean and the United
Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women on the organization at this session of
the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean of high-level panels on the twentyfifth anniversary of the adoption of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (Beijing+25) in Latin
America and the Caribbean, as a regional space for discussion and construction of the gender equality
agenda prior to the sixty-fourth session of the Commission on the Status of Women, and request the Chair
of the Regional Conference to convey the outcomes of this meeting at that session;
44. Thank the civil society organizations for their participation in the discussion on women’s
autonomy in changing economic scenarios, for their presence at this session of the Conference and for their
commitment to the rights and autonomy of women in Latin America and the Caribbean;
45. Also thank the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean and the United
Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women for their contribution to the
organization of this session of the Conference;
46. Acknowledge the Government of Uruguay for its leadership as Chair of the thirteenth session
of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean and thank, in particular,
Mariella Mazzotti, Director of the National Women’s Institute of the Ministry of Social Development of
Uruguay, for her commitment and work in support of the rights and autonomy of the women of Latin
America and the Caribbean;
47. Further thank the Government of Chile for hosting the fourteenth session of the Regional
Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean;
48. Welcome the offer of the Government of Argentina to host the fifteenth session of the Regional
Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, and request the Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean, in its capacity as technical secretariat of the Conference, to begin the
preparatory work for the session of the Conference to be held in 2022.
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Annex 2
EXPLANATION OF THE VOTING POSITION OF BRAZIL1

1

This note is reproduced in the language in which it was given. A courtesy translation by the secretariat follows.
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COURTESY TRANSLATION PROVIDED BY THE SECRETARIAT
“No. 055
The Embassy of the Federative Republic of Brazil presents its compliments to the Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and has the honour to refer to the fourteenth
session of the Regional Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean, held in Santiago from 27
to 31 January 2020, to present the following explanation of Brazil’s position.
2.
Brazil has a State commitment to the protection of human rights. The Government of Brazil is
determined to work to eradicate violence against women and strongly supports the measures taken by the
countries of Latin America and the Caribbean to promote and ensure equal rights for women and to
eliminate all forms of discrimination against women and girls. However, Brazil is not among the
Conference participants who adopted the Santiago Commitment, as it does not agree with many of its
provisions.
The Embassy of the Federative Republic of Brazil avails itself of the opportunity to reiterate to the
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) the assurances of its highest esteem
and consideration.
Santiago, 31 January 2020”
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Annex 3
EXPLANATION OF THE VOTING POSITION OF CANADA
Courtesy translation of the covering letter of the explanatory note, provided by the secretariat
“Embassy of Canada

Ambassade du Canada

E/A 023
The Embassy of Canada presents its compliments to the Economic Commission for Latin America
and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and has the honour to request that some explanatory notes be included in the
official record of the Santiago Commitment, a document adopted at the fourteenth session of the Regional
Conference on Women in Latin America and the Caribbean (January 27–31, 2020).
Please find on the following pages the explanatory notes in English, as well as their respective
translation into Spanish, since the Commitment was adopted in both languages.
The Embassy of Canada avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) the assurances of its highest consideration.
Ambassade du Canada - Embassy of Canada
Santiago
Santiago, 28 April 2020”
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Annex 4
CIVIL SOCIETY DECLARATION1

1

This declaration is reproduced in the language in which it was given. A courtesy translation by the secretariat follows.
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COURTESY TRANSLATION PROVIDED BY THE SECRETARIAT
“We insist, we resist and we persist
Twenty-five years have passed since Beijing, the Fourth World Conference on Women that was not just
another conference: we arrived with our cumulative experience and firm in the belief that progress had
already been made, particularly at the Vienna Conference where women’s rights had for the first time been
recognized as human rights, and at the Cairo Conference, where the establishment of reproductive rights
had opened the door to sexual rights. And here we are, 25 years later, and we INSIST that:
The Beijing Platform for Action must be ratified, and the agendas of the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the conferences in Rio, Vienna, Cairo and Durban must
serve as road maps. We affirm the role that women’s and feminist movements have played in building and
sustaining these agendas and we call on States, governments and other social stakeholders to join us in
recognizing equality as a common good and a goal for humanity. As feminist and women’s organizations,
we express our concern at the economic and political conditions in the region and around the world. The
structurally extractivist economic system plunders not only the environment but also work (paid and
unpaid), time, territory, natural resources and the human body.
Current patterns of extraction, production and consumption are incompatible with the sustainability of life.
This is evident in the manifestations of social resistance in the region, in the active presence of feminist
movements alongside social movements that fight for racial, ethnic, generational, economic and gender
justice, as we raise our voices against the commodification of life.
Therefore, we RESIST. We demand the right to protest, which should not be criminalized; we reject the
claim that our opposition to mega-projects means that we are to blame for lagging socioeconomic
development. We will not allow extractivism to do to our lands and territories what patriarchy does to our
bodies. That is why we call on our growing organization —comprised of grassroots, campesino,
community, indigenous, migrant, youth, Afro-descendant, trade union and urban and rural women’s
organizations— to resist and to challenge the language barriers and structural inequalities that perpetuate
precarious living conditions and extreme poverty.
It is often repeated that Latin America and the Caribbean is the most unequal region in the world; from now
on we can say that we are the region with the most powerful and mobilizing feminist movement on the
planet. Our constant activism, resistance and defence of rights are expressed in weakened and fragile States
and democracies, where conservatism that criminalizes and represses protest has taken hold. The defence
of human rights and territory and journalism have become high-risk activities. Yet, even in face of State
violence, we resist.
We stand at the crossroads of a cultural conflict, where gender equality is at clear risk of being eroded by
the powerful combination of capitalism, misogyny, homo-lesbo-trans-phobia, racism and colonialism in the
patriarchy, expressed in religious, political, economic and cultural fundamentalism. Now more than ever
we demand a secular State as the framework for advancing the human rights of women and girls. In this
regard, we reiterate our position that democracy —without discrimination or exclusion— is a prerequisite
for the exercise of citizenship and human rights, hence the need to guarantee the conditions enabling the
participation of civil society, particularly feminist and women’s organizations.
We will PERSIST
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Little progress has been made since the adoption of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and
challenges remain, which demands coordination between the State, civil society, multilateral organizations
and others. We therefore:
Urge States to translate their commitments into concrete actions in favour of equality and women’s rights,
allocating sufficient budgetary resources to advance the necessary policies, with progressive mechanisms
that ensure the redistribution of income and wealth. Demand legal, safe, free and unrestricted abortion
throughout the region. The criminalization and obstruction of abortion is State violence that must be
declared punishable by law, as sexual and reproductive rights are human rights.
Demand an end the use of women’s bodies as conquest by repressors and an end to all forms of repression,
including the use of sexual violence as a means of police and military control in times of conflict in our
countries, as seen in recent assaults against Chilean and Nicaraguan women and in the responses of several
countries to migration crises.
Demand that States be held accountable for compliance with their international obligations and the
recommendations of the relevant human rights treaty bodies.
Call on the international community to understand once and for all that without women peace, is not
sustainable and that without restorative justice, there is no hope of building peaceful societies.
Urge States to guarantee the political participation of women, lesbians, transvestites, bisexuals, trans
persons and non-binary persons without fear of reprisals and violence, which requires an institutional
framework that ensures access to justice so that all women —particularly women of African descent and
indigenous women— can be involved in the governance of States on an equal footing.
Invite governments to recognize that development models built on spoliation limit the possibilities for
women’s economic autonomy, which is especially the case for girls, indigenous women, women of African
descent, young women, migrants, workers, including sex workers, sexual and gender dissidents, persons
with disabilities, and people living with HIV.
Call for the elimination of institutional racism and xenophobia, by establishing policies with an intersectoral
approach to care and support in public services and social protection programmes for black, migrant and
indigenous women and girls, and other women who are discriminated against on the basis of race or ethnicity.
Demand immediate attention be given to climate change and its effects throughout the region, with
emphasis on the Caribbean.
Urge States to adopt the necessary measures to eliminate the obstacles that perpetuate economic inequality
and guarantee access to decent, paid, quality work; food security and sovereignty; and a life free of
harassment and discrimination in sport; and to foster a care system that is socially co-responsible, with
universal social protection, access to quality public services and access to education, including
comprehensive sexuality education, health and social infrastructure at all levels.
We call for immediate progress in the eradication of all forms of violence against women, particularly
femicide and harmful practices, and we therefore demand the cessation of sexual violence, forced
marriages, unions and pregnancies to which girls and adolescents are subjected. Ensuring a life free of
violence is a matter of urgency.
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Demand immediate action to address the discrimination, violence and harassment that women face in the
workplace, and especially women journalists, as the cultural shift we aspire to cannot be achieved without
a transformation in digital media and communication and the sexism therein.
We continue to be guided by the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and we demand that they be
implemented in full and without any simplifications. Today, States say that they aim to “leave no one
behind”, but we are the ones who will not accept any reversal of progress and we will not allow them
to leave us behind.
Nothing about us without us!”
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Annex 5
DECLARATION ON THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BEIJING
DECLARATION AND PLATFORM FOR ACTION1

1

This declaration is reproduced in the language in which it was given. A courtesy translation by the secretariat follows.
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COURTESY TRANSLATION PROVIDED BY THE SECRETARIAT:
“Declaration by the Young Feminists of Latin American and the Caribbean
We, sixty-four women, girls, adolescents and young women; activists from 24 countries; representatives of
young feminists, Afrodescendants, indigenous people, people with disabilities, migrants, refugees, lesbian,
bisexual, trans and non-binary persons, persons with other identities, sex workers, people living with HIV,
and people from rural, rural, urban, vulnerable and violent areas of Latin America and the Caribbean gathered
in Santiago from 25 to 28 January 2020, as part of the Regional Youth Consultation on the 25-year review of
the implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, to make our voice heard.
We address States, international organizations, civil society, academia and the private sector to make our
demands heard and so that they commit to making our human rights a reality in: access to quality, secular,
free and intercultural education at all levels; free exercise of our sexuality with bodily autonomy and
comprehensive sexuality education; a life free of violence and discrimination; political participation;
respect for the lands, territories and natural resources of indigenous peoples; non-criminalization of human
rights defenders; labour rights; and access to quality, free, comprehensive health services, with an
intercultural perspective, paying special attention to mental health; we also call for recognition of our
capacity for agency and leadership, considering our distinct identities.
Twenty-five years have passed since the Beijing Platform for Action was adopted, the global context has
changed, and problems have become more complex. The eruption of the climate crisis and the digital
revolution that is spreading exponentially are completely changing the situation of life at the regional level
and the way we relate to each other and with the planet, creating new concerns and giving us the opportunity
to evolve as a community.
Regarding gender violence, we call attention to the lack of a gender perspective and interculturalism in the
institutions that pursue and administer justice, resulting in re-victimization and institutional violence that
hinders access to rights, especially for children, LGBTIQ+ people, Afrodescendants and indigenous people;
the absence of protective laws and protocols; and the lack of prevention programmes that deconstruct social
and cultural mandates, thus ensuring a dignified and safe life for girls and young women. The sexual
violence experienced by girls, young women and women in the region is alarming, with high figures of
femicide and trans-feminicide, affecting migrants and refugees even more. In addition, gender-based
violence is exacerbated by poverty.
In the economic sphere, problems related to gender, race, and class converge in increased poverty, with a
large salary gap between men and women, discrimination, and barriers that exclude women from promotion
or development in managerial or executive positions; there is a lack of public policies on care networks to
enable the labour development of those engaged in unpaid care and domestic activities; all this has a greater
impact on young indigenous, Afrodescendent, migrant, refugee, lesbian, bisexual, trans, transvestite and
non-binary persons, and persons with disabilities, among other people.
Young people are sidelined and precarious in employment policies, our domestic care tasks that hamper
professional, family and social development are often not considered, and we are left without social security
or protection. We condemn extractivism and propose a model of production that also takes into account
women, adolescents and girls living in the most critical areas. Lastly, there are a number of unpaid or
unrecognized jobs that force women to live in an even more precarious manner.
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Regarding sexual and reproductive rights, most countries in our region do not have comprehensive
sexuality education in educational institutions, and if they do, it is deficient in dealing with children,
adolescents and human rights, adopting a solely reproductive perspective. Young people, especially those
belonging to historically vulnerable groups, are further violated by a lack of quality health services and
access to birth control methods and barrier methods in the prevention of HIV and STIs. In addition, the
criminalization of abortion violates the bodily autonomy of women, girls and adolescents. The perpetuation
of early and forced marriages and unions, and of teenage and forced child pregnancies, is a form of violence
that threatens our full development in society. These circumstances are particularly exacerbated by the rise
of conservative and anti-rights movements that not only slow down development but also seek to roll back
the rights already won. As young people we will not take any steps backwards with our autonomy.
In the field of climate justice, we are concerned by the limited participation of women and youth in
decision-making, which amplifies the ineffective enforcement of laws, public policies, investments and
green projects for the sustainability of the planet. We have also observed that there is inadequate training
of teachers in environmental education, the circular economy and Sistema B, especially in vulnerable areas
and indigenous or peripheral communities, which have been most affected by the climate crisis.
With regard to participation and leadership, a major obstacle is that in some countries of the region there
is still no gender parity in public, political and social positions. There are no seats reserved for the LGBTIQ+
community, indigenous people, Afrodescendants, people with disabilities or women from vulnerable
groups. In addition, there is almost no political participation by girls, adolescents and young people in
decision-making spaces. Discrimination limits the representation of these groups and identities. In our
countries, criminalization of the right to protest makes it difficult for girls, adolescents and young women
to participate and make decisions in public, political and social spaces.
In terms of education and training, there is a lack of promotion of participation by girls, young women
and women in all fields of knowledge, especially in technology and innovation, and STEM careers (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics). In addition, greater government action is needed to promote
public science and technology education, in order to eliminate sexist education in these fields. Universal
access to free, quality, feminist education with an intercultural, community-based, transfeminist, dissenting,
decolonial, inclusive approach that incorporates a disability perspective must be guaranteed in both formal
and non-formal settings. Furthermore, illiteracy in our region remains one of the main barriers to reducing
poverty, whereby girls, women and young women do not have access to education as a result of the gender
mandate in unpaid domestic and care work.
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In view of this, as the youth of Latin American and Caribbean we have identified the following priority
challenges:
•

Recognizing, fostering and legitimizing the different ways of being, from a comprehensive human
rights perspective, formulating cooperation and interconnection processes that respect the
diversities of people and promote equity for all.

•

Coordinating joint actions between States, NGOs, civil society and the private sector, to care for
the environment in an intersectional and sustainable way; ensuring sustainable production and
consumption and guaranteeing protection of defenders of land and natural resources.

We call on/urge
States:
•

To effectively assign budgets and perform control and monitoring when implementing public
policies aimed at youth.

•

To implement the laws and international agreements signed by the respective countries on youth
and gender equality.

•

To guarantee economic rights for structurally vulnerable groups, eliminating wage gaps,
recognizing unpaid work, exploitation and job insecurity; guaranteeing a minimum income for
single mothers; financing women entrepreneurs; and recognizing the care economy; promoting an
inclusive, sustainable, equitable and supportive economic model.

•

To provide appropriate conditions to strengthen and ensure our entry into decent employment,
paying attention to the sustainability and dignity of paid and unpaid work.

•

To finance initiatives with social, economic and environmental impacts led by Latin American and
Caribbean Youth, guaranteeing, in an intersectional way, the participation of women and youth in
all their diversity.

•

To enact, strengthen and implement anti-discrimination laws that protect all our identities;
including femicide and lesbophobic, homophobic and transphobic crimes in the criminal codes of
each country.

•

To implement sexual and reproductive health policies and services universally, from prevention of HIV
and infections, to effective access to pleasure, family planning, contraception and bodily autonomy.

•

To guarantee universal access to free, quality education that is gender-responsive, intersectional,
intercultural, community-based, dissenting, decolonial, inclusive and adopts a disability
perspective, both in formal and non-formal settings, with emphasis on comprehensive sexuality
education and on technological and innovative matters, promoting the participation of women and
the training of teachers.

•

To train health professionals in sexual and reproductive rights.

•

To decriminalize, destigmatize, legalize and guarantee access to abortion, freely, free of charge and
safely for all pregnant persons.
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•

To address the climate crisis with a gender perspective, fostering actions to care for the environment
in an intersectional and sustainable manner, and to urgently ratify and implement the Escazú Treaty
in all countries of the region.

•

To encourage the political participation of women, young people and vulnerable groups through
spaces that promote training, empowerment and citizen organization, in an inclusive and nondiscriminatory manner. States and decision-makers must also commit to establishing dialogues that
guarantee participation in an effective, direct and decentralized manner.

•

To ratify agreements such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which directly
affect our future.

We call on the international organizations of the United Nations system and on international cooperation
agencies:
•

To recognize their Eurocentric, colonizing and adult-centred discourses and worldviews, ensuring
that diversified discourses and practices are included.

•

To support civil society in defending human rights and sexual and reproductive rights, providing
economic and political support through binding projects with continuity, representation and
democracy at the local, national and regional levels.

•

To acknowledge and categorically reject violence against social leaders.

•

To establish training processes for advocacy within the United Nations mechanism, especially for
children and youth, from a real and not only consultative standpoint.

We call on the private sector:
•

To promote respect for the principles of human rights in all spheres, complying with international
norms and agreements, especially in the areas of gender, labour rights, environmental sustainability
and accountability, and for indigenous, LGTTTBIQ+ and disabled persons, among others. Also, to
recognize and implement business regulations and policies that are in accordance with human rights.

•

To provide funding to movements for girls, adolescents, young women and people with diverse
identities without imposing an agenda, and with autonomy to allocate the budget.

•

To ensure that vulnerable groups have access to management positions and decent working
conditions for the full development of those working at these levels.

•

To responsibly manage communications, without propagating gender roles and stereotypes. Also,
to promote communication campaigns to educate about not propagating gender stereotypes and
about responsible management of communications.

•

To focus funds on organizations that provide greater access to vulnerable, rural and displaced
populations.

•

To formulate policies for the labour market inclusion of women with parity —ending gender
gaps—youth employment, without casualization of labour, with social security and according to
our experience and development.
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We call on civil society:
•

To actively participate in decision-making spaces, formulating proposals and initiatives that
represent society’s demands, as well as monitoring and following up on public policies.

•

To ensure that children and young people have a voice within agendas and can be consulted.

•

To strengthen and delineate baseline organizations respecting discourses and de-monopolizing funds.

We call on academia:
•

To be an interdisciplinary tool for networking and social action, mobilizing human rights agendas.

•

To incorporate comprehensive education, with a gender, sexuality, diversity, and secular
perspective and with a scientific basis into school planning.

•

To ensure that there is research into women and lesbian, bisexual, trans, transvestite, non-binary,
Afrodescendent, migrant and indigenous persons, persons living with HIV, persons with disabilities
and persons from rural contexts, and to guarantee that these groups participate.

COMMITMENTS
As Young Feminists of Latin America and the Caribbean we undertake to:
•

Circulate this declaration in our countries with other civil society organizations, passing on and
providing all the information, knowledge and tools about this consultation to our peers.

•

Actively support collective struggles, respecting and valuing diversities, through union and effort and
the different spaces of struggles to strengthen the participation of youth in local, national and
international participation processes, and to lobby for demands to become specific and effective actions.

•

Monitor, control, follow up and influence legislation, public policies and action plans in the countries
so as to guarantee the rights of young people in all our diversity, with respect to the agreements
produced in the “Regional Youth Consultation in Latin America and the Caribbean: Towards
Beijing+25” through reports and future meetings, promoting gender issues by creating networks
among women; and to evaluate future progress and challenges according to future contexts.

We are the present, the collective cry of a generation that fights daily for a fairer and more equal world, that
demands an end to injustice, and that calls on the States of the region to be attentive, to commit themselves
and to take action to ensure that we as youth can fully exercise our rights, in all our diversity.”
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Annex 6
LISTA DE PARTICIPANTES
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
A. Estados miembros de la Comisión/
Member States of the Commission
ALEMANIA/GERMANY
Representante:
− Sabine Adrian, Departamento de Asuntos Económicos, Científico-Tecnológicos y de Cooperación,
Embajada de Alemania en Chile, email: wi-10@santi.diplo.de
ANTIGUA Y BARBUDA/ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
Representante/Representative:
− Samantha Marshall, Minister of Social Transformation, Human Resource Development, Youth and
Gender Affairs, email: samantha.marshall@ab.gov.ag
Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Farmala Jacobs, Director, Directorate of Gender Affairs, email: farmala.jacobs@ab.gov.ag
ARGENTINA
Representante/Representative:
− Elizabeth Gómez Alcorta, Ministra de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad,
email: ealcorta@mingeneros.gob.ar; privada@mingeneros.gob.ar
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Estela Díaz, Ministra de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad, Provincia de Buenos Aires,
email: estela.e.diaz@gmail.com
− Claudia Martínez, Ministra de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad, Provincia de Córdoba,
email: claudiamartinezar@yahoo.es
− Cecilia Merchán, Secretaria de Políticas de Igualdad y Diversidad, Ministerio de las Mujeres, Géneros
y Diversidad, email: cmerchan@mingeneros.gob.ar
− Edurne Cárdenas, Responsable de Relaciones Institucionales, Ministerio de las Mujeres, Géneros y
Diversidad, email: ecardenas@mingeneros.gob.ar
− Lucía Cirmi, Responsable de Políticas de Cuidado, Ministerio de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad,
email: lcirmi@mingeneros.gob.ar
− Silvina Laura Aguirre, Consejera, Dirección de Derechos Humanos y Temas de Género, Unidad Derechos
de las Mujeres, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, Argentina, email: dijer@mrecic.gob.ar
− Carlos Mascías, Encargado de Negocios, Embajada de la Argentina en Chile, email: cmu@mrecic.org.ar
− Romina Iglesia, Consejera, Embajada de la Argentina en Chile, Ministerio de Relaciones
internacionales y Culto, email: iir@mrecic.gob.ar
− Ana Casal, Red Mujeres para la Justicia, email: acasal@jusbaires.gob.ar
− Andrea Rivas, Asociación Familias Diversas de Argentina (AFDA), email: andrea.rivas@afda.org.ar
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Belén Sandoval, Fundación Generar, email: mbelsandoval@gmail.com
Cándida López Elices, Servicio a la Acción Popular (SEAP), email: servicioalaaccionpopular@gmail.com
Carla Pitiot, Asociación del Personal de los Organismos de Control (APOC), email: carlapitiot@yahoo.es
Cristina Beatriz Lara, Red Mujeres para la Justicia, email: cblara34@gmail.com
Daniela Carrara, Red Mujeres para la Justicia, email: danielacarrara@derecho.uba.ar
Graciela Adan, Fundación Global, email: graadan@gmail.com
Irene Castillo, Grupo de Estudios Sociales (GES), email: ges_ong@yahoo.com.ar
Laura María de Lourdes Polo Budzovsky, Católicas por el Derecho a Decidir,
email: lourpolobudz@gmail.com
Leila Guadalupe Pazos, La Cámpora, email: lgpazosk@gmail.com
María del Carmen Feijoó Docampo, Universidad Pedagógica Nacional (UNIPE),
email: mfeijoo2003@yahoo.com.ar
María Elena Elverdin, Asociación Argentina de Mujeres de Carreras Jurídicas (AAMCJ),
email: aamcj.filial.fifcj@gmail.com
Mariana Russak, Asesora en Políticas de Género, Senado de la Nación Argentina,
email: marianarussak@gmail.com; mariana.russak@senado.gob.ar
Martha Inés Rosenberg, Campaña Nacional por el Derecho al Aborto Legal Seguro y Gratuito,
email: martharosenberg@fibertel.com.ar
Miriam Edith Acosta, Foro de Mujeres del MERCOSUR, Sede Córdoba,
email: miriameacosta@hotmail.com
Susana Esther Álvarez, Instituto para la Igualdad de Oportunidades (IPLIDO), Unión de Trabajadores del
Turismo, Hoteleros y Gastronómicos de la República Argentina (UTHGRA), email: scesari@uthgra.org.ar
Vanina Escales, Coordinadora de Género, Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales (CELS),
email: vescales@cel.org.ar

BAHAMAS
Representante/Representative:
Jacinta Higgs, Director, Department of Gender and Family Affairs, email: jacintahiggs@bahamas.gov.bs
Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Dwina Higgs, Director Assistant, President of Ying Yang NGO, email: dwinahiggs@gmail.com
BOLIVIA (ESTADO PLURINACIONAL DE)/BOLIVIA (PLURINATIONAL STATE OF)
Representante/Representative:
− Claribel Sandra Aparicio, Viceministra de Comercio Exterior e Integración, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: caparicio@rree.gob.bo
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Oscar Eduardo Urquizu Córdova, Viceministro de Igualdad de Oportunidades, Ministerio de Justicia y
Transparencia Institucional, email: oscarurquizucordova@gmail.com
− Liliana Fuentes Fernández, Directora, Servicio Plurinacional de la Mujer y de la Despatriarcalización,
email: liliana.fuentes.f@gmail.com
− Alex Ríos Caballero, Director General de Prevención y Eliminación de Toda Forma de Violencia
− Isabel Cadima Paz, Jefa, Unidad de Políticas Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores
− Luz María Bravo Luna, Jefa, Unidad de Derecho Económico Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: luz.bravo@gmail.com
− Graciela Aponte, Vicecónsul del Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia en Santiago,
email: apontegrace01@gmail.com
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BRASIL/BRAZIL
Representante/Representative:
− Damares Regina Alves, Ministra de Estado de la Mujer, la Familia y los Derechos Humanos,
email: agenda.gab@mdh.gov.br
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Cristiane Rodrigues Britto, Secretaria Nacional de Políticas para las Mujeres,
email: agenda.snpm@mdh.gov.br
− Roberta Monzini Silveira, Directora, Departamento de Políticas de la Mujer y Relaciones Sociales,
email: roberta.monzini@mdh.gov.br
− Milton Nunes Toledo Junior, Jefe, Asesoría Especial sobre Asuntos Internacionales
− Julieta Palmeira, Secretaria de Políticas para la Mujer, Estado de Bahía,
email: julieta.palmeira@spmba.gob.br
− Carlos Duarte, Embajador del Brasil en Chile, email: embajadabrch@gmail.com
− Matheus Machado de Carvalho, Primer Secretario de la Carrera Diplomática,
email: matheus.carvalho@itamaraty.ba.gov.br
− Isabel Soares da Costa, Segunda Secretaria de la Carrera Diplomática,
email: isabel.costa@itamaraty.gov.br
CANADÁ/CANADA
Representante/Representative:
− Cheryl Urban, Director General for South America and Inter-American Affairs, Global Affairs
Canada, email: cheryl.urban@international.gc.ca
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Anne Malépart, Manager, Policy and External Relations Directorate, Women and Gender Equality
(WAGE), email: anne.malepart@cfc-swc.gc.ca
− Heidy Sánchez, Public Affairs Officer and Delegate, Permanent Mission of Canada to the
Organization of American States (OAS), email: heidy.sanchez@international.gc.ca
− Patricia Peña, Embajadora del Canadá en Chile, email: patricia.pena@international.gc.ca
− Meredith Henley, Consejera Política, Embajada del Canadá en Chile,
email: meredith.henley@international.gc.ca
− Falco Mueller, Encargado Político, Embajada del Canadá, Chile, email falco.mueller@international.gc.ca.
CHILE
Representante/Representative:
− Isabel Plá, Ministra de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género, email: ipla@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Carolina Schmidt, Ministra del Medio Ambiente, email: cschmidt@mma.gob.cl
− Carolina Valdivia, Subsecretaria de Relaciones Exteriores, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: cschmidt@mma.gob.cl
− Cristián Streeter, Director de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: cstreeter@minrel.gob.cl
− Gloria Cid, Directora de América del Norte, Centroamérica y el Caribe, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: gcid@minrel.gob.cl
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− Andrea Droppelmann, Asesora, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: adroppelmann@minrel.gob.cl
− Macarena Sarras, Asesora, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: msarras@minrel.gob.cl
− Juan Pedro Sepúlveda, Asesor, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: jsepulveda@minrel.gob.cl
− Viviana Lara, Asesora, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: vlaraa@minrel.gob.cl
− Angélica Romero, Directora de Asuntos Económicos Multilaterales, Subsecretaría de Relaciones
Económicas Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: aromero@minrel.gob.cl
− Belén Sapag, Jefa de Gabinete, Subsecretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: bsapag@minrel.gob.cl
− Luciano Parodi, Ministro Consejero, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: lparodi@minrel.gob.cl
− Claudia Godoy, Asesora, Subsecretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: cgodoyp@minrel.gob.cl
− Roberto Valdés, Director de Prensa, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: rvaldesf@minrel.gob.cl
− Verónica Arqueros, Subdirectora de Prensa, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: varqueros@minrel.gob.cl
− María Alejandra Farías, Tercera Secretaria, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: mfarias@minrel.gob.cl
− Evelyn Reyes, Asesora, Agencia de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: ereyes@minrel.gob.cl
− Javier Foxon, Segundo Secretario, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: jfoxon@minrel.gob.cl
− Osvaldo Ojeda, Asesor, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email:oojeda@minrel.gob.cl
− Antonio Bayas, Asesor, Dirección de Política Multilateral, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: abayas@minrel.gob.cl
− María Ignacia Simonetti, Jefa, Departamento de Género, Subsecretaría de Relaciones Económicas
Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, email: msimonetti@subrei.gob.cl
− Camila Dentone, Subsecretaría de Relaciones Económicas Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores, email: cdentone@subrei.gob.cl
− Martín Vial, Jefe de Gabinete, Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género,
email: mvial@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− María José Abud, Jefa, División de Estudios, Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género,
email: mabud@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Stefanía Doebbel, Jefa, Departamento de Relaciones Internacionales, Ministerio de la Mujer
y la Equidad de Género, email: sdoebbel@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Macarena Saavedra, Jefa de Comunicaciones, Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género,
email: macarena.saavedra@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Nicolás Mesías, Jefe de Prensa, Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género,
email: nmesias@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Max Gildemeister, Asesor, Departamento de Relaciones Internacionales, Ministerio de la Mujer
y la Equidad de Género, email: mgildemeister@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Claudia González, Asesora, Departamento de Estudios, Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de
Género, email: cgonzalez@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Meilín León, Jefa, Oficina de Asuntos Internacionales, Ministerio del Medio Ambiente,
email: mleon@mma.gob.cl
− Javiera Zárate, Oficina de Asuntos Internacionales, Ministerio del Medio Ambiente,
email: jzarate@mma.gob.cl
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COLOMBIA
Representante/Representative:
− Marta Lucía Ramírez, Vicepresidenta de la República, email: contacto@presidencia.gov.co
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Gheidy Marisela Gallo Santos, Consejera Presidencial para la Equidad de la Mujer, Vicepresidencia de
la República, email: gheidygallo@presidencia.gov.co; equidadmujer@presidencia.gov.co
− Rafael Alberto Rendón Cuartas, Embajador de Colombia en Chile, email: echile@cancilleria.gov.co
− Juan Daniel Oviedo, Director General, Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística (DANE),
email: sahernandezo@dane.gov.co
− Adriana Magaly Matiz Vargas, Representante a la Cámara, Presidente de la Comisión Legal para la
Equidad de la Mujer, Congreso de la República; email: asistentemagalimatiz01@gmail.com
− Hatem Dasuky, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de Colombia en Chile,
email: hatem.dasuky@cancilleria.gov.co
− Mauricio Carabalí, Segundo Secretario de Relaciones Exteriores, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: mauricio.carabali@cancilleria.gov.co
− Sofía Miranda, Asesora, Vicepresidencia de la República, email: sofiamballesteros@gmail.com
− María Cristina Rosado Sarabia, Coordinadora, Comisión Legal para la Equidad de la Mujer, Congreso
de la República, email: misspink1121@gmail.com
− Bianca Patricia Hincapie Lenix, Auxiliar de Misión Diplomática, Embajada de Colombia en Chile,
email: bianca.hincapie@cancilleria.gov.co
COSTA RICA
Representante/Representative:
− Epsy Campbell, Primera Vicepresidenta de la República, email: epsy.campbell@presidencia.go.cr
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Adriana Murillo Ruin, Embajadora de Costa Rica en Chile, email: ammurillo@rree.go.cr
− Nielsen Pérez, Diputada, Asamblea Legislativa, email: nielsen.perez@gmail.com
− Ana Lorena Flores, Directora General de Áreas Estratégicas, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INAMU),
email: aflores@inamu.go.cr
− Jannixia Villalobos Vindas, Directora de Apropiación Social del Conocimiento, Ministerio de Ciencia,
Tecnología y Telecomunicaciones, email: jannixia.villalobos@micitt.go.cr
− Eduardo Enrique Salgado Retana, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de Costa Rica en Chile,
email: esalgado@rree.go.cr
− Carolina Montero, Asesora, Encargada de Asuntos de Género, Despacho de la Primera Vicepresidenta
de la República, email: carolina.montero@presidencia.go.cr
− Alexander Rivera, Asesor, Encargado de Asuntos Internacionales y Comunicaciones, Despacho de
la Primera Vicepresidenta de la República, email: alexander.rivera@presidencia.go.cr
− Karla Gamboa Somarribas, Encargada de Relaciones Internacionales y Cooperación Internacional,
Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INAMU), email: kgamboa@inamu.go.cr
− Ana Cecilia Hernández, Foro de Mujeres, Instituto Nacional de Mujeres (INAMU),
email:junta-directiva@inamu.go.cr
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CUBA
Representante/Representative:
− Teresa Amarelle Boué, Secretaria General, Federación de Mujeres Cubanas (FMC), email: fmc7@enet.cu
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Jorge Lamadrid Mascaró, Ministro Consejero Encargado de Negocios, Embajada de Cuba en Chile,
email: embajador@embacuba.cl
− Yanira Victoria Kuper Herrera, Miembro del Secretariado Nacional, Federación de Mujeres Cubanas
(FMC), email: rriifmc@enet.cu; kupperyani@gmail.com
− Grettel Marante Rosett, Funcionaria de Relaciones Internacionales, Federación de Mujeres Cubanas
(FMC), email: rrifmc@gmail.com; presidenciafmc@enet.cu
− Yaniova Corrias Vega, Funcionaria, Federación de Mujeres Cubanas, email: ideolfmc@enet.cu;
fmc@enet.cu
ECUADOR
Representante/Representative:
− Cecilia del Consuelo Chacón Castillo, Secretaria de Derechos Humanos, email: clau.balseca@gmail.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Cecilia Mena Carrera, Asesora de Despacho, Secretaría de Derechos Humanos,
email: cecilia.mena@derechoshumanos.gob.ec
− José Eduardo Proaño, Ministro, Embajada del Ecuador en Chile, email: jep.rree2@gmail.com
− Cristina Granda Mendoza, Consejera, Embajada del Ecuador en Chile, email: cgranda@cancilleria.gob.ec
− Daniel Almeida, Primer Secretario, Embajada del Ecuador en Chile, email: almeida83@gmail.com
EL SALVADOR
Representante/Representative:
− Félix Ulloa, Vicepresidente de la República, email: rreyes@presidencia.gob.sv
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Víctor Manuel Valle Monterrosa, Embajador de El Salvador en Chile, email: vmvalle@rree.gob.sv
− Jorge Urbina, Director Ejecutivo de la Presidencia, email: contacto@presidencia.gob.sv
− Carla Teresa Arias Orozco, Ministra Consejera, Embajada de El Salvador en Chile,
email: ctarias@rree.gob.sv
− Ruth Reyes, Agregada de Protocolo, Vicepresidencia de la República, email: rereyes@rree.gob.sv
− María Soledad Briones de Zamora, Presidenta, Instituto Salvadoreño para el Desarrollo de la Mujer
(ISDEMU), email: sagatarra@gmail.com
ESPAÑA/SPAIN
Representante/Representative:
− Elia Morrillas Rabadán, Jefa de Servicio de Reclutamiento de Organismos Internacionales,
Departamento de Cooperación Multilateral, Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional
para el Desarrollo (AECID), email: elia--@hotmail.com
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Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Jorge de Orueta Pemartín, Encargado de Negocios, Embajada de España en Chile,
email: emb.santiagodechile@maec.es
− Gonzalo Vega Molina, Primer Secretario, Embajada de España en Chile,
email: gonzalo.vega@maec.es
FRANCIA/FRANCE
Representante/Representative:
− Roland Dubertrand, Embajador de Francia en Chile, email: ambassade@ambafrance-cl.org
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation Members:
− Julien Chauvet, Agregado de Cooperación Regional, Embajada de Francia en Chile,
email: ambassade@ambafrance-cl.org
− Mathilde Duchemin, Encargada de Cooperación Técnica, Embajada de Francia en Chile,
email: mathilde.duchemin@diplomatie.gub.fr
GRANADA/GRENADA
Representante/Representative:
− Delma Thomas, Minister of Social Development, Housing and Community Empowerment,
email: delmathomas2002@gmail.com
GUATEMALA
Representante/Representative:
− Yolanda Sian Ramírez, Secretaria Presidencial de la Mujer, email: yolanda.sian@seprem.gob.gt
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Juan Carlos Orellana, Embajador de Guatemala en Chile, email: embchile@minex.gob.gt
− Mina Griselda González Navichoc, Secretaria Privada de la Vicepresidencia,
email: mina.gonzalez@vicepresidencia.gob.gt; griseldagonzaleznavichoc@gmail.com
− Marcela Giammattei, Asesora de la Vicepresidencia
− Ana Chan, Asesora de la Vicepresidencia
− Ana María Cal Sánchez, Ministra Consejera, Embajada de Guatemala en Chile,
email: acal@minex.gob.gt
HAITÍ/HAITI
Representante/Representative:
− Evelyn Sainvil, Minister for the Status of Women and Women’s Rights,
email: secretariatministremcfdf@gmail.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Sandy François, Director of Promotion and Defense of Women’s Rights,
email: francois.sandy@ymail.com
− Garly Theodore Joseph, Primera Secretaria, Embajada de Haití en Chile,
email: gaolh@embajadahaiti.cl
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HONDURAS
Representante/Representative:
− David A. Romero, Primer Secretario y Encargado de Asuntos Consulares, Embajada de Honduras en
Chile, email: d.romero@embajadadehonduras.cl
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Thyrza María Ardón Ledezma, Encargada, Unidad de Comunicación, Comisión Nacional de Bancos y
Seguros (CNBS), email: tardon@cnbs.gob.hn
− María del Carmen Chevez, Directora de Planificación y Control de Gestión, Comisión Nacional de
Bancos y Seguros (CNBS), email: mchevez@cnbs.gov.hn
JAMAICA
Representante/Representative:
− Sharon Coburn Robinson, Senior Director, Gender Affairs, Ministry of Culture, Gender,
Entertainment and Sport, email: srobsn@gmail.com
MÉXICO/MEXICO
Representante/Representative:
− Martha Delgado Peralta, Subsecretaria para Asuntos Multilaterales y Derechos Humanos, Secretaría
de Relaciones Exteriores, email: mdelgadop@sre.gob.mx
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Nadine Gasman Zylbermann, Presidenta, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES),
email: ngasman@inmujeres.gob.mx
− María Candelaria Ochoa, Comisionada Nacional para Prevenir y Erradicar la Violencia contra las
Mujeres, email: mcochoa@segob.gob.mx
− Cristopher Ballinas Valdés, Director General de Derechos Humanos y Democracia, Secretaría de
Relaciones Exteriores, email: cballinas@sre.gob.mx
− Francisco Javier Olavarría, Embajador Titular, Embajada de México en Chile, email: info@emexico.cl
− Armando Arriazola Peto Rueda, Ministro, Jefe de Cancillería, Embajada de México en Chile,
email: info@emexico.cl
− Ximena Gómez Chávez, Segunda Secretaria, Embajada de México en Chile, email: xgomez@emexico.cl
− Ximena Mariscal de Alba, Directora General Adjunta de Asuntos Internacionales, Instituto Nacional
de las Mujeres (INMUJERES), email: xmariscal@inmujeres.gob.mx
− Medley Aimée Vega, Consejera Consultiva, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES)
− Wina Rosas Escutia, Consejera Consultiva, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES)
− María Eugenia Romero, Directora General, Equidad de Género, Ciudadanía, Trabajo y Familia, A.C.,
email: direccion@equidad.org.mx
− Aidée García, Oficial de Programa, Católicas por el Derecho a Decidir, A.C., email: iglesias@cddmx.org
− Eugenia López, Oficial de Programas, Girls Not Brides, email: eugenia.lopez@girlsnotbrides.org
− María Antonieta Alcalde, Representante, Ipas, A.C., email: alcaldem@ipas.org
− Oriana López Uribe, Directora Ejecutiva, Balance Promoción para el Desarrollo y Juventud, A.C.,
email: oriana@balancemx.org
− Patricia Wohlers, Consultora Independiente, email: patricia.wohlers@gmail.com
− Daptnhe Cuevas, Directora Ejecutiva, Consorcio para el Diálogo Parlamentario y la Equidad,
email: daptnhe@cosorcio.org.mx
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NICARAGUA
Representante/Representative:
− Martha Elena Ruiz Sevilla, Secretaria Adjunta, Secretaría Privada para Políticas Nacionales,
Presidencia de la República, email: martha.ruiz.nic@hotmail.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− María Luisa Robleto, Embajadora de Nicaragua en Chile, email: mlrobleto@cancilleria.gob.ni
− Leydi Pol Ubau, Ministra Consejera, Embajada de Nicaragua en Chile, email: embanic5@gmail.com
NORUEGA/NORWAY
Representante/Representative:
− Beate Stirø, Embajadora de Noruega en Chile, email: beate.stiro@mfa.no
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Lise Østby, Asesora Superior de Igualdad de Género, Dirección General de Noruega de Asuntos de la
Infancia, la Juventud y la Familia (BUFDIR), email: lise.ostby@bufdir.no
− Erlend Skutlaberg, Segundo Secretario, Embajada de Noruega en Chile, email: erlend.skutlaberg@mfa.no
− Hanna Nicholls, Segunda Secretaria, Embajada de Noruega en Chile, email: hanna.nicholls@mfa.no
− Theresa Aarhus, Intern, Embajada de Noruega en Chile, email: theresa.aarhus@mfa.no
PANAMÁ/PANAMA
Representante/Representative:
− Markova Concepción Jaramillo, Ministra de Desarrollo Social, email: vbarreiro@mides.gob.pa
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Mario Velásquez Chizmar, Embajador de Panamá en Chile, email: embpanamachile@mire.gob.pa;
1955mariovelas@gmail.com
− Adorinda Ortega, Subdirectora, Instituto Nacional de la Mujer (INAMU), email: aortega@inamu.gob.pa
− Carmen Solano, Asesora del Despacho Superior, Ministerio de Desarrollo Social,
email: csolano@mides.gob.pa
− Lucy Manzane, Experta en Derechos Humanos y Género, email: lucy0114@gmail.com
− Carmen de Gracia, Segunda Secretaria, Embajada de Panamá en Chile, email: cdegracia@mire.gob.pa
PARAGUAY
Representante/Representative:
− Nilda Romero Santacruz, Ministra de la Mujer, email: ministradelamujer@mujer.gov.py
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Mirtha Angélica Elías Fariña, Viceministra de Administración y Finanzas, email: vaf@mujer.gov.py
− Benefrida Espinoza Rojas, Directora de Cooperación y Proyectos, Ministerio de la Mujer,
email: espinoza@mujer.gov.py
− Miguel Ángel Romero, Embajador del Paraguay en Chile, email: mromero@mre.gov.py
− Zunilda Borja, Consejera, Embajada del Paraguay en Chile, email: secretariachile@mre.gov.py
− Jorge Díaz, Primer Secretario, Embajada del Paraguay en Chile, email: secretariachile@mre.gov.py
− Aníbal Pardo, Consejero, Embajada del Paraguay en Chile, email: secretariachile@mre.gov.py
− Federico Bartolozzi, Consejero, Director de Foros Regionales, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores,
email: fbartolozzi@mre.gov.py
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PERÚ/PERU
Representante/Representative:
− Gloria Edelmira Montenegro Figueroa, Ministra de la Mujer y Poblaciones Vulnerables,
email: gmontenegro@mimp.gob.pe
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Renato Reyes Tagle, Ministro Jefe de Cancillería, Embajada del Perú en Chile,
email: rreyes@embajadadelperu.cl
− Juan Pablo Vegas, Ministro Consejero, Embajada del Perú en Chile, email: jvegas@embajadadelperu.cl
REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA/DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Representante/Representative:
− Janet Camilo Hernández, Ministra de la Mujer, email: milynt.mmujer@yahoo.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Yngrid Alcántara Calderón, Directora de Relaciones Internacionales, Ministerio de la Mujer,
email: yngridalcantara@yahoo.com
− Laura Hernández Fondeur, Directora de Educación en Género, Ministerio de la Mujer,
email: edugenerommujer@gmail.com
− Solangel Valdez López, Directora de Comunicaciones, Ministerio de la Mujer,
email: solaleva@yahoo.com
− Ángela Paulino Morales, Directora de Oficinas Provinciales y Municipales, Ministerio de la Mujer,
email: crisdariel.mujer@gmail.com
− Alicia Rodríguez, Analista Senior de Políticas Públicas para el Sector Social, Gabinete de
Coordinación de Políticas Sociales, email: aliciam.rodriguezsuriel@gmail.com
− Rosario Espinal, Socióloga y Politóloga, Ministerio de la Mujer, email: rosares@hotmail.com
− Amaro Arango Echeverri, Gerente de Equidad de Género, Instituto Dominicano de las
Telecomunicaciones (INDOTEL), email: aarango@indotel.gob.do
SAINT KITTS Y NEVIS/SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS
Representante/Representative:
− Sharon Warner, Executive Officer, Department of Gender Affairs, email: sharon.warner@gov.kn
SAN VICENTE Y LAS GRANADINAS/SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
Representante/Representative:
− Nerissa Gittens-McMillan, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of National Mobilization, Social Development,
Family, Gender Affairs, Persons with Disabilities and Youth, email: nerissagittens@gmail.com
SURINAME
Representante/Representative:
− Judith Karijodrono, Head of Bureau for Gender Affairs, Ministry of Home Affairs,
email: judkarijo@gmail.com
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TRINIDAD Y TABAGO/TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Representante/Representative:
− Antoinette Jack-Martin, Director of Gender Affairs, Gender and Child Affairs Division, Office of the
Prime Minister, email: antoinette.martin@gov.tt
Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Gaietry Pargass, Senior Legal Advisor and Country Expert on Gender, Follow-up Mechanism to
the Belém do Pará Convention (MESECVI), Gender and Child Affairs Division, Office of the Prime
Minister, email: gaietry.pargass@gmail.com
TURQUÍA/TURKEY
Representante/Representative:
− Gülcan Akoğuz, Embajadora de Turquía en Chile, email: gülcan.akoguz@mfa.gov.tr
Miembro de la delegación/Delegation member:
− Yeliz Kiliç, Agregada de la Embajada de Turquía en Chile, email: embajada.santiago@mfa.gov.tr
URUGUAY
Representante/Representative:
− Mariella Mazzotti, Directora, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES),
email: mmazzotti@mides.gub.uy
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Daniela Tellechea Díaz, Jefa de Relaciones Internacionales, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres
(INMUJERES), email: dtellechea@mides.gub.uy
− Mercedes Coromidas Galloso, Ministro Consejero, Embajada del Uruguay en Chile,
email: mercedes.corominas@mrree.gub.uy
− María de la Luz Garrido, Coordinadora de Campañas, Articulación Feminista Marcosur,
email: lgarrido@cotidianomujer.org.uy
− Lilian Celiberti, Coordinadora, Cotidiano Mujer, email: lilian.celiberti@gmail.com
− Lilián Abracinskas, Organización Mujer y Salud, email: labracinskas@mysu.org.uy
− Lucía Van Velthoven, Iniciativas Sanitarias, email: luciavanvelthoven@gmail.com
VENEZUELA (REPÚBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE)/VENEZUELA (BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF)
Representante/Representative:
− Asia Villegas Poljak, Ministra del Poder Popular para la Mujer y la Igualdad de Género,
email: asivillegas2020@gmail.com
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Jackeline del Jesús López Velásquez, Viceministra de Desarrollo Productivo de la Mujer, Ministerio
del Poder Popular para la Mujer y la Igualdad de Género, email: jackelinelopezve18@gmail.com
− Arévalo Enrique Méndez Romero, Embajador de la República Bolivariana de Venezuela en Chile,
email: arevalos.mendez@gmail.com
− Pedro Antonio Albarrán Depablos, Coordinador de Organismos Internacionales, Ministerio del Poder
Popular para Relaciones Exteriores, email: pedroalba20@gmail.com
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− Raquel Escobar Gómez, Funcionaria, Ministerio del Poder Popular para Relaciones Exteriores,
email: 2000.mreg@gmail.com
− Lucy Esperanza Quiroz López, Funcionaria, Ministerio del Poder Popular para la Mujer y la Igualdad
de Género, email: lucyquiroz06@gmail.com
− Emilio Rafael Arcia Gil, Ministro Consejero, Embajada de la República Bolivariana de Venezuela en
Chile, email: emilioarcia@gmail.com
B. Estados Miembros de las Naciones Unidas que no lo son de la Comisión
y que participan en carácter consultivo/
Member States of the United Nations not members of the Commission
and participating in a consultative capacity
DINAMARCA/DENMARK
Representante/Representative:
− Jens Godtfredsen, Embajador de Dinamarca en Chile, email: sclamb@um.dk; flocas@um.dk
FINLANDIA/FINLAND
Representante/Representative:
− Eija Marjatta Rotinen, Embajadora de Finlandia en Chile, email: sanomat.snt@formin.fi
IRLANDA/IRELAND
Representante/Representative:
− Paul John Gleeson, Embajador de Irlanda en Chile, email: paul.gleeson@dfa.ie
NUEVA ZELANDIA/NEW ZEALAND
Representante/Representative:
− Linda Te Puni, Embajadora de Nueva Zelandia en Chile, email: embajada@nzembassy.cl
SUDÁFRICA/SOUTH AFRICA
Representante/Representative:
− Patrick Jacobs, Consejero, Embajada de Sudáfrica en Chile, email: embajador.chile@dirco.gov.za
SUECIA/SWEDEN
Representante/Representative:
− Charlotte Alvin, Segunda Secretaria, Embajada de Suecia en Chile, email: charlotte.alvin@gov.se
Miembros de la delegación/Delegation members:
− Fredrik Uggla, Consejero y Jefe de Cooperación, Agencia Sueca de Cooperación Internacional para el
Desarrollo (ASDI), email: fredrik.uggla@gov.se
− Alma Teresa Estrada Metell, Embajada de Suecia en Chile, email; alma.estrada.metell@gov.se
− Rebeca Borda, Oficial de Programa, Embajada de Suecia en el Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: rebeca.borda@gov.se
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C. Secretaría de las Naciones Unidas/
United Nations Secretariat
Coordinadores Residentes del sistema de las Naciones Unidas Resident Coordinators of the United
Nations system
− Silvia Rucks, Coordinadora Residente, Chile, email: silvia.rucks@one.un.org
Oficina de la Coordinadora Residente de las Naciones Unidas en Chile
− Patricia Ezquerra, Asesora, email: ezquerra.patricia@gmail.com
− Marta Ubeda, Practicante, email: marta.ubeda@one.un.org
Oficina del Alto Comisionado de las Naciones Unidas para los Derechos Humanos
(ACNUDH)/Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
− Jan Jarab, Representante Regional, Chile, email: jjarab@ohchr.org
− Rocío García, Oficial de Derechos Humanos, Chile, email: rgarcia@ohchr.org
− Pilar Sevillano, Oficial de Derechos Humanos, email: pilarsm@gmail.com
Oficina del Alto Comisionado de las Naciones Unidas para los Refugiados (ACNUR)/Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
− Juan Carlos Murillo, Representante Regional, email: murillo@unhcr.org
D. Organismos de las Naciones/
United Nations bodies
Entidad de las Naciones Unidas para la Igualdad de Género y el Empoderamiento de las
Mujeres (ONU-Mujeres)/United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment
of Women (UN-Women)
− Åsa Regnér, Deputy Executive Director, email: aryamani.rodriguez@unwomen.org
− María-Noel Vaeza, Directora Regional para las Américas y el Caribe, Uruguay,
email: nadiuska.castillo@unwomen.org
− Cecilia Alemany, Directora Regional Adjunta para América Latina y el Caribe,
email: cecilia.alemany@unwomen.org
− María Inés Salamanca, Coordinadora, Chile, email: maria.salamanca@unwomen.org
− Catalina Gutiérrez, Country Programme Coordinator, República Dominicana,
email: catalina.gutierrez@unwomen.org
− Ana Elena Badilla, Representante, El Salvador, email: ana.badilla@unwomen.org
− Ana Güezmes García, Representante, Colombia, email: ana.guezmes@unwomen.org
− Anastasia Divinskaya, Representante, Brasil, email: anastasia.divinskaya@unwoman.org
− Magdalena Furtado, Representante, Uruguay, email: magdalena.furtado@unwoman.org
− Violeta Domínguez, Representante, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: sohia.delcastillo@unwomen.org
− Bibiana Aido, Representante, Ecuador, email: bibiana.aido.almagro@unwomen.org
− Adriana Quiñones, Representante, Guatemala, email: adriana.quinones@unwomen.org
− Florence Raes, Representante, Argentina, email: florence.raes@unwomen.org
− Rebeca Sanhueza Martínez, Coordinadora de Proyectos, Chile, email: rebeca.sanhueza@unwomen.org
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− Guadalupe Valdés Morales, Especialista Regional de Comunicaciones, Panamá,
email: g.valdesmorales@unwomen.org
− Rita Cassisi, Regional Programme Coordinator, El Salvador, email: rita.cassisi@unwomen.org
− Raquel Coello Cremades, Especialista Regional de Políticas Empoderamiento Económico, Panamá,
email: raquel.coello@unwoman.org
− Patricia Cortés Castellanos, Beijing+25 Project Coordinator, Estados Unidos,
email: patricia.cortes@unwomen.org
− Margarita Bueso, Coordinadora Nacional, Honduras, email: margarita.bueso@unwoman.org
− Sandra Galaz Monsalve, Asistente de Programas, Chile, email: sandra.galaz@unwoman.org
− Sebastián Mauricio Gardella, Encargado de Operaciones, Chile, email: sebastian.gardella@unwoman.org
− Bárbara Ortiz, Especialista Regional de Programas, Panamá, email: barbara.ortizvicente@unwoman.org
− Javiera Vergara, Project Coordinator, Chile, email: javiera.vergara@unwoman.org
− Dayanara Salazar, Analista de Programas y Coordinadora de Programas, Panamá,
email: dayanara.salazar@unwoman.org
− Lican Martínez, Consultora de Apoyo Logístico para la XIV Conferencia de la Mujer, Chile,
email: limartinezrubio@gmail.com
− Roxana Martinelli, Especialista del Sector Privado, Chile, email: roxana.martinelli@unwomen.org
− Maricel Sauterel, Especalista en Transversalización de Género, Chile,
email: maricel.sauterel@unwomen.org
− Miguel Trancozo Trevino, Consultor, Reino Unido de Gran Bretaña e Irlanda del Norte,
email: miguel.trancozo@hotmail.com
− Alma Pérez, Regional Advisor on Peace and Security, Panamá, email: alma.perez@unwomen.org
− Elena Albania Quevedo Brieger, Programme Assistant, Chile, email: Albania.quevedo@unwomen.org
− Karin Mattsson, Special Assistant to the Regional Director, Panamá, email: karin.mattsson@unwomen.org
− Fanny Andrea Peralta Escobar, Oficial de Comunicaciones, Chile, email: fanny.peralta@unwomen.org
− Adriana Pérez, Consultora, Colombia, email: adriperezmorales@gmail.com
− Ana Quintana, Consultora de Coordinación e Intergubernamental, email: ana.quintana@unwomen.org
− Dalys Rodríguez, Coordinadora, Iniciativa Spotlight, email: d.rodriguezjamerson@unwomen.org
− Giulia Bortolotti, Especialista en Gobernanza y Participación Política, Italia,
email: giulia.bortolotti@unwomen.org
− Engell Jaime, Especialista en Gestión de Conocimiento, Monitoreo y Evaluación, Panamá,
email: engell.jaime@unwomen.org
− Paula Narváez, Regional Advisor on Governance and Political Participation, Panamá,
email: paula.narvaez@unwomen.org
− Gabriela Rosero, Innovative Finance Specialist, Panamá, email: g.roseromoncayo@unwomen.org
− Sharon Carter-Burke, Communications Analyst, Barbados, email: sharon.carter-burke@unwomen.org
− Ana Carolina Querino, Coordinadora de Derechos Económicos, Brasil,
email: ana.carolina-querino@unwomen.org
− Albania Quevedo, Programme Assistant, Chile, email: albania.quevedo@unwomen.org
− Ana Claudia Jaquetto Pereira, Gerente de Proyectos, Brasil, email: ana.pereira@unwomen.org
− Priscilla Zamora, Consultora, Programa Ganar-Ganar, Chile, email: priscilla.zamora@unwomen.org
− Camila Almeida, Especialista en Gobernanza y Normas Globales, Brasil,
email: camila.almeida@unwomen.org
− Isabelle Turcotte, Consultora, Programa Ganar-Ganar, Chile, email: isabelle.turcotte@unwomen.org
− Adriana Carvalho, Experta en Sector Privado, Programa Ganar-Ganar, Brasil,
email: driana.carvalho@unwomen.org
− Verónica Baracat, National Private Sector Specialist, Argentina, email: veronica.baracat@unwomen.org
− Teresa Pérez del Castillo, National Private Sector Specialist, Uruguay,
email: t.perezdelcastillo@unwomen.org
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− Denise Chevannes-Vogel, National Private Sector Specialist, Jamaica,
email: d.chevannes-vogel@unwomen.org
− Gabriela Mata, National Private Sector Specialist, Progama Ganar-Ganar, Costa Rica
− Dede Ahoefa Ekoue, Country Representative, Haití, email: dede.ekoue@unwomen.org
− Aura Leticia Teleguario Sincal, Asesora en Relaciones Públicas, Corporativas e Interinstitucionales,
Guatemala, email: leticia.teleguario@unwomen.org
Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia (UNICEF)/United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
− Shelly Abdool-Zerezeghi, Asesora Regional de Género, Oficina Regional para América Latina y
el Caribe , email: sabdool@unicef.org
− Paolo Mefalopulos, Representante, Chile, email: rguzman@unicef.org
− Patricia Núñez, Gender Focal Point, Chile, email: pnunez@unicef.org
− Erick Solis, Programme Assistant, Panamá, email: esolis@unicef.org
− June Pomposo Ángulo, Oficial de Género, Panamá, email: jpomposo@unicef.org
− Ivonne Urriola Pérez, Oficial de Género y Desarrollo, Panamá, email: iurriolaperez@unicef.org
− Sandra Marisol Aguilar Ramírez, Oficial de Protección, El Salvador, email: saguilar@unicef.org
− Carolina Aulicino, Oficial de Política Social, Argentina, email: caulicino@unicef.org
− Gabriela Mora, Programme Officer, Brasil, email: gmora@unicef.org
− Sabrina Viola, Oficial de Protección, Argentina, email: sviola@unicef.org
− Luisa Martínez Cornejo, Oficial de Género y Desarrollo, Perú, email: lmartinezcornejo@unicef.org
− Andrea Tanque Montaña, Oficial de Género, Colombia, email: atague@unicef.org
− María Sol Pradelli, Coordinadora, Programa Conjunto Interinstitucional para Poner Fin al Matrimonio
Infantil y a las Uniones Tempranas en América Latina y el Caribe, Suiza, email: mpradelli@unicef.org
− Daniela Elizabeth Riveros, Especialista en Protección de la Niñez y Adolescencia y Punto Focal de
Género, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: driveros@unicef.org
− Andrea Tague Montaña, Oficial de Género, email: atague@unicef.org
− Nazareth Mateos Aparicio, Programme Officer, España, email: nmateos@unicef.es
− Sayo Aoki, Representante Adjunta, email: saoki@unicef.org
− Magda Medina, Oficial de Protección, email: mmedina@unicef.org
− María Angeles Espinosa Bayal, Presidenta, Comité de Estudios y Formación, UNICEF Comité
Español, email: angelesespinosa@unicef.es
Fondo de Población de las Naciones Unidas (UNFPA)/United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
− Harold Robinson, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, Panamá,
email: hrobinson@unfpa.org
− Alison Drayton, Director/Representative, Subregional Office for the Caribbean,
email: drayton@unfpa.org
− Mariela Cortés Aliaga, Oficial de Enlace, Chile, email: cortes@unfpa.org
− Leila Rodrigues Rocha, Especialista en Salud Sexual y Reproductiva, Brasil, email: lrocha@unfpa.org
− Mónica María Tatiana Yaksic, Oficial de Programa en Género, Interculturalidad y Derechos, Estado
Plurinacional de Bolivia, email: yaksic@unfpa.org
− Neus Bernabeu, Asesora en Género y Juventud, Panamá, email: bernabeu@unfpa.org
− Andrés Allán Sánchez Osorio, Oficial Adjunto de Género y Juventud, Panamá,
email: aosorio@unfpa.org
− Astrid Marquinez, Programme Assistant, Spotlight Initiative, Latin America and the Caribbean
Regional Office, Panamá, email: marquinez@unfpa.org
− Alejandra Alzerreca, Especialista en Género y Violencia de Género, Oficina Regional de América
Latina y el Caribe, email: alzerreca@unfpa.org
− María Roceli Dzib García, Grupo Asesor de Jóvenes (GAJ), México, email: maria.dzib@uimqroo.edu.mx
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Programa Conjunto de las Naciones Unidas sobre el VIH/SIDA (ONUSIDA)/Joint United Nations
Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
− César Núñez, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, Panamá, email: nunezc@unaids.org
− María Magdalena Provis Ramírez, Youth and Social Organization Officer a.i., RST Latin America &
Caribbean, Panamá, email: provisramirezm@unaids.org
Programa de las Naciones Unidas para el Desarrollo (PNUD)/United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)
− Claudia Mojica, Representante Residente, Chile, email: claudia.mojica@undp.org
− Bárbara Auricchio, Programme Analyst on Gender Equality and Women Empowerment, Panamá,
email: barbara.auricchio@undp.org
− Guillermina Martin, Especialista General de Políticas de Género, Panamá,
email: guillermina.martin@undp.org
− Sebastián Essayag, Coordinador Regional de Proyectos de Violencia contra las Mujeres y las Niñas,
Femicidio/Femicidio y Seguridad Ciudadana, Panamá, email: sebastian.essayag@undp.org
− Carolina Cornejo, Communications Consultant, Panamá, email: carolina.cornejo@undp.org
− Elizabeth Guerrero, Especialista en Género, Chile, email: elizabeth.guerrero@undp.org
− Diana Gutiérrez, Coordinadora, Programa Global de Empresas por la Igualdad de Género, Panamá,
email: diana.gutierrez@undp.org
− Eugenia Piza, Regional Team Leader, Gender for Latin America and the Caribbean, Panamá,
email: eugenia.piza-lopez@undp.org
− Carmen del Pilar Vallejo Campos, Especialista en Género, Paraguay, email: carmen.vallejo@undp.org
− Sofía Vásquez, Analista de Género, Guatemala, email: sofia.vasquez@undp.org
Programa Mundial de Alimentos (PMA)/World Food Programme (WFP)
− Hugo Farías, Liaison Officer, Chile, email: hugo.farias@wfp.org
− Herbert López, Director Adjunto de País, Nicaragua, email: hebert.lopez@wfp.org
− Claudia Solórzano, Oficial Asociada de Programa en Género y Protección, Nicaragua,
email: claudia.solorzano@wfp.org
− Elena Galan, Asesora Regional de Género, Panamá, email: elena.ganan@wfp.org
E. Organismos especializados/
Specialized agencies
Organización Internacional del Trabajo (OIT)/International Labour Organization (ILO)
− María Victoria Giulietti, Coordinadora Regional, Programa Ganar-Ganar, Perú, email: giulietti@ilo.org
− Carmen Bueno, Especialista Principal en Seguridad y Salud en el Trabajo, oficina de la OIT para el
Cono Sur de América Latina Chile, email: bueno@ilo.org
− Ana López Castelló, Asesora Técnica Principal, Programa de Prevención y Erradicación del Trabajo
Infantil, Perú, email: lopeza@ilo.org
− María Arteta, Gender and No Discrimination Specialist, Costa Rica, email: arteta@oit.org
Organización de las Naciones Unidas para la Alimentación y la Agricultura (FAO)/Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
− Julio Berdegué, Subdirector General, Representante General para América Latina y el Caribe, Chile,
email: julio.berdegue@fao.org
− Claudia Brito, Oficial de Políticas, Experta en Género, Chile, email: claudia.brito@fao.org
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− Catalina Teresa Ivanovic Willumsen, Consultora Transversal de Género, Chile,
email: catalina.ivanovic@fao.org
− Valeria Pasarín Linares, Consultora Legal, Chile, email: valeria.pasarinlinares@fao.org
− Javiera Arteaga, Consultora en Apoyo Técnico y Gestión, Chile, email: javiera.arteagarivera@fao.org
Organización de las Naciones Unidas para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura (UNESCO)/
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
− Guillermo Anlló, Especialista Regional, Argentina, email: a.anllo@unesco.org
− Mary Guinn Delaney, Asesora Regional en Educación para la Salud y el Bienestar,
email: mg.delaney@unesco.org
− Paula Klenner, Asistente de Programa, Educación para la Salud y el Bienestar,
email: pv.klenner-fortess@unesco.org
Organización Mundial de la Salud (OMS)-Organización Panamericana de la Salud (OPS)/
World Health Organization (WHO)-Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
− Fernando Leanes, Representante en Chile, email: leanesf@paho.org
− Lilia Jara, Asesora en Género, Etnicidad y Salud-Datos y Evidencias, Perú, email: jaralili@paho.org
Banco Mundial/World Bank
− Isabel Santagostino Recavarren, Private Sector Development Specialist, Women Business and the
Law, Global Indicators Group, Development Economics, email: isantagostino@worldbank.org
Organización Internacional para las Migraciones (OIM)/International Organization
for Migration (IOM)
− Marcelo Enrique Pisani Codoceo, Director Regional para Centroamérica, Norteamérica y el Caribe,
email: episani@iom.int
− Carmen Paola Zepeda, Jefa, Oficina Managua, email: czepeda@iom.int
− Alba Goycochea, Coordinadora, Secretaría Técnica de la Conferencia Suramericana sobre
Migraciones, email: agoycoechea@iom.int
− Elizabeth Membreño, Oficial de Monitoreo y Evaluación, email: emembreno@iom.int
F. Organizaciones intergubernamentales/
Intergovernmental organizations
Asociación de Estados del Caribe (AEC)/Association of Caribbean States (ACS)
− June Soomer, Secretary General, Trinidad y Tabago, email: jsoomer@acs-aec.org
Banco de Desarrollo de América Latina (CAF)/Development Bank of Latin America (CAF)
− Edgar Lara, Ejecutivo Principal, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: elara@caf.com
Fondo para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas de América Latina y el Caribe (FILAC)
− Otilia Lux de Coti, Asesora, Guatemala, email: otilialux@yahoo.com
Instituto Internacional para la Democracia y la Asistencia Electoral (IDEA)
− Khushbu Agrawal, Oficial de Programa, Chile, email: k.agrawal@idea.int
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Organización de Cooperación y Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE)/Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
− José Antonio Ardavín, Head, Latin America and Caribbean Division, Global Relations Secretariat,
email: jose-antonio.ardavin@oecd.org
− Gabriela Ramos, Directora, email: gabriela.ramos@oecd.org
− Lorenzo Pavone, Deputy Head, Networks, Partnerships and Gender Division, Francia,
email: lorenzo.pavone@ocde.org
− Sofía Blamey, Policy Analyst, Francia, email: sofia.blameyandrusco@oecd.com
− Alessandro Goglio, Head of Global Activities, Employment, Labour and Social Affairs Directorate,
Francia, email: alessandro.goglio@oecd.org
− Sarah Kups, Social Policy Analyst (Youth), Social Policy Division, Dictorate for Employment, Labour
and Social Affairs, Alemania, email: sarah.kups@oecd.org
− Ana Novik, Head, Investment Division, Chile, email: ana.novik@oecd.org
Organización de Estados Iberoamericanos para la Educación, la Ciencia y la Cultura
(OEI)/Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture (OEI)
− Mónica Gomariz Moreno, Directora, España, email: mgomariz@oei.cl
− Juan Manuel Ochoa, Coordinador, Argentina, email: jmochoa@oei.cl
Organización de los Estados Americanos (OEA)/Organization of American States (OAS)
− Alejandra Mora, Secretaria Ejecutiva, Comisión Interamericana de Mujeres (CIM), Costa Rica,
email: amora@oas.org
− Flavia Tello Sánchez, Coordinadora, Task Force Interamericano sobre Empoderamiento y Liderazgo
de las Mujeres, Argentina, email: ftello@oas.org
− Soledad García Muñoz, Relatora Especial sobre Derechos Económicos, Sociales, Culturales y
Ambientales, Comisión Interamericana de Derechos Humanos (CIDH), email: sgarciamunoz@oas.org
− Javiera Sandoval, Asesora, Secretaría Ejecutiva, Comisión Interamericana de Mujeres (CIM), Estados
Unidos, email: javiera.fsandoval@gmail.com
Organización Iberoamericana de Seguridad Social (OISS)/Ibero-American Social Security
Organization (OISS)
− Gina Magnolia Riaño Barón, Secretaria General, España, email: sec.general@oiss.org
− Ana Mohedano Escobar, Directora de Programas de Servicios Sociales y Equidad de Género, España
email: ana.mohedano@oiss.org
ParlAmericas
− Lisane Thirsk, Programme Manager, Gender Equality, Canadá, email: lisane.thirsk@parlamericas.org
Secretaría General Iberoamericana (SEGIB)/Ibero-American General Secretariat (SEGIB)
− Rebeca Grynspan Mayufis, Secretaria General, España, email: rgrynspan@segib.org
− Alejo Ramírez, Director Subregional, Oficina Subregional para el Cono Sur, Uruguay,
email: aramirez@segib.org
− Claudia Briones, Coordinadora de Género, España, email: cbriones@segib.org
Unión Europea/European Union
− Stella Zervoudaki, Embajadora y Jefa de la Delegación de la Unión Europea (UE) en Chile,
email: stella.zervoudaki@eeas.europa.eu
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G. Panelistas/
Panellists
− Åsa Regnér, Directora Ejecutiva Adjunta, Entidad de las Naciones Unidas para la Igualdad
de Género y el Empoderamiento de las Mujeres (ONU-Mujeres), Estados Unidos,
email: aryamani.rodriguez@unwomen.org
− Silvia Rucks, Coordinadora Residente, sistema de las Naciones Unidas en Chile,
email: silvia.rucks@one.un.org
− Mariella Mazzotti, Directora, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES), Uruguay,
email: mmazzotti@mides.gub.uy
− Isabel Plá, Ministra de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género, Chile, email: ipla@minmujeryeg.gob.cl
− Carolina Valdivia, Subsecretaria de Relaciones Exteriores, Chile, email: cvaldivia@minrel.gob.cl
− Epsy Campbell, Vicepresidenta, Costa Rica, email: epsy.campbell@presidencia.go.cr
− Nadine Gasman Zylbermann, Presidenta, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres (INMUJERES), México,
email: ngasman@inmujeres.gob.mx
− María-Noel Vaeza, Directora Regional para las Américas y el Caribe, Entidad de las Naciones Unidas
para la Igualdad de Género y el Empoderamiento de las Mujeres (ONU-Mujeres), Uruguay,
email: nadiuska.castillo@unwomen.org
− Markova Concepción Jaramillo, Ministra de Desarrollo Social, Panamá, email: vbarreiro@mides.gob.pa
− Elizabeth Gómez Alcorta, Ministra de las Mujeres, Géneros y Diversidad, Argentina,
email: evga_72@yahoo.com; ministerioMGyD@gmail.com
− Alejandra Mora, Secretaria Ejecutiva, Comisión Interamericana de Mujeres (CIM), Costa Rica,
email: amora@oas.org
− Diane Quarless, Directora, sede subregional de la Comisión Económica para América Latina y
el Caribe (CEPAL) para el Caribe, email: diane.quarless@eclac.org
− Samantha Marshall, Ministra de Transformación Social, Desarrollo de los Recursos Humanos,
Asuntos de Género y de Juventud, Antigua y Barbuda, email: samantha.marshall@ab.gov.ag
− Delma Thomas, Ministra de Desarrollo Social, Vivienda y Empoderamiento Comunitario, Granada,
email: delmathomas2002@gmail.com
− Nerissa Gittens-McMillan, Secretaria Permanente, Ministerio de Movilización Nacional, Desarrollo
Social, Familia, Asuntos de Género, Personas con Discapacidad y Juventud, San Vicente y las
Granadinas, email: nerisagittenss@gmail.com
− Sharon Warner, Oficial Ejecutiva, Departamento de Asuntos de Género, Saint Kitts y Nevis,
email: sharon.warner@gov.kn
− Terry Ince, Fundadora y Coordinadora, Comité CEDAW, Trinidad y Tabago,
email: tdi4consulting@gmail.com
− Martha Delgado Peralta, Subsecretaria para Asuntos Multilaterales y Derechos Humanos, Secretaría
de Relaciones Exteriores, México, email: mdelgadop@sre.gob.mx
− Harold Robinson, Director Regional para América Latina y el Caribe, Fondo de Población de las
Naciones Unidas (UNFPA), Panamá, email: hrobinson@unfpa.org
− Rebeca Grynspan Mayufis, Secretaria General, Secretaría General Iberoamericana (SEGIB),
email: rgrynspan@segib.org
− Sharon Coburn Robinson, Directora Superior, Oficina de Asuntos de Género, Jamaica,
email: srobsn@gmail.com
− Gabriela Ramos, Directora, Organización de Cooperación y Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE),
email: gabriela.ramos@oecd.org
− Gheidy Marisela Gallo Santos, Consejera Presidencial para la Equidad de la Mujer, Vicepresidencia de
la República, Colombia, email: gheidygallo@presidencia.gov.co; equidadmujer@presidencia.gov.co
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− Cecilia del Consuelo Chacón Castillo, Secretaria de Derechos Humanos, Ecuador,
email: clau.balseca@gmail.com
− Corina Rodríguez Enríquez, Investigadora del Centro Interdisciplinario para el Estudio de Políticas
Públicas (CIEPP) e integrante del Comité Ejecutivo, Mujeres por un Desarrollo Alternativo para una
Nueva Era (DAWN), Argentina, email: crodriguezenriquez@ciepp.org.ar
− Ana Novik, Jefa, División de Inversión, Organización de Cooperación y Desarrollo Económicos
(OCDE), Chile, email: ana.novik@oecd.org
− Raúl Rafael González Álvarez, Departamento de Análisis Macroprudencial y Estándares de
Supervisión, Superintendencia de Bancos, Guatemala, email: info@sib.gob.gt
− Damares Regina Alves, Ministra de Estado de la Mujer, la Familia y los Derechos Humanos, Brasil,
email: agenda.gab@mdh.gov.br
− Jannixia Villalobos Vindas, Directora de Apropiación Social del Conocimiento, Ministerio de Ciencia,
Tecnología y Telecomunicaciones, Costa Rica, email: jannixia.villalobos@micitt.go.cr
− Carmen Bueno, Especialista Principal en Seguridad y Salud en el Trabajo, oficina de la Organización
Internacional del Trabajo (OIT) para el Cono Sur de América Latina, Chile, email: bueno@ilo.org
− Lise Østby, Asesora Superior de Igualdad de Género, Dirección General de Noruega de Asuntos de la
Infancia, la Juventud y la Familia (BUFDIR), email: lise.ostby@bufdir.no
− Mónica Retamal, Directora Ejecutiva, Kodea, email: mretamal@kodea.org
− Teresa Amarelle Boué, Secretaría General, Federación de Mujeres Cubanas (FMC), Cuba,
email: presidenciafmc@enet.cu
− Judith Karijodrono, Jefa, Oficina de Asuntos de Género, Ministerio del Interior, Suriname,
email: judkarijo@gmail.com
− Asia Villegas Poljak, Ministra del Poder Popular para la Mujer y la Igualdad de Género, República
Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: asivillegas2020@gmail.com
− Juana del Carmen Britez, Vicepresidenta, Federación Internacional de Trabajadores del Hogar (FITH);
Secretaria de Organización y Actas, Unión Personal Auxiliar de Casas Particulares (UPACP),
Argentina, email: carmenbritez02@hotmail.com
− Juan Daniel Oviedo, Director General, Departamento Administrativo Nacional de Estadística (DANE),
Colombia, email: sahernandezo@dane.gov.co
− Joseluis Samaniego, Director, División de Desarrollo Sostenible y Asentamientos Humanos, Comisión
Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL), email: joseluis.samaniego@cepal.org
− Carolina Schmidt, Ministra del Medio Ambiente, Chile, email: cschmidt@mma.gob.cl
− Ana Lorena Flores, Directora General de Áreas Estratégicas, Instituto Nacional de las Mujeres
(INAMU), Costa Rica, email: aflores@inamu.go.cr
− Jacinta Higgs, Directora, Departamento de Asuntos de Género y Familia, Ministerio de Servicios
Sociales y Desarrollo Urbano, Bahamas, email: jacintahiggs@bahamas.gov.bs
− June Soomer, Secretaria General, Asociación de Estados del Caribe (AEC), email: jsoomer@acs-aec.org
− Maisa Rojas, Directora, Centro de Ciencia del Clima y la Resiliencia (CR)2, Chile,
email: maisarojas@uchile.cl
− Marta Lucía Ramírez de Rincón, Vicepresidenta de la República, Colombia,
email: contacto@presidencia.gov.co
− Félix Ulloa, Vicepresidente de la República, El Salvador, email: rreyes@presidencia.gob.sv
− Oscar Eduardo Urquizu Córdova, Viceministro de Igualdad de Oportunidades, Ministerio de Justicia y
Transparencia Institucional, email: oscarurquizucordova@gmail.com
− María Ángeles Durán, Socióloga y Doctora en Ciencias Políticas, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas, España, email: angeles.duran@cchs.csic.es
− Hazel Brown, Coordinadora, Red de Organizaciones No Gubernamentales de Trinidad y Tabago para
el Adelanto de la Mujer, email: hazangbrown@gmail.com
− Benefrida Espinoza Rojas, Directora de Cooperación y Proyectos, Ministerio de la Mujer, Paraguay,
email: espinoza@mujer.gov.py
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H. Universidades y centros académicos/
Universities and academia
− Alba Carosio, Directora, Revista Venezolana de Estudios de la Mujer, Centro de Estudios de la Mujer,
Universidad Central de Venezuela, email: albacarosio@gmail.com
− Andrea Hurtado Quiñones, Directora, Dirección de Género, Diversidad y Equidad, Universidad de
Santiago de Chile, email: andrea.hurtado.q@usach.cl
− Belibeth Valencia Flórez, Magíster en Salud Pública, Centro Nacer, Salud Sexual y Reproductiva,
Universidad de Antioquia, Colombia, email: bevale@gmail.com
− Bertha Cecilia García Cienfuegos, Investigadora Titular, Universidad Nacional de Tumbes, Perú,
email: bgarciac@untumbes.edu.pe
− Camila Quidel, Estudiante, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: camila.quidel.v@ug.uchile.cl
− Catalina de la Cruz Pincetti, Estudiante, Universidad de Chile, Chile,
email: delacruz.pincetti@gmail.com
− Catalina Lamatta, Coordinadora de Relaciones Institucionales, Universidad de Chile, Chile,
email: catalina.lamatta@uchile.cl
− Chiara Cazzutti, Investigadora Asociada, Universidad Iberoamericana, México,
email: chiara.cazzuffi@gmail.com
− Claudia Anzorena, Investigadora, Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas
(CONICET), Argentina, email: claudia_anzorena@yahoo.com.ar
− Constanza Gabriela Fosch Rodón, Consejería en Sexualidades, Identidades de Género y Situaciones
de Violencia Patriarcal, Universidad Nacional de Cuyo/Campaña Nacional por el Derecho al Aborto,
Legal, Seguro y Gratuito, Argentina, email: constanzafosch@gmail.com
− Constanza Gutiérrez Pizarro, Estudiante, Universidad de Chile, email: cogutierre@fen.uchile.cl
− Cristián Cataldo Ponce, Asistente de Investigación, Universidad de Valparaíso, Chile,
email: cristiancataldop@gmail.com
− Cristina Andrea Martín Sáez, Analista y Docente, Observatorio Laboral Ñuble, Universidad del Bío-Bío,
Chile, email: crmartin@ubiobio.cl
− Eliana Barrios, Docente, Universidad Católica Silva Henríquez, Chile, email: ebarrios@usch.cl
− Eugenia Olivares, Subdirectora de Operaciones, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
email: eugenia.olivares@uc.cl
− Fabiana Pinto Fernandes, Becaria, Programa de Jóvenes Investigadores en Juventud y Salud,
Fundación Oswaldo Cruz, Brasil, email: fabiana.pintof@gmail.com
− Fernanda Moscoso Briceño, Investigadora en Género y Diversidad, Espacio Público, Chile,
email: fernanda.moscoso@espaciopublico.cl
− Gabriela González Vivanco, Decana, Facultad de Ciencias Sociales, Universidad Academia de
Humanismo Cristiano, Chile, email: ggonzalezv@docentes.academia.cl
− Hernando Muñoz Sánchez, Miembro del Global Advocacy Working Group, MenEngage, Colombia,
email: hernandomunozsanchez@gmail.com
− Inta Rivas, Coordinadora, Gabinete VID, Vicerrectoría en Investigación y Desarrollo, Universidad de
Chile, Chile, email: inta.rivas@uchile.cl
− Isabela Martínez, Estudiante de Derecho, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Chile,
email: isa.622@hotmail.com
− Javiera Paz Delgadillo, Colaboradora Académica, Universidad Alberto Hurtado, Chile,
email: delgadillocampos@gmail.com
− Javiera Serey, Estudiante, Universidad de Valparaíso, Chile, email: javiera.serey94@gmail.com
− Jorge Rosales Salas, Investigador, Centro de Economía y Políticas Sociales, Universidad Mayor,
Chile, email: jorge.rosales@umayor.cl
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− Julia Fawaz, Directora, Centro de Estudios de Ñuble, Universidad del Bío-Bío, Chile,
email: mfawaz@ubiobio.cl
− Laura Albornoz Pollmann, Académica, Universidad de Chile, email: lalbornoz@derecho.uchile.cl
− Laura Encalada Cerda, Coordinadora de Experiencias Laborales, Universidad Alberto Hurtado, Chile,
email: lencalada@uahurtado.cl
− Leidy Johanna Ayala López, Investigadora, Colombia, email: lejohats0926@gmail.com
− Lorena Oyarzún Serrano, Profesora Asociada, Universidad de Chile,
email: loreoyarzunserrano@gmail.com
− Magdalena Rendic, Ayudante, Escuela de Gobierno, Pontificia Universidad Católica, Chile,
email: mrendicillanes@gmail.com
− Marcela Muñoz Ferreira, Abogada, Universidad de Chile, email: maranmuz@gmail.com
− María del Mar Ayaviri Masuero, Auxiliar Logístico, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: marittadelmar@gmail.com
− María Isabel Aránguez Alonso, Defensora Universitaria, Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
España, email: scdefensora@ucm.es
− María Jesús Montecinos Ortiz, Docente y Estudiante de Doctorado, Universidad Alberto Hurtado,
email: jesu.montecinos@gmail.com
− Medley Aimée Vega Montiel, Investigadora, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM),
México, email: aimeevegamx@yahoo.com.mx
− Mirliana Ramírez Pereira, Académica, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: mirliana@uchile.cl
− Mitzy Violeta Cortés Guzmán, Consejera Estudiantil, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
(UNAM), México, email: mitzy.violeta.c@gmail.com
− Nicole Xavier da Cunha Minvielle, Master Candidate, Universidad de Brasilia, Brasil,
email: nicolexcminvielle@gmail.com
− Olga Espinoza, Profesora, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: olespino@iap.uchile.cl
− Patricia Pino, Académica, Universidad de Valparaíso, Chile, email: patricia.varela@gmail.com
− Paula Vargas Reyes, Psicóloga, Dirección de Género, Diversidad y Equidad, Universidad de Santiago
de Chile, Chile, email: paula.vargas.r@usach.cl
− Paulina Vergara, Académica, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: pvergaras@u.uchile.cl
− Pierre Lepe Cortéz, Colaboradora Académica, Universidad Alberto Hurtado, Chile,
email: pierrealcortez@outlook.com
− Priscila González, Coordinadora Académica, Universidad Alberto Hurtado, Chile,
email: priscilagonzalez@ug.uchile.cl
− Rosa María Olave Robert, Directora, Programa de Género, Derecho y Justicia Social, Universidad
Alberto Hurtado, Chile, email: ochiolave@yahoo.com
− Soledad Martínez Labrin, Académica, Universidad del Bío-Bío, Chile, email: cmartine@ubiobio.cl
− Tatiana Rein Venegas, Vicepresidenta, Mecanismo de Seguimiento de la Convención de Belém
do Pará (MESECVI), Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: trein@uchile.cl
− Tricia Basdeo-Gobin, Outreach and Research, Institute for Gender and Development Studies (IGDS), The
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine Campus, Trinidad y Tabago, email: tricia.basdeo@sta.uwi.edu
− Verónica Aranda, Investigadora Asociada, Universidad de Chile, Chile, email: mvaranda@uchile.cl
− Verónica Figueroa Huencho, Académica, Universidad de Chile, Chile,
email: v.figueroa.h@iap.uchile.cl
− Witchkar Pierre, Assistant, Stand for Girls, Youth Program Coordinator, Haití,
email: witchkarp@gmail.com
− Yolanda Borja, Docente, Escuela Superior Politécnica del Litoral (ESPOL), Ecuador,
email: yborja@espol.edu.ec
− Zaida Tatiana Barajas, Estudiante, Colombia, email: tatianabarajasflores@gmail.com
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I. Sector privado/
Private sector
− Ada Erlyn Méndez Narváez, Coordinadora de Empresarialidad Femenina, Centro Regional de
Promoción de la MIPYME (CENPROMYPE), El Salvador, email: adaerlyn@gmail.com
− Amalia Lucerna, Directora Ejecutiva, Eges Consultoría e Innovación, Chile,
email: alucena20@hotmail.com
− Catalina Valenzuela, Gerente de Administración y Finanzas, Fondo Esperanza, Chile,
email: mvalenzuela@fondoesperanza.cl
− Cinthia Muñoz, Directora, FORESINT Foresic Research & Intervention, Chile,
email: foresint@gmail.com
− Constanza José Toro Larrañaga, Subgerente de Desarrollo, Clínica Ciudad del Mar, Chile,
email: cjtoro77@gmail.com
− Evelyn Rojas Urra, Directora Ejecutiva, Crea Eventos Producciones,
email: crea.eventos@empresarios.com
− Gabriela Dalfi Tanzi, Directora, Maderera La Loma, Argentina,
email: gabrielatanzi@madereralaloma.com.ar
− Idsel Penna, Gerenta de Aprendizaje, Instituto de Seguridad del Trabajo (IST), Chile,
email: idsel.penna@ist.cl
− Lorena Díaz Ramírez, Gerente de Comunicaciones, Instituto de Seguridad del Trabajo (IST), Chile,
email: lorena.diazramirez@gmail.com
− Marcela Wilson Mora, Gerente de Innovación, Instituto de Seguridad del Trabajo (IST), Chile,
email: marcela.wilson.m@ist.cl
− Marcia Alejandra Tobar, Gerente de Integración y Comunidad, Instituto de Seguridad del Trabajo
(IST), Chile, email: marcia.tobar@ist.cl
− María José Díaz, Analista de Cultura, Sky Airlines, Chile, email: mariajose.diaz@skyairline.com
− María Robinson, Directora, Women in Management, Chile, email: maria@wimchile.com
− Mónica Villavicencio, Gestión de Capital Humano, Chile,
email: mvillavicencio@gestiondecapitalhumano.cl
− Rosa Marisol Rodríguez, Gerente de Desempeño Social, Pluspetrol Corporation, Uruguay,
email: rmrodrig@pluspetrol.net
J. Representantes del Poder Legislativo/
Representatives of the legislative Branch
− Alejandra Martínez, Diputada Nacional, Honorable Cámara de Diputados, Argentina,
email: samartinez@hcdn.gob.ar
− Catalina del Real, Diputada, Renovación Nacional, Honorable Cámara de Diputados de Chile, Unión
de Partidos Latinoamericanos (UPLA), email: catadelreal@yahoo.com
− Patricia Henríquez, Asambleísta, Asamblea Nacional, Ecuador,
email: patricia.henriquez@asambleanacional.gob.ec
− Sofía Brambilla, Diputada Nacional, Honorable Cámara de Diputados, Argentina,
email: sofibrambilla@gmail.com
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− Guadalupe Díaz, Asesora Parlamentaria en Cuestiones de Género y Relaciones Internacionales,
Honorable Cámara de Diputados, Argentina, email: guadalupedizakierman@gmail.com
− María Anahí Riquelme, Prosecretaria Legislativa, Legislatura de la Provincia del Neuquén, Argentina,
email: pl@legnqn.gob.ar
− María Orsenigo, Asesora, Comisión de Familia, Mujer, Niñez y Adolescencia, Honorable Cámara de
Diputados, Argentina, email: mariaorsenigo@hotmail.com
K. Gobierno local/
Local government
− Alejandra Andrea Martínez Jeldres, Concejala, Municipalidad de Chillán Viejo, Chile,
email: alejandramartinezconcejala@gmail.com
− Ana Ascención Ardiles Saavedra, Concejala, Municipalidad de La Ligua, Chile,
email: anita.ardiles@gmail.com
− Anelis Rosalba Vásquez, Concejala, Municipalidad de San Antonio Sacatepequez, San Marcos,
Guatemala, email: anelis.vasquez@gmail.com
− Bárbara Fuentes, Asesora, Concejo Municipal de Rapa Nui, Chile, email: barbarajosefina@gmail.com
− Carolina Cisternas, Jefa, Departamento de Integración Social, Municipalidad de Lo Prado, Chile,
email: carolinacisternasmarquez@gmail.com
− Laura Gutiérrez, Directora General, Instituto Municipal de la Mujer de Guadalupe, México,
email: carminagtz@gmail.com
− Mafalda Fabbri, Coordinadora, Comisión Técnica de Género y Equidad, Asociación Chilena de
Municipalidades, Chile, email: mfabbri@achm.cl
− María Jesús Gálvez González, Encargada, Área Mujer, Ilustre Municipalidad de El Tabo, Chile,
email: mjgalvez@eltabo.cl
− María Lucía Chacón Barreto, Profesional Universitario, Alcaldía Municipal de Yopal, Colombia,
email: marialucilachaconbarreto@gmail.com
− Mónica Daniela Navarro Urtubia, Directora de Desarrollo Comunitario, Ilustre Municipalidad de
El Tabo, Chile, email: monicanavarro@eltabo.cl
− Natalia Segovia, Directora de Violencia de Género, Secretaría de Paridad de Género de la Provincia de
Jujuy, Argentina, email: nafasegovia@gmail.com
− Nicole Pedemonte Valdivia, Jefatura, Oficina Municipal de Intermediación Laboral con Perspectiva de
Género, Municipalidad de La Pintana, Chile, email: nicopv4@gmail.com
− Vilma Lily Caravantes Tobías, Concejala electa, Municipalidad de Guatemala, Guatemala,
email: caravantesily@yahoo.com
L. Organizaciones no gubernamentales/
Non-governmental organizations
Agenda Política: Mujeres en la Diversidad
− Maira Patricia Pinto Quijano, Coordinadora, Guatemala, email: patriciapinto.coordinacion@hotmail.com
Agrupación Ciudadana por la Despenalización del Aborto Terapéutico Ético y Eugenésico
− Joshi Leban, Coordinadora de Alianzas y Tejido Social, El Salvador,
email: leban.montenegro@gmail.com
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Alianza Colombiana por los Derechos Sexuales y Derechos Reproductivos (La Colectiva)
− Clara Cardona, Coordinadora de Programas, Colombia, email: claracardonatamayo@gmail.com
Asociación Chilena de Protección de la Familia (APROFA)
− Maite Sol Henríquez Olivares, Directora Joven, Chile, email: maitesolhenriquez@gmail.com
Articulaçăo de Organizações de Mulheres Negras Brasileiras (AMNB)
− Heliana Neves Hemetério dos Santos, Coordinadora General, Brasil, email: redemnegraspr@gmail.com
Asociación Chilena de Empresarias Asia Pacífico
− Leslie López Arias, Vicepresidente, Chile, email: leslie.lopezarias@gmail.com
Asociación Ciudadana ACCEDER
− Laura Valenciano Arrieta, Coordinadora de Incidencia, Costa Rica, email: laura.valenciano@gmail.com
Asociación de Abogadas Feministas (ABOFEM)
− Camila Troncoso, Directora, Comisión Derechos Humanos, Chile, email: camilatroncosoz@gmail.com
− Danitza Pérez Cáceres, Directora, Chile, email: danitza.perezcaceres@gmail.com
− Octavia Martínez, Abogada, Chile, email: octavia.m.v@gmail.com
Asociación de Administrativos, Auxiliares, Técnicos y Profesionales de la Junta Nacional
de Jardines Infantiles (APROJUNJI)
− Sandra López Palma, Dirigente Gremial, Chile, email: slaprojunji@gmail.com
Asociación de Mujeres Nuestra Voz
− Teresa del Rosario Álvarez Pérez, Coordinadora de Formación y Capacitación, Guatemala,
email: terealvarezp@yahoo.es
Asociación GOJoven
− Joseline Velásquez Morales, Comunicadora, Guatemala, email: joselineevm@gmail.com
Asociación IDEI
− María Floridalma López, Asesora, Guatemala, email: mariflorylopez@gmail.com
Asociación Movimiento Feminista por la Diversidad (MOVFEMD)
− Karina Porras Roa, Directora co Fundadora, Nicaragua, email: karycardenas17@gmail.com
Asociación Nacional de Funcionarios/as del Ministerio de la Mujer y la Equidad de Género
− Vesna Madariaga, Presidenta, Chile, email: anfummeg@gmail.com
Alianza Solidaria para la Lucha Contra el VIH y Sida (ASOLSIDA)
− Yenni Danitza Martínez Rodríguez, Miembro Facilitadora, República Dominicana,
email: cetrolavictoria@gmail.com
Articulación Feminista Marcosur
− María de la Luz Garrido, Coordinadora de Campañas, Uruguay, email: lgarrido@cotidianomujer.org.uy
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Asociación Venezolana para una Educación Sexual Alternativa (AVESA)
− Magdymar León Torrealba, Coordinadora, República Bolivariana de Venezuela,
email: magdymarleon@gmail.com
AWID
− Camila Galdino da Silva, Coordinadora de Programa, Brasil, email: cgaldino@awid.org
Balance Promoción para el Desarrollo y Juventud
− Lizbeth Adriana Quezada Hernández, Coordinadora de Programa, México,
email: lizbeth@balancemx.org
− María Francisca Frisone Barrera, Coordindora de Campaña, México, email: kika.frisone@gmail.com
Beijing+25 Youth Task Force
− Juan Pablo Poli, Voluntario, Argentina, email: juanpimacachin@hotmail.com
Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA) Guyana
− Melita Ashford, National Representative, email: melita.ashford@yahoo.com
Campaña 28 de Septiembre por la Despenalización del Aborto en Bolivia
− Jamilette Medrano Cayalo, Activista, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: medranocayalojb@gmail.com
CARE
− Ada Zambrano, Directora Regional Adjunta para Programas de América Latina, Guatemala,
email: ada.zambrano@care.org
Caribbean Domestic Workers' Network
− Shirley Price, President, Jamaica, email: leeshirleyp@yahoo.com
Caribbean Male Action Network (CARIMAN)
− Khadija Pierre, Research Assistant, Trinidad y Tabago, email: khadpierr14@gmail.com
Católicas por el Derecho a Decidir
− Aidé García Hernández, Coordinadora de Relaciones Interinstitucionales, México,
email: iglesias@cddmx.org
− Lourdes Polo Buszovsky, Área Legal, Argentina, email: lourpolobudz@gmail.com
Central Unitaria de Trabajadores de Chile (CUT)
− Julia Requena, Vicepresidencia de la Mujer, Chile, email: julia.requena@cutchile.cl
− Georgina Cortés, Vicepresidencia de la Mujer, Chile, email: georgina.cortes@cutchile.cl
− Tamara Muñoz Valenzuela, Vicepresidenta de Relaciones Internacionales, Chile,
email: tamara.munoz@cutchile.cl
− Danitza Román, email: danitza.romanb@gmail.com
Centro Cívico por la Paz
− Mary Fe Mejicano Rodríguez, Integrante del Foro de Juventudes, Costa Rica,
email: fe.mejicano.ro@gmail.com
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Centro das Mulheres do Cabo
− María do Carmo Alcántara Silvestre, Monitor, Brasil, email: carminhakadosh@gmail.com
Centro de Derechos de Mujeres
− Erika García Cárcamo, Coordinadora de Programa, Autonomía de Mujeres Jóvenes, Honduras,
email: egarciacarcamo@hotmail.com
− Regina Fonseca, Coordinadora de Incidencia, Honduras, email: regifonseca@gmail.com
Centro de Documentación y Estudios (CDE)
− Myrian Angélica González, Directora Ejecutiva, Paraguay, email: myriangelica@gmail.com
− Lilian Soto, Investigadora, Paraguay, email: lilsotoba@gmail.com
Centro de Estudios de la Mujer - Honduras
− Ligia María Destephen, Coordinadora de Proyectos, Honduras, email: lilavaire@gmail.com
Centro de la Mujer Peruana “Flora Tristán”
− Cecilia Olea Mauleon, Presidenta, Perú, email: cecilia@flora.org.pe
Centro de la Mujer Panameña
− Cecilia Moreno Rojas, Directora Ejecutiva, Panamá, email: centrodelamujer.panama@cemppanama.org
Centro de Promoción de la Mujer Gregoria Apaza
− Carla Mariana Gutiérrez Guarachi, Directora, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: carla.gutierrez@gregorias.org.bo
− Norah Antonieta Quispe Chipana, Responsable de Incidencia y Gestión Local, Estado Plurinacional
de Bolivia, email: nangela_26@hotmail.com
Centro Mujeres A.C.
− Mónica Iris Jasis Silberg, Director, México, email: mjasis@gmail.com
Centro Regional Ecuménico de Asesoría y Servicio (CREAS)
− Laura Chacón González, Coordinadora, Programa Género, Argentina, email: laurachgh@gmail.com
Centro de Promoción en Salud y Asistencia Familiar (CEPROSAF)
− Norma Carias, Socia Fundadora, Honduras, email: norma.carias@ceprosaf.org
Chile Familia
− Ingrid Bohn Flores, Vocera, Chile, email: conmishijosnotemetas.chile@gmail.com
CHIRAPAQ
− Raquel García Pinar, Programa de Mujeres Indígenas, Perú, email: tsach@chirapag.org.pe
− Tapio Keihas, Consultor, Perú, email: kipu@chirapaq.org.pe
− Ximena Lucía Armendariz Nicho, Asistente Técnica, Perú, email: ximena.armendarizn@gmail.com
Círculo de Estudiantes Viviendo con VIH+ (CEVVIH)
− Lucas Josué Núñez Saavedra, Encargado de Comunicaciones/Secretaría, Chile, email: ljnunez@uc.cl
Círculo de Mujeres con Discapacidad (CIMUDIS)
− Cristina Francisco, Presidenta, República Dominicana, email: cristinafcor@gmail.com
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Comité de América Latina y el Caribe para la Defensa de los Derechos de las Mujeres (CLADEM)
− Cecilia García Ruiz, Coordinadora del Proyecto EM2030/CLADEM en América Latina y el Caribe,
México, email: proyectos@cladem.org
− Julia Escalante de Haro, Coordinadora Regional, México, email: coordi@cladem.org
− Neesa Aracely Medina, Monitoreo DDHH, Honduras, email: medina.neesa@gmail.com
Colectivo “Género y Teología para el Desarrollo”
− Teresa Lanza, Coordinadora Nacional, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: terelanzamonje@outlook.com
Colectivo Mujeres, Paz y Seguridad
− Migdonia Rueda Bolaños, Líder Nacional, Colombia, email: migdoniats@gmail.com
Colectivo Shushuknaj
− Jacqueline Lizeth López, Co-founder, El Salvador, email: jacki1996@gmail.com
Comisión de Niñez y Juventud del Enlace Continental de Mujeres Indígenas de las Américas (ECMIA)
− Elvira Pablo, Miembro de Comité Político, México, email: chicaelvira@gmail.com
− Emma Elizabeth Catú Rajxal, Miembro del Comité Político, Guatemala,
email: enmaelizabeth88@hotmail.com
− Norma Don Juan Pérez, Coordinadora Regional, México, email: yoloyotl@gmail.com
− Mariela Carrasco, Integrante, Argentina, email: marielacarrasco41@gmail.com
− Nely González Cerrato, Integrante, Honduras, email: nellygc_80@yahoo.es
− Nery Margot Chocce Santi, Integrante, Perú, email: emargot.05chs@gmail.com
− Olga Idalia Mestizo Tesorero, Integrante, El Salvador, email: papalutsajti@gmail.com
− Rocío Aliaga Huentrutripay, Integrante, Chile, email: rocio.aliaga89@gmail.com
Comité de ONG sobre la Condición Jurídica y Social de la Mujer de América Latina y el Caribe
(CoNGO CSW LAC)
− Delores Robinson, Co-Vice Chair for the English speaking Caribbean, Trinidad y Tabago,
email: delletrobinson@yahoo.com
Commonwealth Youth Peace Ambassadors Network (CYPAN)
− Kurba-Marie Questelles, Regional Training and Development Coordinator-Caribbean and
the Americas, Trinidad y Tabago, email: kurbamarie@gmail.com
Confederación Latinoamericana y del Caribe de Trabajadoras del Hogar
− María del Carmen Cruz Martínez, Secretaria General, Costa Rica, email: m820331@gmail.com
Confederación Nacional de Profesionales Universitarios de los Servicios de Salud (FENPRUSS)
− Selma Lorena Núñez Parada, Dirigente Nacional, Chile, email: porelgenero@gmail.com
Confederación Sindical de Trabajadores/as de las Américas (CSA)
− María Alexandra Arguedas, Responsable del Programa de Género, Costa Rica,
email: alexandra.arguedas@csa-csi.org
Consorcio Desarrollo y Justicia
− Aixa Armas, Secretaria, República Bolivariana de Venezuela, email: mujeryciudadania@gmail.com
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Consorcio para el Diálogo Parlamentario y la Equidad A.C.
− Mélida Citlali Medina, Coordinación de Comunicación y Diseño de Imagen, México,
email: melida@consorcio.org.mx
− Ingrid Martínez, Enlace con Movimientos, México, email: ingrid@consorcio.org.mx
Corporación Humanas
− Carolina Carrera Ferrer, Psicóloga, Chile, email: ccarrera@humanas.cl
− Julia Lorena Fries Monleón, Representante, Chile, email: lfries@humanas.cl
− Constanza Schonhaut, Abogada, Chile, email: cony.sch.s@gmail.com
− Fabiola Gutiérrez, Encargada de Comunicaciones, Chile, email: fgutierrez@humanas.cl
− Victoria Hurtado Pinochet, Subdirectora, Chile, email: vhurtado@humanas.cl
Corporación de Mujeres Ecofeministas
− Socorro Corrales Carvajal, Fundadora, Investigadora, Colombia, email: socorrales@hotmail.com
Coordinadora de la Mujer
− Mónica Alejandra Novillo, Directora Ejecutiva, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: monica.novillo@coordinadoradelamujer.org.bo
Corporación La Morada
− Verónica Matus, Vicepresidenta, Chile, email: vmatus@corporacionlamorada.cl
− María Francisca Pérez, Directora, Chile, email: franciscaperezprado@gmail.com
− Pamela Paredes, Directora, Chile, email: pamelaparedes@corporacionlamorada.cl
− Beatriz Rios Etcheverry, Tesorera, Chile, email: beatrizriose@gmail.com
− Fernanda Cea, Integrante, Chile, email: fda.cea4@gmail.com
Cs. Mujeres Maulinas
− María Gálvez González, Socia, Chile, email: mariagalvez2013@gmail.com
Diakonia
− Claudia Marcela Gómez Wilson, Coordinadora Regional de Género para América Latina, Colombia,
email: claudia.gomez@diakonia.se
− Gina Patricia Tellería Saavedra, Oficial de Programa, Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia,
email: patricia.telleria@diakonia.se
− Denisse Chávez, Oficial de Programa, Perú, email: denisesacha@gmail.com
Equity Now
− Bárbara Jiménez, Coordinadora Regional de América, Estados Unidos,
email: bjimenezsantiago@equalitynow.org
Equidad de Género, Ciudadanía, Trabajo y Familia
− María Eugenia Romero, Directora General, México, email: direccion@equidad.org.mx
Estudio para la Defensa de los Derechos de la Mujer (DEMUS)
− Jessenia Karim Casani Castillo, Integrante del Consejo Directivo, Perú, email: jessenia@demus.org.pe
Federación Internacional de Juventud/International Youth Federation (IYF)
− Michelle Belfor, Regional Coordinator for Latin America and the Caribbean, Suriname,
email: tamerabelfor@gmail.com
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Fundación para Estudio e Investigación de la Mujer (FEIM)
− Mabel Bianco, Presidenta, Argentina, email: feim@feim.org.ar
− Francisca Labrin Orellana, Coordinadora Regional, Chile, email: rancisca.labrin@gmail.com
− Nayla Marina Procopio, Coordinadora RedNac, Argentina, email: coordinacion.rednac@gmail.com
− Rocío Vecchio, Voluntaria, email: rovecchiou@gmail.com
Fondo Esperanza
− Irene Abbott Croxatto, Subgerenta de Productos Sociales, Chile, email: iabbott@fondoesperanza.cl
− Claudio Villar Martínez, Gerente de Desarrollo y Servicios, Chile, email: cvillar@fondoesperanza.cl
− Karina Gómez, Gerente Nacional de Oficinas, Chile, email: karinagomez@fondoesperanza.cl
− Mario Pavón, Gerente Comercial, Chile, email: mpavon@fondoesperanza.cl
Fórum Permanente pela Igualdade Racial (FOPIR)
− María Inés Da Silva Barbosa, Conselheira Política, Brasil, email: maria.br@terra.com.br
Fundación Chile (FCH)
− Iancu Cordescu, Director Ejecutivo, Chile, email: iancu.cordescu@chilepositivo.org
Fundación COEPIO
− Mariana Jesús Giorgetti, Apoderada, Jefa de Área de Género y DDHH, Argentina,
email: mariana80giorgetti@gmail.com
Fundación Cuide Chile
− Andrea Iñiguez, Asesora Legislativa, email: area.legislativa@cuidechile.cl
Fundación Género con Clase
− Rebeca Madriz Franco, Directora General, República Bolivariana de Venezuela,
email: fundaciongerneroconclase@gmail.com
Fundación Infancia y Cultura
− Paz Figueroa, Presidenta, Chile, email: fic.pfo@gmail.com
Fundación Instituto de la Mujer
− Gloria Leal, Directora Ejecutiva, Chile, email: glorialeal@insmujer.cl
− Mónica Cabezas, Profesional, Chile, email: monicabezasansaldo@gmail.com
Fundación Margen de Apoyo y Promoción de la Mujer
− Nancy Gutiérrez Medel, Presidenta, Chile, email: funmargen@hotmail.com
− Nasaria Navarro, Vicepresidenta, Chile, email: nasaria.navarro@gmail.com
− Víctor Hugo Robles, Coordinador de Comunicaciones, Chile, email: victorhugorobles@yahoo.es
− Angélica Cid, Monitora, Chile, email: cidsolidaria@hotmail.com
− Constanza Salazar, Monitora, Chile, email: jazzlibertad1@gmail.com
Fundación Microfinanzas BBVA
− Laura Fernández Lord, Responsable de Empoderamiento de la Mujer, España,
email: lfernandez@mfbbva.org
Fundación Niñas Valientes
− Emilia Vergara, Directora Ejecutiva, Chile, email: emilia@ninasvalientes.org
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Fundación para la Promoción y Desarrollo de la Mujer (PRODEMU)
− Alejandra Bárbara Arriagada Ortiz, Directora Provincial, Chile, email: aarriagada@prodemu.cl
− Claudia Miranda, email: cmrodriguez@prodemu.cl
− Gabriel Oviedo, email: goviedo@prodemu.cl
Fundación UMICH
− Carol Espinaza, Fundadora, Chile, email: carol.espinaza@gmail.com
Geledés - Instituto da Mulher Negra
− Nilza Iraci Silva, Coordinadora Ejecutiva, Brasil, email: nilraci@uol.com.br
Generación Activa Venezuela A.C.
− Eva Sabariego Salazar, Presidenta/Directora Ejecutiva, República Bolivariana de Venezuela,
email: evasabariego8@gmail.com
Girls First Fund
− Dayhana Hernández, Program Advisor, República Dominicana, email: dhernandez@girlsfirstfund.org
Girls Not Brides
− Gabriela García Patiño, Asistente de Programas para América Latina y el Caribe, México,
email: Gabriela.garcia@girlsnotbrides.org
Global Network of Sex Work Projects
− Rosa Alejandra Bravo Neira, Coordinadora Regional, Ecuador, email: karinabravo200@gmail.com
− Shaunna-May Trotman, Board Member, email: shaunnadey@gmail.com
Grenada National Organisation of Women
− Jacqueline Pascal, Project Coordinator, Granada, email: jacquelinepascal97@gmail.com
GrenCHAP/CARIMAN
− Ajani Benoit, Program Coordinator/Change Maker, Granada, email: ajanibenoit@gmail.com
Grupo Promotores de ESI (GPESI)
− Gabriela Georgina Ferreiro, Coordinadora, Argentina, email: gabriela.ferreiro@ensenaporargentina.org
Hivos
− Ginnette Vargas Obando, Gerente Regional de Programa, Proyecto Right Here Right Now,
Costa Rica, email: gvargas@hivos.org
− Michelle Jones Pérez, Oficial de Fortalecimiento de Capacidades, Proyecto Right Here Righ Now,
Costa Rica, email: mjones@hivos.org
Huairou Commission
− Olenka Ochoa Berreteaga, Council Board Member, Perú, email: olenka.ochoa@gmail.com
− Relinda Sosa Pérez, Fundadora y Presidenta, Confederación Nacional de Mujeres Organizadas por la
Vida y el Desarrollo Integral (CONAMOVIDI), Perú, email: relindasosa@yahoo.es
ICW Latina
− Marcela Silva Almonacid, Referente Nacional, Chile, email: icwlatina.chile@gmail.com
− Mariana Iacono, Secretaria Regional Provisoria, Argentina, email: independencia008@gmail.com
− Isabel Piña, Multiplicadores, Dominica, email: andrea.070@icloud.com
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Inclusión y Equidad
− Alejandra Faúndez, Directora para América Latina, Chile,
email: alejandra.faundez@inclusionyequidad.org
Instituto de Neuroprotección Infantil (INPI)
− Carolaine Landaeta Figueroa, Gestión, Chile, email: carolaine.landaeta@gmail.com
− Rebecca Reisdorf, Gestora, Chile, email: rebecca@conversemosmama.com
Internacional de Servicios Públicos (ISP)
− Iris Urzúa, Representante, Chile, email: irisurzua@gmail.com
− Ángela Rifo, Dirigente Sindical, Chile, email: angelarifo@yahoo.com
− Emma Puig de la Bellacasa, Expert Gender Equality for Women and Girls, Panamá,
email: emmapuigbellacasa@gmail.com
− Marcia Lara Acuña, Dirigenta, Chile, email: marcialara29@yahoo.com
− Carolina Espinoza, Vicepresidente de la Mujer Interamérica, Chile, email: caroxespinoza@gmail.com
Instituto Odara
− Naiara Leite, Brasil, email: naiara.leite@institutoodara.org.br
Instituto Regional de Administración de Empresas (IRADE)
− Farid Herrera, Chile, email: farid.herrera@irade.cl
International Women’s Health Coalition
− Eleanor Blomstrom, Senior Program Officer, email: info@iwhc.org
International Planned Parenthood Federation Western Hemisphere Region (IPPF WHR)/
Federación Internacional de Planificación Familiar/Región del Hemisferio Occidental (IPPF/RHO)
− Ricardo Baruch Domínguez, Regional Advocacy Officer, México, email: rbaruch@ippfwhr.org
International Youth Alliance for Family Planning (IYAFP)
− Jeison Ruiz López, Country Coordinator, Nicaragua, email: iyafp.nicaragua@gmail.com
Kinal Antzetik Guerrero A.C.
− Hermelinda Tiburcio, Presidenta, México, email: hermetc12@gmail.com
Legatarias – Organización Feminista por la Liberación
− Claudia Acuña, Encargada Política, Chile, email: ps.claudiaacuna@gmail.com
− Karen Valentina Espinoza Sobarzo, Miembro, Chile, email: kv.sobarzo@gmail.com
Legislatura de la Provincia de Mendoza
− Luciana Virginia Ibañez Méndez, Asesora Legislativa, Argentina, email: mendezlucianav@gmail.com
Lesbianas Independientes Feministas Socialistas
− Luisa Socorro Zanabria, Coordinadora de Proyectos, Perú, email: luzanabria27@gmail.com
Lu Copi
− Gladis Elizabeth Cabrera, email: gladiselizabethcabreraramos@gmail.com
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Me Pasó en la UNA
− Marisol Ruiz Celorio, Realizing Sexual and Reproductive Justice (RESURJ), Oficial de
Comunicación, México, email: comms@resurj.org
Mesa de Lideresas Indígenas
− Maria Hueichaqueo, email: mariahueichaqueo@gmail.com
− Susana María Riquelme Currihuinca, email: azucenarayen@gmail.com
Mesa de Vinculación al Foro de los Países de América Latina y el Caribe sobre el Desarrollo
Sostenible
− Soledad Carvacho, Grupo Personas Adultas Mayores, email: solecarvacho.c@gmail.com
Microsesiones Negra
− Heidy Micolta Montaño, Coordinación, Chile, email: juliethmicolta@gmail.com
Ministerio Cristiano Comunitario Somos Padres
− Lorena Mena Lillo, Área Educativa, Chile, email: lorena_yasmin_m@hotmail.com
− Patricia Andrea Escobar Puente, Relacionadora Pública, Chile, email: lea12201978@gmail.com
Ministerio Gobierno y Fe
− Christian Yunge Díaz, Director, Chile, email: chyd31@hotmail.com
Movimiento Ciudadanos en Acción
− Carolina Ángela Gárate Vergara, Presidenta, Chile, email: gar.carolina@hotmail.com
Mujeres con Capacidad de Soñar a Colores
− Valentina Vargas, Coordinadora, Italia, email: vvargasricca@gmail.com
Mujeres con Dignidad y Derecho
− Irina Ceballos Newball, Presidenta, Panamá, email: mddp.panama@gmail.com
Mujeres por un Desarrollo Alternativo para una Nueva Era (DAWN)/Development Alternatives
with Women for a New Era (DAWN)
− Celia Eccher Entenza, Miembro del Consejo Directivo, Uruguay, email: celitaeccher7@gmail.com
− Corina Rodríguez Enríquez, Investigadora del Centro Interdisciplinario para el Estudio de Políticas
Públicas (CIEPP) e integrante del Comité Ejecutivo de DAWN, Argentina,
email: crodriguezenriquez@ciepp.org.ar
Mujeres Pueblos Originarios
− Luisa Quiñenao, Coordinadora Nacional, Chile, email: jessicarupayan@gmail.com
Musas de Metal - Grupo de Mujeres Gay AC/AWID
− Alina Vallejo, Coordinadora de Incidencia, México, email: alinxvaga@gmail.com
Network of NGOs of Trinidad and Tobago for the Advancement of Women
− Hazel Brown, Coordinator, email: hazangbrown@tstt.net.tt
Network of Rural Woman Producers Trinidad and Tobago
− Gia Gaspard Taylor, President, Trinidad y Tabago, email: president@nrwptt.net
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Observatorio contra el Acoso Chile (OCAC)
− María José Guerrero, Presidenta, Chile, email: mariajose@ocac.cl
Observatorio de Discriminación Racial (ODR)
− Yanith Verónica Cristancho Segura, Coordinadora, Colombia, email: yanive_90@hotmail.com
Observatorio de Género y Equidad
− Teresa Valdés, Coordinadora, Chile, email: teresa.valdese@gmail.com
− Tatiana Hernández Comandini, Investigadora, Integrante del Directorio, Chile,
email: comandinih@gmail.com
Observatorio Legislativo Cristiano
− Marcela Aranda Arellano, Directora, Chile, email: observatorio.leg.cristiano@gmail.com
Organización de Mujeres Tierra Viva
− Caludia Rosales Acevedo, Facilitadora de Programa, Guatemala, email: clareli@yahoo.com
− Alma Odette Chacón de León, Coordinadora General, Guatemala, email: tierraviva88@gmail.com
Organización de Trabajadoras Sexuales (OTRASEX)
− Soranyi Martínez Ledesma, Secretaria de Actas, República Dominicana,
email: martinezsoranyi16@hotmail.com
Organización Voces de Mujeres Afrodescendientes en Panamá
− Hermelinda Rodríguez Góndola, Vicepresidenta, Panamá, email: gondoli70@hotmail.com
Organización Mujeres en Superación
− Nancy Reinoso López, Encargada de Monitoreo y Evaluación, Guatemala,
email: monitoreo.omes@gmail.com
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